MAXIMISING IMPACT: IDENTIFYING, MANAGING AND
COMMERCIALISING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
An overview of managing university IP and its commercialisation

COURSE BACKGROUND AND AIMS
"If nature has made any one thing less susceptible than all others of exclusive property, it is the action
of the thinking power called an idea, which an individual may exclusively possess as long as he keeps it
to himself; but the moment it is divulged, it forces itself into the possession of every one, and the
receiver cannot dispossess himself of it."
Thomas Jefferson, Letter to Isaac McPherson, Monticello, August 13, 1813

Background
Governments and companies are increasingly realising the importance of that Universities play in driving
innovation and economic development by providing society and industry with new vital ideas and
research. Commercialisation of universities’ intellectual property through interactions with business
(notably licensing, contract research, collaborative research and consultancy) or through creation of new
ventures (spin-out companies) can allow companies and economies to benefit from increased productivity
and competitiveness. Although the management of intellectual property has been a well established
profession across EU, US and a number of other territories, this is a relatively new endeavour in Turkish
universities, including Bogazici University.
The effective and efficient management of a university’s intellectual property is a multi-faceted problem
where technology transfer professionals have to integrate the key inputs of the technology, the market
opportunity and the intellectual property landscape with the needs of the academics, the university and
with business.

Aims
This introductory course aims to provide technology transfer professionals with an overview of the
following key aspects of commercialising IP:









Identifying and managing invention disclosures
IP landscaping and freedom to operate analysis
Commercialization strategies
Proof of concept funding and technology development
Managing a license agreement, royalty distributions, etc.
Negotiation
Valuation
How to form a spinout

The course is being run by highly experienced technology transfer practitioner from IP Pragmatics
Limited.
THE SPEAKER WILL BE AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT THE DAY TO ANSWER QUESTIONS THAT
ARISE FROM THE COURSE AND/OR TO ANSWER ANY GENERAL QUESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE
THAT RELATE TO INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND ITS EXPLOITATION.
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PROGRAMME
DAY 1
13.00

Tea and Coffee

13.30

Introduction to the course and its aims
 What is IP and its importance for companies and universities
 Overview of management and commercialisation of IP
 The knowledge exchange model
 Interacting with business

14.00

Managing and promoting disclosures of inventions from academics
 Disclosures as the key driver for identifying academic derived IP
 The disclosure process
 What information do we need to gather
 Methods for encouraging disclosures
 Dealing with initial disclosures
 Interaction with academics
 Tracking disclosures and measuring key metrics
 How to deal with ‘poor’ disclosures

15.30

Tea and Coffee

15.45

Assessing the value of an invention disclosure
 Overview of the invention assessment process
 Key areas (Stage 1) to initially assess
o Technology
o Market
o IP
o Management
 Stage 2 and 3 analyses
 Responding to unattractive opportunities

16:30

IP landscape and Freedom to Operate (FTO) analysis
 Outputs and use of IP landscaping as part of an overall analysis
 Worked example of an IP landscape analysis
 Outputs and use of FTO analysis
 How to undertake an FTO analysis

17.15

Questions

17.30

Close
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DAY 2
9.00

Commercialisation Strategies
 Different commercialisation options
 Strengths and weaknesses of different options
 Decision tree for determining preferred commercialisation options
 Process, procedures and systems

10.00

Valuing Intellectual Property
 Overview of key methodologies for valuing IP
 Strengths and weakness of different methodologies

10.30

Tea and Coffee break

10.45

Commercialising technology – Licensing
 Overview of licensing process
 Types of license
 Key stages:
o Assessing what you have
o Marketing your technology
o Entering negotiations
o Securing the license
 License agreements and other key documents
 Use of term sheets
 Post-licensing considerations

12.30

Lunch

13.30

Commercialising technology – Spin Outs
 Overview of spin-out process
 When to spin-out and when not?
 Key stages:
o Defining the business proposition
o Building the business case
o Recruiting the management team
o Securing investment
o Launching the spin out
 Key issues to be considered

14.30

Negotiation
 Key issues for consideration
 Negotiation strategies

15.00

Proof of Concept funding and technology development
 Overview of different proof of concept funds
 Use of PoC funds as part of IP commercialisation process
 Management of PoC funds

16.00

Questions

17.00

Close
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SPEAKER - Dr Quinton Fivelman, PhD

Quinton is an innovation and commercialisation strategy expert. He has a range of business development
consultancy experience in start-up life science, biotech, IT and cleantech ventures. He has worked across
government, business and the research community in several IP management and commercial due
diligence roles. Quinton brings a wealth of expertise in technology market assessment and is responsible
for guiding and managing innovation and IP strategies.
Quinton works as a consultant at IP Pragmatics, a company specialised in IP commercialisation and
independent market assessments and due diligence, including assisting with spin out formation and
licensing deals. IPP aim to assess commercial opportunities and where appropriate, protect intellectual
property and support opportunities to a point where they can generate commercial revenues.
Quinton founded the consultancy group Q5, which provides a complete innovation value chain from
evaluating new cleantech and IT start-up company opportunities through to commercialisation and
international technology transfer. Q5 International opens doors to innovation and technology cooperation
between China and Europe. Q5 Training assists businesses, schools and universities through innovation
entrepreneurship training and mentoring.
Dr Fivelman is the IP director at dreamitget.it and the IP Operations Officer at medical technology
company MediWiSe (Medical Wireless Sensing).
He previously worked as a BD manager at Brunel University, and managed knowledge transfer at London
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine where he was responsible for proof of concept funding for a
range of public health technologies and launching new initiatives by assisting projects to move from the
laboratory to the market. One such venture was not-for-profit DevelopMed, established to develop
innovative, safe and effective medical and surgical instruments that meet healthcare needs of the world‘s
poorest countries.
He has a PhD in malaria genetics and drug combinations from LSHTM and an Honours degree in
Pharmacology, Chemistry and Microbiology from the University of Cape Town, S. Africa.
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MAXIMISING IMPACT:
Identifying, Managing and
Commercialising IP
An overview of managing university IP and its
commercialisation
10th – 11th October 2013
Boğaziçi Üniversitesi, Istanbul

www.ip-pragmatics.com

Course Structure: Day 1


Session 1: Introduction to the course and its
aims



Session 2: Managing and promoting disclosures
of inventions from academics



Session 3: Assessing the value of an invention
disclosure



Session 4: IP landscape and Freedom to
Operate (FTO) analysis

Course Structure: Day 2


Session 5: Commercialisation Strategies



Session 6: Valuing Intellectual Property



Session 7: Commercialising technology – Licensing



Session 8: Commercialising technology – Spin Outs



Session 9: Negotiation



Session 10: Proof of Concept funding and
technology development
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Welcome and Introductions


You and your role in Boğaziçi University?



What you hope to learn today?



What you know about IP



Why IP and technology transfer is important
to Boğaziçi University?

Aims of course
To provide you with an overview of the following key
aspects of commercialising IP:









Identifying and managing invention disclosures
IP landscaping and freedom to operate analysis
Commercialization strategies
Proof of concept funding and technology development
Managing license agreements, royalty distributions, etc.
Negotiation
Valuation
How to form a spinout

Course Format


Informative but informal



Balance between lectures, case studies and Q&A



Needs your input



PLEASE ask questions



Your opportunity to learn

© IP Pragmatics
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IPP Overview


Company founded in 2000



o

IP Asset Management Company that combine:
IP Value Creation (IP Consulting)
IP Management (IP Services)



6 professional staff in London

o



Office in Australia



Experience team with scientific and business backgrounds recruited from
big pharma, SMEs, venture capital firms and the public sector



Strategic partners in US (TechLink) and Japan (Japan IP Network)

IP Pragmatics


We are a successful IP asset management company
providing expertise and services to help clients
maximise the value of their IP assets.



Work can range from independent market assessments
and due diligence through to assisting with spin out and
licensing deals.



We work across a broad range of life science and nonlife science sectors.

About me 









Quinton Fivelman (quinton.fivelman@ip-pragmatics.com)
Business development manager at IPP
Did PhD in malaria genomics at London School of Hygiene and
Tropical Medicine then a post-doc
Became LSHTM business development manager
Worked on a few public health business initiatives
Innovation, IP and commercialisation strategy
IP management and commercial due diligence
BD consultancy experience in start-up life science, biotech, IT
and cleantech ventures:





Q5 Group
AD Fertiliser Technologies
Dream It Get IT
MediWiSe - Medical Wireless Sensing / Lamda Guard Ltd

© IP Pragmatics
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What is Intellectual Property?


An asset created through application of intellect
and usually in response to a perceived need or
problem



The asset provides an enhanced position for
endeavour



May keep others out of your area or invite them
to use your expertise



Not necessarily “a right to use”



Usually time limited

What IP can you find?

What is Intellectual Property?

Viagra pill

1
Copyright
(Trademark)

© IP Pragmatics
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Patent rights
Trademark

3
Confidential know-how
Trademark
Design right
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Types of Intellectual Property


Patents








Protects collection of data

Design rights




Literary and artistic works

Database rights




Confidential trade secret

Copyright




Protection for things (products), processes, other

Know how

Applied to articles and protects what something looks like

Trade marks


Protects goodwill of a business associated with products and/or services.

The Importance of IP to Companies








Companies exist to generate value for their
shareholders
Shareholder value arises when a company
sustainably generates profits that are over and
above those normally earned in its sector – or it
promises such returns.
Companies in this position are described as having a
competitive advantage.
Unique assets like IP and the innovation they
represent often form the basis of competitive
advantage and above normal returns

The Importance of IP to Companies







Coca Cola TM - $10-40bn?
Polaroid Camera patents – $0.9bn
Bell Labs MP3 player patents - $0.5bn
The Beatles copyright - $0.4bn
Harry Potter copyright - $1bn?
86-DOS copyright - $50bn?

© IP Pragmatics
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The Importance of IP – US Universities


U.S. Licensing Activity Survey 2008 :










Patents filed






648 new commercial products introduced
5,039 total license and options executed
595 new companies formed
72% of new companies formed in the institution’s home state
3,381 startup companies still operating as of the end of FY2008
$51.47 billion total sponsored research expenditures
20,115 disclosures
18,949 total U.S. patent applications
12,072 new U.S. patent applications
848 non-U.S. patent applications

Patents issued


3,280 issued U.S. patents

The Importance of IP – EU Universities


Imperial Innovations (2007)











Over 300 contracts negotiated and concluded in 2006 worth 150 million Swiss Francs
(£110 million)

Oxford




Once buy out deal made MRC £108 million in 2006
In 2006 they made £34 million in licensing income
They have industrial funding for antimalarial research

University of Basel (Switzerland)




Adjusted profit : £5.3 million
Licence, royalty and other commercial contracts: £2.1 million

Medical Research Council Technology (UK)

Since 1997 they have had over £334 million invested into spin outs

Cambridge





Total knowledge and technology transfer turnover:
Total returned to stakeholders (academics & departments):
Licence income:
Consultancy income (includes health):

£6million
£5.3million
£4million
£1.98million

Protecting Products and Services
Copyright, Trademarks, Patents

© IP Pragmatics
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Protecting Products and Services

The Guardian and New York Times

Protecting Products and Services

George Kokkinidis / Design Language

Current Economic Climate


Coming out of recession






Funding for public sector science is under more
pressure
VC’s funding many fewer technology companies
(prefer acquisition deals)




Many technology companies went under during recession (or were
mothballed)

Easier to fund low risk propositions with near term revenues (eg.
services)

Companies looking to open innovation and
external partnership to build their R&D capabilities

© IP Pragmatics
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Why interact with industry?








Companies are increasingly realising the importance of
'external innovation‘
Universities are at the forefront of providing industry with
vital ideas and research.
These interactions can allow companies to benefit from
increased productivity and competitiveness.
Academics often have little exposure to industry, often
struggle when meeting, interacting and negotiating with
industry, and are often not aware of the benefits that
enterprise can provide to both themselves and their
institution

What do technology-intensive companies
industry want from the research base?
Innovative ideas and expertise
• Research is, by definition, innovative.
• Research expertise may be as valuable as research outputs

Vast diversity (scale & scope)
• Researchers are international in their scope and range of knowledge
• Accessible research from a wide range of disciplines and sectors

Leverage existing and access new funding streams
• Research expertise has been developed through long-term funding
• Support for collaborative R&D from regional, national and EU sources

Source: University of Glasgow

Knowledge Exchange Model
ALL SORTS OF
OTHER FACTORS

Teaching
Publications

Networking/
Events

Processes

Consultancy

Jobs

New Products
Start-up

New
Knowledge
Research

Materials
Researchers
Technology

Know-how

CPD

Collaborative
Research

Contract
Research

New services

Spin-out
Knowledge

Society

Turnover

Government

£
$

Policy-makers

Profit

Small Co’s
Big Co’s

R&D
expenditure

Innovation
Licensing
Skills
ALL SORTS OF
OTHER FACTORS

Company
Creation

% turnover from
new products/
services

KE

RESEARCH OUTPUTS
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ECONOMIC
ACTIVITY

ECONOMIC
IMPACT
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What are the interaction mechanisms
Commercial focus
Faculty Consulting
Licensing technologies
Access to facilities
Executive Education
Spin-off companies Research focus
Industry-funded
Collaborative
Industrial secondment
Embedded lab

Educational focus
Curriculum design
Student project
Student placement
Clubs/Special Interest Groups

Business-University Relationship Mutual Benefits – Support Value Chain
UNIVERSITY
BENEFIT
Commercial
incentives

COMMERCIAL
Consulting
Licensing
Executive education
Services

RESEARCH

Enhanced
research activity

Contract research
Collaboration
Industrial secondment
Embedded lab

BUSINESS
BENEFIT
Technology
validation and
adoption

Technology
discovery and
forecasting

EDUCATIONAL

Motivated students
Employed alumni

Curriculum design
Project
Student placement
Technology clubs

Technology
awareness and
skill gain

Your strategic goals?









Maximize the number of university technologies
developed through external investment by industry and
venture capital
Increase research funding overall
Maximize participation by researchers in the technology
transfer process
Raise awareness of and skill in business and
entrepreneurship
Earn sufficient revenue to become self-sustaining in the
long-term

© IP Pragmatics
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Marketing yourself


Listing of technologies on website is usually ineffective



unless the technology is fairly well developed
possible exception in special areas of expertise where people will seek
you out



The TTO’s website, however, is important for people seeking
to contact you. Make it easy to find and to get to you.



Marketing tool for the TTO to find potential licensees



But be sure to contact the RIGHT person at the companies you find.
And don’t do “mass mailings”—pinpoint whom you contact

www.ip-pragmatics.com
IP Pragmatics Limited
1 Quality Court
Chancery Lane
London WC2A 1HR
UK
T: +44(0)203 176 0580
E: info@ip-pragmatics.com

© IP Pragmatics
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MAXIMISING IMPACT:
Identifying, Managing and
Commercialising IP
An overview of managing university IP and its
commercialisation
10th – 11th October 2013
Boğaziçi Üniversitesi, Istanbul

www.ip-pragmatics.com

Course Structure: Day 1


Session 1: Introduction to the course and its
aims



Session 2: Managing and promoting disclosures
of inventions from academics



Session 3: Assessing the value of an invention
disclosure



Session 4: IP landscape and Freedom to
Operate (FTO) analysis

Background


Boğaziçi University and its staff activities are governed
and controlled by many different legal agreements:










Employment contracts
Government, EU, TUBITAK or other funding body grant conditions
CBD and Regulatory use permits
Sponsored or collaborative research agreements
Material transfer agreements (MTAs)
Publishing agreements
Etc

Opportunity for conflicts to arise in respect of ownership
and control over your IP

© IP Pragmatics
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IP Business Strategy is important

www.prospectcg.com

Utilising IP Assets - Drivers






Increasing drive for ‘effective’ innovation from
government and other funding bodies
Need for Boğaziçi University to protect its research
So many partners and different forms of IP
So……..




Where are the opportunities (and threats)?
What IP is there to protect and use?
What people/systems are needed to make this happen?

Identifying IP Assets


Diverse range of IP is created / utilised / available across
Boğaziçi University


Reflects the diverse research activities undertaken at Boğaziçi



Presents both an opportunity and a challenge



Boğaziçi University leads to unique “constraints” that have
to be balanced when undertaking knowledge transfer





Status and mission of the institution
Legal frameworks
Collaborative nature of much of the work
Funding rules

© IP Pragmatics
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IP conflicts - Impact on two levels


Impede future utilisation (both for profit and notfor-profit)








Background contractual IP issues have often been the
death knell of many a promising technology
Important part of early diligence when evaluating new
opportunities
Reason why many academic organisations operate grants,
research contracts and technology transfer under one roof

Impede future basic research


Constrains how and with whom you and the institution
can continue your research

Applied research – e.g. EU FP7


In many cases, contractors will need access rights to the
other contractor's knowledge and pre-existing know-how in
order to be able to exploit their own knowledge.



Such access rights to knowledge are, in principle, royaltyfree, unless the contractors agree otherwise before the
signature of the EC contract.



Contractors have the obligation to report their plans for the
use, protection and dissemination of knowledge to the
Commission in the plan for using and disseminating the
knowledge.

Basic research – e.g. EU FP7








For basic research the EU still requires knowledge to be
protected either through patents (if economically viable) or
through trade secrets.
Results of basic research is often oriented towards
dissemination. Consider the future potential of their
knowledge and make sure their dissemination activities are
not destroying this potential.
A consortium could disseminate the nature and the overall
results of its research work (among others in order to avoid
duplication of research efforts by other projects)
Can keep part of its processes and scientific methods secret,
in order to reserve a certain advantage for its members and
thus give them priority in any future research efforts.

© IP Pragmatics
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Collaborative Research Agreements


Agreements take time to negotiate and complete





The earlier you work with the contracts office the better
They drive, you assist and support

IP policy


Safe guard future freedom to operate







Rights to use output in ongoing research

Endeavour to retain ownership of Foreground IP
Avoid joint ownership of IP (if at all possible but often will
be joint due to consortium)
Sponsor gets right to licence and exploit


Partner(s) shares in downstream value created

Collaborative Research Agreements


Times are changing








Industry used to insist on owning all IP generated in
research it sponsored (by assignment)
[except in US where for 25 years Universities have had to
own by law]
Not an issue of ownership but one of rights

Most academic/government organisations are
getting tougher on ownership of Foreground IP



Tough but flexible – most Universities approach
We own or no funding – some institutions

The Technology
Transfer Process








Technology Transfer involves moving
technologies from lab to marketplace
Main challenge is identifying the most
promising commercial opportunities
during the invention disclosure process.
Disclosures are key driver for identifying
academic derived IP
One of the most difficult aspects of this
process is selecting promising business
opportunities among the constant stream
of inventions that are technically strong,
compelling and potentially important.

© IP Pragmatics
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Invention Disclosure


All about evaluating inventions: should you spend
the money to file a patent?



Two questions to answer:
1. Is it patentable in light of the “prior art”


And will the patent claims be broad enough to be valuable

2. If we are able to get a patent, is anyone likely to
invest in developing the technology?


And is the potential return large enough to justify the
investment in the patent?

Invention Disclosure forms


All universities have technology or invention disclosure
forms (TDF)



Invention Disclosure Form is the first step in the process
that could potentially lead to commercialization



Completion of the form assists in two important ways:



First, it serves as a written, dated (legal) record of the invention
Second, it provides the TTO with basic information which helps to
evaluate, subsequently protect and potentially commercialize the
IP associated with the invention.

Invention Disclosure forms


Forms typically contain these questions:












Title, date, date of invention
Brief layman’s overview and description
Inventor’s details and all people involved with invention
Technical details with data: background, novel aspects, etc.
Third party interests and collaborations
IP protection and potential protection
Public disclosures and prior art
Potential market and competitors
Signatures

See Brunel TDF form

© IP Pragmatics
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Inventorship


Intellectual input to the invention. This may be and often
is different to intellectual input into a scientific project.



Grey area in science but can be absolutely critical in
certain territories (e.g. USA).



Inventorship does not go to professional courtesy as does
authorship on a scientific paper.



Inventorship does not necessarily go to who did the work,
however laborious.



Case Study Inventorship – see handout

Invention Disclosure: Answering the
questions


Patentability




Licensability







A reasonable probability of a correct answer from
literature search and professional (legal) assessment—if
time allows
Much more difficult to answer
“Market research” is very time consuming
And the more innovative the technology, the less likely
the “market” knows what it wants!

Often use classification system

Invention Disclosure: categories


Category I – Immediate Commercial Potential










A strong, expressed intent from a commercial entity to license for use
outside government markets.
In many cases, a license for background IP may exist and the
invention will increase the value of the relationship, or a negotiation
may already be in process.
A strong IP position, including clearly defendable IP in which both US
and international rights can been preserved.
Clear lines of ownership of the intellectual property with cooperative
institutional affiliation for any external co-inventors.
A large, well understood, commercial market with a quantified
addressable market.

© IP Pragmatics
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Invention Disclosure: categories


Category II - Possible Commercial Potential,
Marketing Period Required




The technology has reached a level of development that allows
description of the potential benefit to a partner or investor. This
includes a demonstrated proof of principle and some initial
experimental verification or technical validation of performance.
A strong intellectual property position, including





clearly protectable intellectual property; and
clear lines of ownership with cooperative institutional affiliation for any external
co-inventors

A defined market with large potential and accessible licensees
confirmed by market analysis based on the potential performance of
the technology.

Invention Disclosure: categories


Category III - Further Development Needed





Uncertainty in ability to identify and attract licensees.
Technology is at an early stage of development for
which a description of the benefit to a profit-seeking
entity is hard to formulate or is not compelling.
Weak intellectual property position, including






IP that is not clearly protectable due to early stage,
incomplete description, obviousness, or crowded patent arena; and
unclear lines of ownership or external co-inventors with noncooperative institutional affiliation.

A market with limited potential or difficult to engage
licensees.

Invention Disclosure: categories


Category IV – Recommend not filing patent






In this case the technology is not suitable for patenting
or commercialisation for various reasons including public
disclosure
Technology may move up into higher category at later
stage so best to request 6 month updates

Category V – Recommend for internal review only




Can be case where national security is an issue
Often where information or technology not suitable for
external involvement at this stage

© IP Pragmatics
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Invention Disclosure – good practice
Raise awareness of faculty





Upper administration gives visible support of the tech
transfer mission and function

Keep barriers to entry low





Simple disclosure forms; don’t ask the faculty to justify
their invention disclosures!

Responsiveness by the TTO








Answer enquiries quickly and knowledgeably
Respond immediately to new disclosures
Meet with faculty to understand objectives
Finish evaluations quickly—and give answers quickly and
personally

Public Disclosure


Anything that places a description of, or an example of an invention that
can be investigated, in the public domain



“Public domain” means just that - freely accessible by any member of the
public whether he/she would want to or not.


E.g. PhD thesis; paper/report on the (open) net; conversation in a pub;
discussions with external colleagues; conference presentation.

Non-disclosure is anything that restricts the potential viewing audience to
something less than any member of the public.





E.g. a talk in closed meeting; submission of ms in confidence; internal lab.
meetings; restricted access intranet sites(?).

Point: Any positive indication that something is provided in confidence to a
targeted person or group may not be a disclosure within the public domain.





NOTE: any type of disclosure should be discussed with your IP manager

Disclosure and publishing









Papers in journals: These count as published on the first day that an
ordinary reader could get hold of a copy (including online).
Abstracts and The Internet
Theses: Can be if public oral examination. If the oral examination is in
private and the thesis is shelved in a library, the thesis counts as published
when a reader could first get hold of it. The thesis also counts as published
if the supervisor lends it to someone without the borrower knowing that it
is to be kept confidential.
Poster displays: Beware, poster display on the corridor outside your lab.
Exhibitions and Open days
Oral and casual disclosures: At a conference, if you depart from your
prepared text - which you are happy to publish - to answer a question
from the floor, that departure too is publication.

© IP Pragmatics
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Disclosure prior to 1st Filing
Europe
First to file:


Any disclosure of an invention by the legitimate inventor(s) or third
parties before a first filing will invalidate any planned or actual filing.

USA
First to invent:






A disclosure by an/the inventor(s) within 12 months prior to a first
filing – grace period operates.
No loss of patentability IF first filing made before USPTO within grace
period.

See Case Study - Disclosure

What’s in it for the Inventor?


Assistance in identifying and pursuing commercial
exploitation prospects.



Patent Budget and some Proof of Concept research
funding opportunities.



Professional & research kudos



Links with industry (leading to collaborative
research, consultancy…)



Share of revenue from successful commercialisation
of IP for both inventor and department.

Seven deadly sins of the inventor
1. The invention is more complex than the
problem merits.

2. The invention is not kept secret until the
date of filing.

3. The invention isn't new.

© IP Pragmatics
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Seven deadly sins of the inventor
4. The inventor hasn't fully considered the
problem.

5. No-one wants it.

6. An invention is safer if it's kept secret.

Seven deadly sins of the inventor
7. The inventor has an unrealistic idea of
the value of his/her invention.



Not thinking strategically about IP is one of the biggest
mistakes a university or company could make.

To staff: Do’s and Don’ts of IP Disclosure


New, exciting and innovative results & ideas may have a commercial
application and could potentially benefit both the university and inventor.

WHAT NOT TO DO (IMPORTANT)
Disclose details of your results
(seminars, conference abstracts and
posters etc.) before contacting us.

Disclosure will seriously impede
potential for patent protection
and commercial exploitation

WHAT TO DO
 Keep good records
 Initially, keep it confidential
 Contact IP office

Complete Technology Disclosure Form (TDF)

Patentability and commercial ability will be
assessed and if necessary, IP protection will
be sought (6-8 weeks after TDF submission)

© IP Pragmatics
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Lab book keeping








A well kept laboratory notebook (lab book) is the best way to
demonstrate that you were the first to invent something.
Keeping a lab book is vital if you want to patent your idea in
the USA, which operates on a “first to invent” process rather
than the “first to file a patent application” process that
operates in EU.
A written lab book is preferable to one kept electronically, as
records are more easily altered or manipulated in electronic
form.
Any electronic records should be printed and stuck into a
paper-based book.

Lab book keeping – details 1











No loose pages of paper—pages should be bound or stuck into the book;
Pages must be numbered consecutively;
Entries should use black ink. No blanks spaces should be left in the text.
Spaces should be ruled through to avoid misinterpretation;
Any errors should remain legible and crossed out, instead of erased, liquid
papered or blacked out. A single line through, keeping the previous
wording legible is best. This avoids any suspicion of concealment;
Any changes or additions must be signed and dated;
Pre-experimental work, including details of any ideas generated through
thinking/discussion sessions with colleagues should be included;
Entries should be in chronological order without blank pages. Never tear
out pages. To start on a new pages, a line should be drawn through any
unused section of the previous page;

Lab book keeping – details 2













Later results should be recoded in chronological order and cross
referenced earlier entries;
Any additional information, e.g. diagrams, photos etc, should be printed
out and glued into the lab book. These should be signed and dated;
All non-standard terms, abbreviations and acronyms should be defined;
Sketches of equipment should be used to show any procedures or
variations;
There should be no opinions included on your ability to protect (e.g.
patent) the research;
The conclusion of each work period or experiment should by signed and
dated by you and signed by a witness;
Copies should be made and kept secure at several locations. No
unauthorized persons should have access to the lab book and it must be
kept confidential.

© IP Pragmatics
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Lab book keeping







In reality few people maintain such strict rules.
It is important to be aware of the potential legal
problems that can occur with disputed lab books
and notes.
Best to keep lab book as tidy as possible and if
there is potential IP, this should be signed and
dated by a witness.
Make sure it is kept in a safe place!

Key Agreements to Consider


Grants






Standard Terms set by grant body – see EU FP7
Take it or leave it
Often grant holders are neutral about your
institution’s IP policies
Some impact on IP and need to treated with caution




EU project rules
Consortiums with a mixture of companies and universities
More grants are now including detailed IP clauses and grant
holders want to see commercialisation strategies

Key Agreements to Consider


Contracts


IP terms are sometimes negotiable



IP often the most contentious issue in negotiations



Staff are a key stake holder in contract negotiations
but are not authorised to enter agreements on
behalf of the institution


Work on the side of the institution not against it

© IP Pragmatics
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Confidentiality Agreements
Disclosing an idea without adequate legal protection is always dangerous:



Someone may use knowledge of your idea for their own gain - your loss.
Disclosure now may prevent a worthwhile patent later.




When dealing with anyone else - companies in particular – staff should
disclose nothing without at least



a signed non-disclosure agreement (NDA) and
free forms of legal protection in place, e.g. copyright or unregistered design right






Can tell them without describing the inventive parts of your idea. Revealing
broadly what it is (‘It is a novel mousetrap') may be safe; revealing what
makes it novel is dangerous.



Ensure ALL university staff are aware of confidentiality rules



Only authorised TTOs or contract staff can legally sign NDAs

Material Transfer Agreements


An important and necessary part of doing
academic research



In – for receipt of materials from other academic
labs or commercial entities



Out – for sending proprietary materials to other
academic labs or commercial entities



Why have them?
Liabilities
IP safeguards
Publication acknowledgement





Material Transfer Agreements
IN


All commercial entities use them and very many (all) academic organisations



Need to be treated with caution


IP terms often very restrictive








They control inventions you make with their materials (not just improvements to their material)

Use terms very restrictive
Can only be used for basic research and not in collaborative projects

NEVER SIGN!







You are not authorised signatories
Highlight MTA to the contracts office ASAP
Assist them negotiate more acceptable terms
Very rarely will an organisation not respond positively to changes
But may take time……so be organised and start the process ASAP
Be prepared to walk away and find an alternative source

© IP Pragmatics
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Material Transfer Agreements
OUT


Need to get into the habit of using them for ‘proprietary’
materials



Not a tool to restrict the recipient’s research



Important safeguard for University






Covers potential liabilities from recipient using the material
Ensures ownership of the materials is retained
Ensures you are acknowledged in publications by the recipient

Recipient will be expecting one


Rarely will it be a contentious issue

Managing Staff


Staff employment contracts:










Assign all IP to university or to funder (especially for industrial)
Assist the university in taking ownership and prosecuting IP
Inform university of any new IP
Grant power of attorney to university in relation to IP matters
(Waive any moral rights to copyrighted works)
Non-compete clauses (mainly for companies)
Exit agreements (mainly for companies)

Establish systems for capturing new inventions and IP






Responsibilities for reporting and assessment
Routine IP meetings involving research/technical staff, IP manager
and business heads
Forms for disclosing new inventions
Rewards for staff inventions

Managing Partners




Supplier, customer, co-developer and other partners are
often involved in the reduction to practise or
improvement of new inventions
All contracts with partners should anticipate
involvement in university IP and include:








University ownership of any material or product transferred for
testing or for further development
Clear ownership of IP by university
Effective confidentiality provisions

At the very least confidentiality agreements and/or
materials transfer agreements should be used.
Type of agreement dependent on situation: product
testing or co-development.


Is the partner being asked to follow instructions or solve a
problem (with intellectual input)?

© IP Pragmatics
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IP in Grants and Contracts – Hints & Tips


Its important and unavoidable



They take time to negotiate and get right



Business / Contract office there to help




Don’t negotiate on institution’s behalf






Their prime responsibility to safeguard the institution’s interests and
implement policy

Assist the internal experts to understand your needs and then facilitate
their job with your research contacts
Don’t undermine them in 3-way negotiations

Get the internal experts involved at earliest possible time

www.ip-pragmatics.com
IP Pragmatics Limited
1 Quality Court
Chancery Lane
London WC2A 1HR
UK
T: +44(0)203 176 0580
E: info@ip-pragmatics.com

Slide credits:
• Northwestern University
• European Patent Office (www.epo.org/learning-events/materials/inventors-handbook/sins.html)
• MIT
• Los Alamos National Laboratory
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CONFIDENTIAL

In Strictest Confidence

Technology Disclosure Form (TDF)
The purpose of this TDF is to record what has been invented and to supply detailed information in a
format to enable the evaluation of the invention, including a review of its commercial potential by
RSDO. If the University decides to support commercialisation of the invention, the TDF will supply
the information required by patent agents in order to facilitate the production of the first draft of a
patent application and form the basis of funding applications.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact RSDO. Guidance is on page 6.
The TDF is an important legal document and should be prepared carefully.
Please fill in Part A, Sections 1 to 12. Part B can be completed at a later stage, if necessary.
PART A: PRIMARY INFORMATION (please fill in as much as possible)
1. Title of the project
A technically accurate and descriptive title, preferably less than 5 words in total.

2. Date of disclosure

3. Discloser details
Details of the person disclosing the invention (typically the lead inventor)

Discloser:
(first name)

(MI)

Position/Title:

School:

Phone:

Email:

(last name)

4. Brief description of the idea
In less than 250 words that describe the basis of the idea. This description should be understandable by
somebody that is familiar with this invention and not be an expert in the field.

5. Period of invention creation

From:

To:

How are these dates documented (for example in a lab book)?

Technology Disclosure Form (updated 25/09/2012, QF)
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6. Inventor(s)
Identify and list all inventors of the invention. Please see guidance notes for details. Note that your employer(s),
i.e. Brunel, must be relevant for the whole or part of the relevant period in Section 5.
Inventor 1:
(last name)

Position/Title:
Phone:
Employer(s):
Home Address:

(first name)

(MI)

School:
E-mail:
Nationality:
(street)

(city/town)

(Post code)

Describe the contribution made by Inventor 1 including agreed percentage ownership (%):

Inventor 2:
(last name)

Position/Title:
Phone:
Employer(s):
Home Address:

(first name)

(MI)

School:
E-mail:
Nationality:
(street)

(city/town)

(Post code)

Describe the contribution made by Inventor 2 including agreed percentage ownership (%):

Inventor 3:
(last name)

Position/Title:
Phone:
Employer(s):
Home Address:

(first name)

(MI)

School:
E-mail:
Nationality:
(street)

(city/town)

(Post code)

Describe the contribution made by Inventor 3 including agreed percentage ownership (%):

Inventor 4:
(last name)

Position/Title:
Phone:
Employer(s):
Home Address:

(first name)

(MI)

School:
E-mail:
Nationality:
(street)

(city/town)

(Post code)

Describe the contribution made by Inventor 4 including agreed percentage ownership (%):

Technology Disclosure Form (updated 25/09/2012, QF)
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7. Detailed description of technology/invention
Current status of the invention?
Initial Idea / Proven concept / Working prototype / In production:

A) Detailed technical description of the invention
Provide a written description of the invention and the manner and process of making and using it. What is
the problem to be solved by this invention? What existing problem does the invention overcome? Where is
the need for the technology?

Supporting documentation attached?
B) Background of the invention

Yes or No:

Provide a brief history of developments which have led to this particular invention. Please describe the
background to this research, expertise, know-how and patents (if any) which have led to this invention.

C) Current market
What is the closet known technology to the invention? What are the competing technologies/products that
meet the above need? What are the problems and disadvantages with the closest technology?

D) Novel aspects of the invention
Describe in detail the novel features of the invention that distinguishes it from all else that is known. What
are the specific improvements and practical advantages of the invention compared to the present
technology? How does the invention solve problems inherent to current technologies?

E) Commercial applications of the technology
What are the applications of the technology? What are the potential commercial markets for this
technology?

Technology Disclosure Form (updated 25/09/2012, QF)
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8. Third party interests – funding and collaboration
Provide all details of all funding bodies, external institutions, agencies and companies involved in the
invention, no matter how small an involvement.

9. IP details and potential protection
What IP is associated with the project? Do you think it’s patentable? Provide all details of IP that you think
may be worth protecting. This is typically patents but could also extend to design rights and potential
trademarks.

10. Disclosure and prior art
In the U.K. and most countries in the world, valid patent protection depends upon the invention not having
been previously disclosed to the public in any way. In the patenting context disclosure means anything which
has been made available to the public in any way anywhere in the world by written or oral description, by use
or in any other way, at any time prior to a patent application being filed. It should be apparent that for patenting
purposes disclosure extends far beyond the submission of a written journal article. Therefore the following
questions should be carefully considered.

The following is a list of examples where a potential disclosure may take place. In relation to the
invention, please indicate which, if any, of the disclosures below are relevant and the date when it
occurred (or is planned to occur).
Type of disclosure

Date of disclosure

Date of planned
disclosure

Abstract
Poster
Paper
Thesis
Media
Lecture/seminar
Discussion with others outside
the project including non-Brunel
employees (e.g. any students)
(Only detail if the discussion was not
covered by a NDA/CDA)

Internet
Other
Please provide full details of the specific disclosures indicated above, including where
appropriate, copies of written disclosures. Please also list research documents in the public
domain relevant or material to the invention.
Note: If you know of any published material such as scientific papers or commercial literature relating to the
invention, please cite and/or supply them.

Copies of written disclosures attached? Yes / No:

Technology Disclosure Form (updated 25/09/2012, QF)
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11. Any other information
Other details of importance

12. Signatures
By signing the boxes below I confirm that I have read the entire TDF and I confirm the information
given above is to the best of my knowledge and belief, correct and complete. I confirm that all
inventors have reviewed this TDF and have agreed to submit this TDF.
Discloser

Print name:

Signature:

Date:

Complete as fully as possible and return both an electronic copy (averil.horton@brunel.ac.uk) and a
fully signed hardcopy to:
Dr Averil Horton
RSDO
Michael Sterling 259
Brunel University
Uxbridge, UB8 3PH
Telephone: 018952 66390

For RSDO use only
Reference number
Action

Technology Disclosure Form (updated 25/09/2012, QF)
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Guidance notes for completion of form
In the context of this TDF, an invention may be any process, innovation or material that is new, useful
and potentially commercial. To be patentable an invention must be capable of industrial application,
must be novel, that is it must not have previously been publicly disclosed and must have an ‘inventive
step’, that is it must improve on what was previously known in some manner and in a way that is more
than merely an obvious modification.
The TDF will also be used to assess the ownership of intellectual property rights, potential third party
claims to those rights, and obligations to external sponsors. Incorrect and incomplete details could
lead to the reduction or loss of exploitation revenues, litigation or the invalidation of patent
applications. If in doubt, please disclose all information believed to be material to the creation of the
invention in question.
Part B of the form is designed to consider the commercial issues surrounding the invention and is
needed for application for further funding.
1.
Title of project
This should be a short working title which describes the invention and can be used as a reference,
e.g. “Novel device for drug delivery in the treatment of amnesia”
2.
Date of disclosure
The date this form is completed.
4.
Brief description of the idea
This should be a brief overview of the idea in a non-technical sense. This should be written in a
manner that can be understood by most scientists that work in the area. Try not to include too much
detail or potential intellectual property.
5.
Period of invention
When the idea was first conceived and documented. If the invention creation is still ongoing then fill
in ‘present’ in the “To:” field.
6.
Details of all inventors
A person is only a legally defined inventor if he or she conceived or contributed an essential element
of the invention either independently or jointly with others, during the evolution of the invention or its
reduction to practise, i.e. an individual without whose intellectual and creative input the invention could
not have been made in its present form. This is distinct from a contributor who may carry out routine
tasks to show the invention works. The co-authors of publications are not necessarily inventors. If
more than one inventor, please specify whether theirs was a major or minor contribution and the
estimated percentage ownership of the invention.
7.
Technical Description
The technical description should be sufficiently detailed to enable RSDO to assess the invention and
should include a full technical specification, drawings, claims made and potential uses. A draft
manuscript is often very helpful for this purpose.
7A) Detailed technical description of the invention
The description is required to be in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable any
person skilled in the field to which the invention pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected,
to make and use the invention. If it will enhance the understanding of the invention subject matter
then use and describe drawings, figures, graphs, tables, chemical structures or the like. Your
description may be by reference to a separate document (copy of a report, grant application or the
like – please attach to application). If the University decides to support the commercialisation of
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this invention, this information will be used by our Patent Attorneys to produce the first draft patent
specification prior to filing an initial UK patent application.
7B) Background of the invention
Give details of all relevant research undertaken by the inventors leading to the invention, including
local expertise and know-how, and any prior patents, that you may know of, which are relevant to
the invention. Include a statement of the field i.e. Biomedical/Medical Devices, to which the
invention pertains and should outline a brief history of developments which have led to this
particular invention.
7D) Novel aspects of the invention
Describe in detail the novel features of the invention that distinguishes it from all else that is known.
What are the specific improvements and practical advantages of the invention compared to the
present technology? How does the invention solve problems inherent to related technologies? The
nature of the ‘inventive step’ should be detailed. This information will assist university staff and the
patent attorneys to differentiate the invention from the prior art, to better protect and market it.
Describe how the technology is inventive, non-obvious to a person skilled in the art, and the
advantages over the current state of the art.
7E) Potential Commercial Applications and Market
It is important to identify an exploitation route at the earliest possible stage. Please give brief
details of potential licensees, joint venture partners, etc. or other anticipated route to market.
8.
Third Party Interests
If the research leading to the invention was funding by a third party, e.g. as part of a project sponsored
by a company, or funded by a research council / charity, the sponsor / funder may have contractual
rights in the intellectual property. If there are co-inventors or other contributors who are employed by
another institution, that institution will have an interest in the intellectual property. Please provide
sufficient information for the ownership position to be clarified.
9.
IP details and potential protection
All IP should be listed with the intention that Brunel will be able to apply for a patent or other IP
protection such as design rights or a trademark.
10. Disclosure and prior Art
Provide references and summary of relevant publications in the field of the invention, which may have
relevance. A disclosure is anything that places a description of, or an example of an invention that
can be investigated, in the public domain. “Public domain” means freely accessible by any member
of the public whether he/she would want to or not, e.g. PhD thesis; manuscript on the (open) net;
conversation in a pub; discussions with external colleagues. Non-disclosure is anything that restricts
the potential viewing audience to something less than any member of the public, such as a talk in
closed meeting; submission of paper in confidence; internal lab meetings. Any type of disclosure
should be discussed with RSDO.
11. Other Information
Please provide any other relevant information, particularly that which will assist in
(i)
obtaining protection for the intellectual property,
(ii)
any potential issues anticipated with the project,
(iii)
clarifying the position with respect to ownership, and
(iv)
identifying an exploitation route (such as potential companies, licensees, etc.)

PLEASE SEE PART B FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, IF REQUIRED

Technology Disclosure Form (updated 25/09/2012, QF)
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PART B: ADDITIONAL INFORMATION (please fill in as much as possible)
13. Status of Invention
This section relates purely to the technical aspects of the invention (i.e. non commercial).
Is any Regulatory Approval Required? Yes/No:
If yes, please provide full details below e.g. any clinical trials required

What has been done to demonstrate that this invention actually works?
Describe what you have done to prove that the invention produces the benefits you envisage

What additional steps, if any, still need to be taken to prove that this invention actually works?
Describe what additional measures would need to be taken in order to satisfy a potential customer that the
invention is capable of doing what it claims to be able to do as compared with existing technology

What further developments to the invention are anticipated?
Describe any planned or projected improvements to the invention and a corresponding timetable for such
improvements. Please indicate any known resources; including sources of research funding that will be
used to further develop the technology.

What are the steps that need to be taken between the end of the research and development
phase and when the first customer buys/can use the invention?
Set out the major milestones in this effort, when each should occur and what each achieves

Describe the team that is developing the idea
What team needed? Who available? Track record of project leaders. Consider for example the resources
that may be required for market analysis work, proof of concept, development of a working prototype, the
production of a business plan or licensing plan etc.

Other Investors
Are you / have you approached any other investors? – describe plans & status

Technology Disclosure Form (updated 25/09/2012, QF)
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14. Status of IP and IP investigations
a) Is IP assigned to the University? If not explain status.
Has the University been assigned all rights? If not, describe situation

b) Has UK Patent Office search been obtained?
If so, provide date & conclusions, If not, what is the status of application?

c) Key words
Please provide at least 10 key words to be used to describe the invention for use in a novelty search

15. Market Profile
a. Product offering / USP
Describe the unique features. What is the value proposition

b. Customer offering
It is useful to differentiate between the Client (who might buy the idea) and the end user – that
may benefit from the idea

i. Client offering
What clients might be interested and why? How would they gain and why? Why would they see
this as urgent?

ii. End user offering
Who would buy and why? What are they buying now? What is the urgency for this solution?

c. Competition
Describe competitors or those with similar ideas

d. Market opportunity
Describe the size of market and the market trends. Describe the short and longer term
opportunities

e. Product development
Is there an opportunity to grow this into a family / range of products? Describe

f.

Alternative applications

Are there other ways that the technology could gain market success – describe

16. Business Profile
a. Anticipated Objectives & Outcomes
What is the ultimate project goal?

Technology Disclosure Form (updated 25/09/2012, QF)
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b. Financial Plan
Describe how the idea will generate profit. Will this become a spin off company / license deal /
sale?

c. Longer Term Prospects
How will the project attract the funding it will need in the future to go to market?

d. Risk Assessment & Analysis
What are the commercial and technological risks? How could these be overcome?

17. Ethics and impact information
a.

Biological Ethics?

Details of biological materials used; are any obtained from humans? Have ethical consents been obtained for
commercial use

b.

Social, Environmental & Ethical benefits?

Potential important benefits to society: social, Environmental & Ethical

Technology Disclosure Form (updated 25/09/2012, QF)
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CASE STUDY – INVENTORSHIP
You have heard in the talk about the importance of getting inventorship right and how this is a legal
process that is not open to ‘choice’ or ‘nomination’ as with more conventional academic publication
practice such as in papers.
Take 5 minutes to read this description of a project leading up to a potentially patentable invention
and decide who you think should be nominated as inventors and for what reasons. We will then
discuss this as a group.
Subject of proposed patent filing: Gene X and its uses as an arthritis susceptibility marker
Dr Jones devises a gene cloning strategy to clone gene X, an important marker gene for arthritis
susceptibility.
He successfully obtains funding from the Research Council to carry out the work and employs Dr
Smith as a post doc on the project.
Dr Smith initiates the project but discovers as the project progresses that she will have to adapt Dr
Jones’ cloning methods in the light of her initially unsuccessful results. She discusses the problems
with both Dr Jones and another post doc in the lab, Dr Baker, and together they come up with new
solutions on how to tackle the cloning problem. These new methods work and Dr Jones successfully
clones and characterizes gene X. Dr Baker carries out no practical work on the project. Additionally,
all the sequencing work (20 Kb) was done by a technician in the lab, Mr. Gray. While this work was
very laborious it always followed standard protocols.
Possible inventors:
Dr Jones
Dr Smith
Dr Baker
Mr Gray

© IP Pragmatics Limited
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CASE STUDY– DISCLOSURE
Understanding and managing the potential for conflicts between academic publication needs and
patenting requirements is one of the most critical aspects of successful technology transfer. It is also
one of most controversial and misunderstood. Managed pragmatically there will rarely be
circumstances when the needs of both cannot be balanced, although there may be exceptions eg where
there is a potential “breakthrough” technology.
The following situations are all ones with which a research scientist will be familiar. Take 5 minutes to
read them and then decide for each whether they constitute a disclosure that may affect the opportunity
for filing a patent application or not.
Background – Rebecca the researcher has developed a new material for artificial knee joints. The
material has some surprising and useful physical properties. She has so far not told anyone about her
results.
Discuss whether the following situations may be a prejudicial disclosure:
1. Rebecca presents the data including the material’s structure at a weekly lab meeting for which
the audience consists entirely of internal university personnel.
2. Rebecca presents the data including the material’s structure and manufacture at a research
network meeting that is open to researchers from other academic and commercial organizations
(no invitations required to attend the meeting).
3. Rebecca writes the research findings up in a paper and submits it for publication to a leading
academic journal.
4. Rebecca presents a poster at a conference in which she includes the research findings but
gives no details on the material’s structure or its manufacture.
5. Rebecca writes up her results and uses them to support a grant application she submits to the
National Research Council.

Are there ways in which Rebecca could have helped further protect potential disclosures in each or any
of the above situations?

© IP Pragmatics Limited
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MAXIMISING IMPACT:
Identifying, Managing and
Commercialising IP
An overview of managing university IP and its
commercialisation
10th – 11th October 2013
Boğaziçi Üniversitesi, Istanbul

www.ip-pragmatics.com

Course Structure: Day 1


Session 1: Introduction to the course and its
aims



Session 2: Managing and promoting disclosures
of inventions from academics



Session 3: Assessing the value of an invention
disclosure



Session 4: IP landscape and Freedom to
Operate (FTO) analysis

Evaluation – Why do it?
To answer two basic questions


Could the University exploit the opportunity?


Due diligence on







What is the invention?
Can the invention be protected?
Does the invention have commercial value?
How could you commercialise it?

Should the University exploit the opportunity?






Balance effort with reward
Balance exploitation with other dissemination routes (e.g. publication,
teaching)
Balance University’s needs with those of the inventor(s)
Ethical issues

© IP Pragmatics
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Due Diligence


Who does it?







Technology Transfer Manager with support from the inventor(s)
Inventor(s) play a key part supporting the process, don’t need to
lead (but can)
Inventor(s) need to make their own interests clear from the start

On-going process



Rarely will there be a clear cut “yes”
Very often a “maybe”






Don’t be put off
Not an exact science
Be prepared to come back when research has progressed further

The Process


Academic organisations now operate an invention disclosure
system


Timing:

Standard form for the researcher to fill in and submit to their technology
transfer office

Start

Screening

(0 to 4 weeks)

Activities

Decision

(+ 4 to 8 weeks)

If ‘Yes’

(within 12 weeks)

Shaping
( + 1 to 3 months from decision)

Phase One

Phase Two

Phase Three

Phase Four

Meet Academic(s)

Search for Prior Art

Review

Protect IP

Information Gathering on:

Assess Strength of IP

- Technology or Idea

[Arrange Independent
Technical Assessment]

- Possible Applications
- Stage of Development
- Industry Links
- IP Position
- Research Funding

- Academic Background
- Publications

Identify Products or Services
Identify Customer(s)
Validate Market Applications
Conduct Market Analysis
Define Benefit/Added Value
Research Competitors

Define Commercial Plan
Outcomes:

Seek Funding (if required)

EITHER: Reject, then

Confirm IP Assignment

Inform Academic(s)

Formalise Arrangements with
Academic(s)

Signpost Elsewhere

Determine Milestones

OR: Accept, then
Allocate resource

Test Academic Commitment

Source: University of Manchester

Overall
market size

Stages of assessment

Unique selling
proposition
Route to
market
Technology
confidence

Market

Invention
disclosure
meeting

Initial
assessment
(Stage 1)

People

Technology
IP
Ownership

Liability
issues

Further
deeper
assessment
(Stages 2&3)

Barriers to
competition

People

Market
inertia
Nature of
competitors
Financial
return
Dependence on
3rd party IP

Market dynamics

Source: University of Manchester
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General rule


It generally takes much more effort to commercialise a
technology that only has a modest set of ingredients than
it does for one that has a strong set of ingredients





Risks higher
Fund raising more difficult
Time to market longer
Returns smaller

The balance
Potential
“World”
value

Perceived
risk

Likely effort/
timescale

Value and Risk: the balance
HIGH

Potential
value

Cost

Perceived Risk

HIGH

HIGH

© IP Pragmatics
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Some bad calls

‘We don’t like their sound - groups of
guitars are on their way out.’

Decca Records rejecting The Beatles, 1962

‘I think there is a world market for maybe
five computers.’

Often attributed to Thomas Watson Sr,
in 1943 (later Head of IBM),

© IP Pragmatics
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‘I was rejected 9 times before a publisher
said yes’

J.K. Rowling

1 Market size


Spin-outs - big markets excite investors




If the overall market is €1 billion then even a niche part
of it could have significant commercial potential

Licensing – potentially higher royalty rates to be
negotiated

1 Market size


Information gathering







What is the full range of applications that the technology
could be used for?
Market reports
Data on existing companies e.g. turnover
Market validation




Contact end users, distributors, industry insiders

Is there either significant…



Customer entrenchment in this market sector?
Significant new infrastructure investment/required to get
the technology/product to market

© IP Pragmatics
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2 Unique selling point (USP)


What are the features of the technology that would
make it the technology of choice









Function
Cost
Quality

How novel/attractive would it appear to a
user/customer?
Is there a clear unmet need?
Information gathering




A thorough knowledge of the existing and emerging
technologies
Dialogue with end users/distributors/industry insiders

3 Route to market viability


Is there a credible route to market?



Existing distributor chains/outlets?
If no, does setting up an appropriate route to market
seem




Sensible/affordable

Information gathering




Typical margins and overheads in existing distribution
systems
Identify key players – assess what would motivate
them to work with us


make contact if appropriate

What would be the route to market?
• A technology that enables electronic

components and control switches to be
woven into fabrics

• A low cost cancer imaging

technology that has great value
……but all the existing players
want to keep it out of the market

© IP Pragmatics
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4 Confidence in the technology


Do we have clear proof of concept?







Function
Scale up potential

Clear understanding of the technical
risks/downsides/limitations
Information gathering




Potential external technical critique, testing or
evaluation
A good understanding of the investment required to
bring to the technology production.

4 Confidence in technology





How easily will the technology scale up
Reproducibility? – works every time in volume
Cost of manufacture in volume environment
Ability to manufacture with a commercially
acceptable level of skill

• How confident are we that it can deliver the
performance desired by the market

5 Potential return on investment



What is the ratio of gain to effort? Is it favourable?
If so, is this likely to be achieved within an acceptable timescale
(e.g. 5-7 years?)

© IP Pragmatics
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5 Potential return on investment


Information gathering




Potential business value
Other potential benefits – quantitative/qualitative
Resources/effort required to commercialise

6 Intellectual Property


Does a strong IP position exist currently?







If “no”, is there a good likelihood that strong IP will be
developed from the work ahead?
If “no” to both of the above




Patents
Know how
Software

Are there any other measures that could be taken to help the
technology/product stay ahead of the competition

Customer benefits

Cost

Information gathering





Prior art searches of existing and potential future IP
Identify Specific skills and expertise that are not replicated elsewhere
Does it rely on 3rd party IP? Freedom to operate?
Can it be kept secret?

Differences between a patent and an
academic paper


Patent - a legal document that must describe an
invention. Often predicated on a discovery that
may be reported in a paper



The patent must describe an invention and not a
mere discovery



Determination of inventorship and authorship is
different

© IP Pragmatics
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Patent Requirements


Novelty



Inventive step or “non-obviousness”



Industrial Utility



An invention – “non-trivial”

Patent Requirements


Novelty


Invention not to have been described explicitly or
implicitly in the prior art



Prior art: any single publication whatsoever in the
public domain (eg slides, posters, abstracts, papers, in
conversation, other patent applications/granted
patents)

Patent Requirements


Inventive step/ “Non-obviousness”


Not suggested before in the prior art by the
teaching of one or more documents



Can use more than one document to form a
“mosaic” of the teaching of the prior art to argue for
non-inventiveness

© IP Pragmatics
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Patent Requirements
Useful (ie capable of an industrial utility)





Must be a real industrial utility – not contrived.



Must be indicated in the description of the patent document.



Utility key to patentability along with N and IS.



No valid patent has been granted on a discovery alone – must be
an invention

Invention - Non-trivial



Should be commercially viable. Simplicity is not necessarily a bar
to patentability.



7 Competitors






Do we fully understand the strengths/weaknesses of the
competitor technologies?
Are we confident that we could take a significant market
share?
Would competitors be able to take measures to undermine
our project? E.g.





Undercut on price
Offer additional feature/benefit

Information gathering




Competitor analysis
Contacting existing customers/distributors
Specialist opinions/consultants

8 Market dynamics


Do the dynamics for this market match the timing
of the product/technology?


A new mobile phone technology may be very risky if it
has a 5 year development plan



What are the market trends/pace/volatilities?



Information gathering



Project timing plan
Legal or regulatory requirements/constraints

© IP Pragmatics
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9 People and people skills
Commercialisation can be very time consuming and is not for
everyone
Key attributes of successful entrepreneurship










Open minded
Flexible style
Focussed
Teamwork

Are we sure that the skills available to deliver the technology
to market are available?





Management team? Industry/sector experience? Technical sales?

Due Diligence
The Process


Commercial valuation






Scientists not expected to have this all worked out
ahead of time
But…..U.S. model shows that >60% of University
commercialisation deals came from commercial
contacts given to technology transfer office by the
inventors

High science ≠ most commercial opportunity

Due Diligence
Valuation


Often experience and gut feel driven





Would you yourself find this technology/product useful?
Does the science excite you?

Basic pointers







Is it a small improvement or a great leap forward on what’s already
available?
How far is it from market and what development is required?
How big is the potential market?
What’s the competition?
Is it aimed at the developing world alone? If so, different routes
may need to be considered

© IP Pragmatics
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Due Diligence
The Clear “No”


No opportunity to protect IP



Too small a commercial potential




Too early / Too far from market
Too small an improvement
Too much competition



Conflicts with University’s mission



No support from inventors

Due Diligence
The Clear “Yes”


Good IP protection possible



Large unmet market need



Supports University mission



Inventors are “up for it” – good team

► Usually it’s “maybe” and you need to be
prepared to work on it over time

www.ip-pragmatics.com
IP Pragmatics Limited
1 Quality Court
Chancery Lane
London WC2A 1HR
UK
T: +44(0)203 176 0580
E: info@ip-pragmatics.com

Slide credits:
• University of Manchester (UMIP)
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MAXIMISING IMPACT:
Identifying, Managing and
Commercialising IP
An overview of managing university IP and its
commercialisation
10th – 11th October 2013
Boğaziçi Üniversitesi, Istanbul

www.ip-pragmatics.com

Course Structure: Day 1


Session 1: Introduction to the course and its
aims



Session 2: Managing and promoting disclosures
of inventions from academics



Session 3: Assessing the value of an invention
disclosure



Session 4: IP landscape and Freedom to
Operate (FTO) analysis

Protecting Products and Services



IP plan should lay out key elements of
building IP rights to protect products



Two key issues:



Freedom to operate
Infringement

© IP Pragmatics
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Protecting Products and Services


Freedom to operate


The extent to which products sold by the company do not
infringe on the patents of others



Determination of freedom to operate (through a FTO
search) cannot be properly carried out until a product is
launched or close to launch






Aims of search to identify patent claims that cover a company’s
product
Often very detailed exercise
FTO damaging patents may arise in different technical fields, may
be associated with a small element of product

Good IP planning and review will highlight upcoming FTO
issues

Protecting Products and Services


Infringement


Flipside of freedom to operate: describes situation were a
company sells products that are covered by another company’s IP.



Identifying infringement requires routine survey of competing
products (not always possible)



Dealing with infringement is not straightforward:




Patent cases are very costly compared to other legal proceedings ($
millions)
Around half of cases are settled before judgement
It is an offence in many territories (including UK) to threaten a
potential infringer



The best (and most common) route to dealing with infringers is
through licensing or acquisition



IP planning and general market sector knowledge mean that
infringers are likely known to company

Patent landscaping


So many patents! How can you make sense of it all?



The art of analysing and communicating information about a
patent technology space in a visual and informative way
allowing for easy interpretation of trends and patterns.



Offer a way to simplify this complexity, and convey the
information in a form which is easier to interpret and digest.



A range of patent visualisation and data analysis techniques
are available and can make the data in a patent technology
field accessible to those who are not patent-specialists

© IP Pragmatics
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Patent landscaping


It’s main use is to stimulate discussion and to identify which
areas need further investigation.



Main areas and reasons for analysis:







Competitive position of technology / company – shows strengths and
weaknesses of an organisation’s patent portfolio and that of its
competitors

Partnering – discover suitable partners
Patentability and Freedom to Operate – support the preparation,
filing, prosecution and exploitation of a patent.

WIPO has more info:
http://www.wipo.int/patentscope/en/programs/patent_landscapes/

Patent landscaping - Competition


Essential when planning a research and patenting strategy, when
looking for investment, when defining a competitive position, or when
valuing a portfolio for investment, merger, acquisition or licensing.



Potential questions:









What are the overall trends in patenting in a particular sector over time,
territory and application area?
Which are the major companies or universities patenting in this sector?
How does a client’s portfolio and patenting strategy compare with that of
its major competitors?
For which application areas is the technology/invention typically used?
Which fields are being exploited by which companies?
Who is citing the key patents in a technology field or client portfolio?

Patent landscaping - Partnering


To discover suitable partners. This may be for in- or out-licensing, to
find co-development partners, or to identify potential acquisition or
merger targets.



Potential questions:






Where are there potential in-licensing opportunities to strengthen the
patent protection of the client?
Where are there out-licensing opportunities to generate additional
revenue for the organisation?
What would the combined portfolio of a client and a potential merger
partner look like compared with the competition?

© IP Pragmatics
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Patent landscaping – Patentability/FTO


To support the preparation, filing, prosecution and exploitation of a
patent.



Potential questions:






How does an invention disclosure compare with current patents and
applications?
Where does the patent portfolio sit in the overall landscape – does it form
a distinct well-protected area, or is it a single patent surrounded by a
thicket of competitors?
Which existing patents may be relevant for Freedom to Operate and for
patentability?

Visualisation and patent analysis tools


Examples are TotalPatent™ from LexisNexis, Innography in association
with Dialog, Patent iNSIGHT Pro™ from Gridlogics and Thomson
Innovation from Thomson Reuters




Graphs showing trends in number of patents filed per year and by territory are useful
to indicate the level of research activity, innovation and advancement in a particular
technology area over time.
Useful to analyse innovative organisations.

Patent ThemeScape™ maps


Term frequency and other algorithms to cluster documents






Selected text keywords from one patent record are compared with text fields from all
other patent records within the search collection.
A visualisation of the patent space with each patent (dot) represented once
Patents in close proximity will share more phraseology than those located apart.
Grouped into map “contours” to show areas of high and low patenting activity
organised into common themes. “Mountain peaks” represent a concentration of
patents. Each peak is labelled with key terminology concepts contained in the patents
within the cluster.

© IP Pragmatics
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Freedom to operate search


A patent does not mean you have freedom to operate






Patent assignees need freedom to operate






A patent gives the assignee the right to stop others from making, using and selling
the invention covered by the patent claims
A patent does not provide the assignee with the right to practice the invention, if
the invention infringes on other assignees’ dominant or overlapping patent claims

In order to develop, test, manufacture and market a product, device or service
To avoid infringing the valid IP rights of others
To produce or market in a country or region of interest

Freedom to operate analysis is a custom service provided by patent
agents and search providers in order to give customers an answer, if it
is safe to produce a product or use a production technology without
infringing or violating third party IP rights

When to assess the FTO


FTO is assessed throughout the technology development phase







Restricted FTO is a costly problem




Inability or delay in commercialising or marketing a product or service because it
would infringe on one or more patents

One can go ahead and just infringe the blocking patents






At the beginning of technology development before funding or patenting
Provide assurance to potential investors and collaborators
Consider acquisition of a patent portfolio by a purchase or licence
To evaluate market entry

Potential expensive and time-consuming litigation
Forced withdrawal from market
Potential payment of damages

Or one can invent “around” it or just not go ahead!

What is a FTO analysis


Such analysis usually consists of following steps:










Analysis of the principles. An expert looks at the technology or product a company
is planning to use or produce;
Patent agent makes a patent search and collects all accessible information about
existing intellectual property rights (IPRs), which are in force;
Then the agent makes technical comparison analysis and determines, if the
technology or product to be produced is infringing a patent(s) or not;
If yes, he/she examines, in which countries the corresponding patents are valid and
how long the protection will last;
Finally the patent consultant recommends, how to act further.



Can be costly: €3,000 to as much as €20,000



Never 100% certain – often just looks for the obvious elements
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Various types of FTO analysis


FTO determinations require multiple searches







Clearance search for issued or pending blocking patents that disclose or claim a
product, process or device of interest
Invalidity search for prior art to invalidate potential blocking patents
Current awareness searches to monitor initial blocking patents, find new blocking
patents and new prior art

What is the outcome of a FTO analysis?







Consider buying a license;
Consider cross-licensing with the IP holder;
consider buying a patent;
change the technology or a product in a way, that it would not infringe third party IPR;
limit activities to certain markets, where the technology is not protected;
plan entry to certain markets only after expiration of relevant IPRs.

What next after a FTO analysis



Obtaining a license from each blocking patent holder can be difficult
Can attempt to purchase, license or cross-license blocking patents, but …






Patent owners may be unwilling to license the needed technology
New project may depend on multiple innovations, the rights to which may be held by
many others
Licenses must be negotiated in each country
Licensing technology can be cost prohibitive



Other benefits of an FTO include better understanding of competition in
given field of industry, it can also give a sense of new products, which
will be launched soon by other companies.



Also shows, how crowded the market is and who are the biggest
investors.


http://www.wipo.int/sme/en/documents/freedom_to_operate.html

www.ip-pragmatics.com
IP Pragmatics Limited
1 Quality Court
Chancery Lane
London WC2A 1HR
UK
T: +44(0)203 176 0580
E: info@ip-pragmatics.com
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By Irene Kitsara, Consultant, Global Information Service, WIPO
Access to clean water is a basic human need and essential for social and economic development. In a global context of population
growth, urbanization, and climate change, effective water resource management is becoming a key political priority. Many countries
around the world are facing the challenge of making more fresh water available for domestic, agricultural, industrial and environmental
uses.
Desalination - whereby salts and other minerals are removed from seawater and brackish water - will play an increasingly critical role in
addressing the long-term water needs of many communities, especially in coastal areas. The high energy costs associated with
powering legacy desalination plants, however, mean these technologies are often beyond the means of many developing countries.
Using renewable energy technologies to power these plants, could provide a more affordable (and environmentally sound) source of
fresh water.
Patent landscape reports offer a useful way to visualize and make sense of who is doing what in the area of desalination, especially in
relation to renewable energy-powered systems. WIPO recently teamed up with the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) and
the Global Institute for Water, Environment and Health (GIWEH) to map these technologies. Using the desalination technology sector as
an example, this article considers the types of data and analysis patent landscape reports can generate and how they can provide many
useful insights into, and support the development of, more effective innovation policies and patenting strategies.
Uses of Patent Landscape Reports

Patent landscaping is useful for:
developing IP strategies and identifying innovation opportunities;
identifying emerging technologies, trends and markets;
understanding the activities of competitors;
improving targeting of investment, innovation and industrial policies and impact assessment;
identifying potential collaborators, and knowledge flows within industries and across countries, and facilitating technology transfer
decisions.

Patents: A Technological Goldmine
Patents are an extremely valuable source of technical information. In 2010, an estimated 7.3 million patents were in force worldwide.
These, coupled with the record 1.98 million patent applications filed in the same year, represent a global technology library – a goldmine
of technical data. As part of the patent-granting process, applicants must describe how their inventions work. These descriptions are
eventually published and made freely available to the public. This is one of the most important aspects of the patent system. Patent
documents also contain legal and business information, such as the inventor’s name and address, and the application date, which can
be invaluable in identifying technology partners and determining a company’s freedom to operate.
THE WIPO PATENT LANDSCAPE REPORTS PROJECT

In the context of the its Development Agenda and in collaboration with a number of international partners,
WIPO is preparing a range of patent landscape reports that highlight the essential technologies, processes
and methods required to meet the basic development needs of developing and least developed countries
(LDCs). The reports, which vary in scope, cover technologies relating to public health, food and agriculture
and climate change and the environment. Six reports have been completed and another three are under
way.

Mapping the Patent Landscape
The increasing availability of patent data through searchable online databases is fuelling interest in patent landscape reports (PLRs) in
order to analyze technology trends, understand development hot spots, identify key suppliers and partners for further technology
development and improve patenting, R&D and investment strategies. By analyzing the information in the relevant aggregated patent
documentation – both patents granted and patent applications – and in some cases combining it with non-patent data, such as market
analysis, it is possible to acquire a better understanding of the dynamics of innovation in a given technology sector. Patent landscape
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reports thus filter and make sense of raw patent data to provide a snapshot of technological innovation in a particular industry.

Desalination overall: Office of first filing

Desalination overall: Office of first filing last 5 years

Desalination overall: Office of second filing

Desalination overall: Office of second filing last 5 years

Analysis of patent filings by geography for desalination: office of first filing (usually where an invention is being developed) and office of second filing (the most
important geographical areas of patent protection).

Patent landscaping involves the development of a relevant patent dataset, specific to a particular technology space, application or
problem. The dataset is created by searching patent documents – both patent applications and granted patents - using a range of tools.
The Patent Landscape Report on Desalination Technologies and the Use of Alternative Energies for Desalination (WIPO Publication No.
948/2E) provides an overview of patenting activity in relation to desalination technologies, with a special focus on those powered by
renewable energies. The report aims to support policymakers in identifying and assessing cost-effective alternatives to existing fossilfuelled desalination systems and in highlighting feasible options for use in regions rich in renewable energy sources but where no
desalination infrastructure yet exists. As such, it seeks to promote technology transfer to developing countries and accelerated uptake of
renewable energy.
ABOUT PATENT FAMILIES

Patent documents are geographically specific - patents have a legal effect only in the country in which
protection is sought - while technologies can flow across countries. An inventor will usually file an initial
patent application in a single country – normally the country in which the invention is developed – and
protect the technology through the filing of subsequent patent applications in other jurisdictions. In this way,
an applicant may end up having multiple patents – constituting the simplest form of a patent family – to
protect the same technology. Analysis of these families makes it possible to better understand a company’s
patent strategy in different regions.
The PLR on desalination identifies key technologies, including those at the research, development, pilot and commercial stages of
development. It identifies opportunities for innovation such as the need to lower energy costs, reduce CO2 emissions and improve brine
output management. Innovation – for example, relating to mobile and modular desalination systems integrated with renewable energy –
can help reduce the high up-front cost of deploying desalination plants, making it possible for operators to add capacity as required. The
development of low-cost components including membranes or energy recovery devices can help reduce operating costs and improve
efficiency, thus making investment in desalination infrastructure a more feasible and attractive option. In many instances, when new
technologies come to market, the key barrier to entry is related more to competitive pricing than to technical feasibility.
Innovation in the field of desalination has intensified in the past 30 years. Increased interest in the use of renewable energy, better
understanding of the environmental impact of desalination technologies and a growing market for these technologies are just some of the
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factors that account for this.
The report identifies 921 patent families related to direct desalination- renewable energy integration, representing some 20 percent of
the desalination dataset as a whole. The largest number of such patents relate to solar thermal technology, with wind energy integration
demonstrating higher growth rates than either wave or tidal energy integration. One quarter of the 4,551 desalination technology patent
families identified and 31 percent of those relating to desalination-renewable energy integration have originated during the last five
years, reflecting the growing imperative to find greener, more cost-effective desalination solutions.

Key players
The report highlights the dominance of Japanese companies in the desalination technology space over the last 20 years, despite a
marked overall decline in Japanese desalination patenting activity over the last five years. Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (Japan) holds the
most patent families reflecting its major role in the construction of large desalination plants, such as the reverse osmosis (RO)
desalination plant in Madina-Yanbu (Saudi Arabia) (8,530 m3/day) and the world’s first three-stage RO plant in Rabigh on the Red Sea
3

(Saudi Arabia) with a capacity of 192,000 m /day. It also holds patents in the solar thermal/ waste heat space, most of which date from
the 1970s and 1980s. General Electric (United States), the University of Tianjin (China) and Germany’s Siemens AG are relatively new
players with the majority of their patent families originating during the last five years. Interestingly, two individual inventors from the
Republic of Korea (ROK) – Suh Hee Dong and Lee Sang Ha – are also active in this technology area.

Geographical Analysis
A breakdown of the offices in which a patent application is first and subsequently more widely filed offers some interesting insights. The
so-called office of first filing (OFF) is located in the country in which an invention is typically being developed and patent protection is
initially sought, while the offices of second filing (OSFs) reflect those countries in which patent protection is subsequently sought.

This diagram offers a partial view of the complexity of Mitsubishi's inventor network, illustrating the company's intensive collaboration
with a number of partners, each occupying a different part of the desalination technology value chain.
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This diagram shows that there is collaboration between the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and King Fahd University
of Petroleum and Minerals (Saudi Arabia) through one research cluster. There are also other distinct clusters at MIT working on
desalination technology, although two of these are linked though John Lienhard, professor of mechanical engineering.

Data for the last 20 years show that Japan, followed by patent offices in Europe, the US and China were the most popular OFFs. A very
different picture emerges for the last five years, however, with the Chinese patent office topping the list having almost doubled its share
of desalination technology patents, followed by offices in the US, Europe and Japan. China is clearly becoming an important industry
player with considerable and above-trend growth in desalination patenting.
Africa, the Middle East and Asia are of particular policy interest in that they cover a large number of LDCs and offer high potential for the
deployment of desalination technologies. Moreover, while desalination plants exist in the Middle East, many of these are fossil-fuelled
legacy systems. Patenting activity in Africa and the Middle East is marginal compared to North America, Europe and Asia. In Africa
patents have been filed only in South Africa, Morocco and Egypt in the last five years. In the Middle East, over 90 percent of all
desalination-related patents have been filed in Israel.

Trend Analysis
The report reveals a general decline in desalination patenting activity in Japan. The number of desalination-renewable energy
integration-related patents varies according to technology. For solar photovoltaic (PV) energy integration, for example, European offices
are popular OFF destinations accounting for over 50 percent of applications although this has decreased slightly to 43 percent over the
past five years. The US and China, conversely, have increased their shares of such filings, alongside a considerable decrease in Japan.
A similar pattern occurs in relation to wind energy integration. For wave and tidal energy integration, the US and Europe are the most
popular OFFs, with Europe’s share slightly decreasing over the last five years along with Japan’s. China, however, is an increasingly
popular OFF. In the area of geothermal energy integration, the US, China and Europe are the only OFFs, with the US losing a large
share of this activity to China in the last five years. With the exception of Israel, there is no such patenting activity in the Middle East and
North Africa (MENA) region in spite of acute water insecurity and an abundance of renewable energy sources to fuel desalination
technologies.

Mapping Knowledge Flows
While patents are a strong indicator of technological progress and innovation, they do not provide a complete picture. It may take years
for a patented technology to be commercialized, if it ever is. Many products are protected by multiple patents, or involve third party
technology that may (or may not) be protected by patents or other IP rights. Patent holders differ significantly in their capacity or wish to
commercialize a patented product.
A patent landscape report can support the commercialization process by making it possible to analyze relevant patent data in various
ways, for example, by using a patent-based inventor network diagram, to identify research clusters and visualize knowledge flows within
and across companies. In some instances, complementary market analysis is the only way to identify active players, especially if their
commercial offering integrates technologies patented by third parties.
Patent landscaping filters and makes sense of raw patent data offering a useful snapshot of innovation in a given technology sector. The
valuable insights this generates can support policymakers and the business community in optimizing their innovation strategies.
< Send a comment on this article
< Back to Contents page
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Figure 6: Various aspects of the search strategy for patents relating to
desalination and its integration with renewable energy
Lists of keywords were developed for technology categories as well as general
desalination systems (to include other emerging inventions not identified by the experts).
Boundaries between categories are not clear-cut and there are data overlaps between all
of the categories. Most of these categories and combinations generated not only relevant
patents, but also patents outside the technology focus areas.


Type

Code

Description

IPC

C02F 103/08

Seawater, e.g. for desalination

IPC

C02F 1/*

Treatment of water, waste water, or sewage

IPC

C02F 9/*

Multistep treatment of water, waste water or sewage

IPC

B63J 1/00

Arrangements of installations for producing fresh water, e.g. by
evaporation and condensation of sea water

ECLA

C02F 1/*

Treatment of water, waste water, sewage or sludge

USCC

210*

Liquid purification or separation

Figure 7: Categories of keyword lists and classification codes used for search
strategy
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New Product Launch: Evaluating Your Freedom to Operate
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Esteban Burrone, Consultant, SMEs Division, WIPO

In September 2003, three pharmaceutical companies, Cambridge Antibody Technology, Micromet AG, and Enzon Pharmaceuticals,
announced that they had signed a non-exclusive cross-license agreement. In the agreement, all three parties obtained substantial
"freedom to operate" under some of each others intellectual property, to conduct research and develop a defined number of therapeutic
2

and diagnostic antibody-based products .
Agreements of this kind have become common practice in certain sectors, as companies seek to ensure that their products, processes
and services do not infringe on patent rights of others. Patent litigation can be an expensive, uncertain and risky affair, and, as the
saying goes, prevention is always better than cure.
Planning for the development, production and launch of a new product is as much a matter of forecasting future market developments as
it is of minimizing risks. A major risk for any company, particularly companies in technology sectors in which there is extensive
patenting, is that the commercialization of a new product or technology may be blocked by a competitor holding a patent over a
technology that is incorporated in the new product. In extreme scenarios, there may be "essential patents" that are indispensable for
developing certain types of products or for meeting certain technical standards.
In such cases, without prior authorization of the patent owners, the risks of being accused of infringement are extremely high. This is why
many companies, prior to launching a new product, and often even prior to initiating a new line of research that may lead to the
development of a new product, seek to minimize the risk of infringement by securing their "freedom to operate" (FTO), i.e. ensuring
that the commercial production, marketing and use of their new product, process or service does not infringe the intellectual property
rights of others.
It is important to point out at the outset that absolute certainty in regard to "freedom to operate" will never be attainable, as it is a matter
of degree. However, there are ways of minimizing risks that could save a company significant resources. A good patent search may
provide a company with some indication that a new product is unlikely to infringe on third party patents, but no patent search is perfect or
full proof. There is a practical limit to the time and money that can be spent on a search.

Evaluating Your Freedom to Operate
An FTO analysis invariably begins by a search of patent literature for issued or pending patents and obtaining a legal opinion on whether
a product, process or service may be considered to be infringing existing patent(s) owned by others. Many companies rely on private law
or IP firms that offer FTO analyses as part of their legal services to clients. Some national IP offices may also offer such services for a
fee (see, for example, the Swiss Federal Institute for Intellectual Property).
In conducting an FTO search and analysis, it is important to bear in mind some of the limitations of patents that offer potential
opportunities to the firm conducting an FTO analysis.
Patent protection is territorial. Companies generally make strategic decisions about the countries in which they will seek
patent protection. In many cases, technologies may be protected in a companys main markets but may be in the public domain in
other countries where commercialization is less likely. In the latter countries, no permission (or license) will be needed from the
patent owner to commercialize the product.
Patents have a limited duration. Patent protection lasts for a maximum period of 20 years, provided the patent is "maintained"
for the entire period by timely payment of maintainance fees to the patent office concerned. After the expiry of the term of
protection, a patent is considered to be in the public domain and may be freely used by any one. This is the case, for example, of
the famous patent on transistors. It is estimated that less than 25 % of all patents granted through the European Patent Office
(EPO) are maintained for the maximum term of protection of 20 years, implying that many patents are in fact abandoned by the
patent holders (by not paying the maintenance fees) before the 20 years have lapsed, leaving a large number of useful
technologies in the public domain.
Patents have limits of scope. Probably the most important part of a patent document is the claims. The claims determine the
scope of the patent and all aspects of an invention that are not covered by the claims are not considered to be patented. It is
important to bear in mind that it is not always easy to determine the scope of a patent. It requires considerable skills and
experience in interpreting the claims, the written specification (as the claims are often interpreted in the light of the specification)
and the prosecution history (i.e. the history of the application process).

Strategies for Obtaining Freedom to Operate
An FTO analysis based on the search of patent literature is in many ways just the first step. If the patent search reveals that there are
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one or more patents that limit your freedom to operate, your company will have to decide how to proceed. Assuming that the blocking
patent(s) are valid, some of the most common strategies for having freedom to operate are the following:
Purchase the patent or in-licensing. Licensing implies obtaining a written authorization from the patent holder to use the
patented technology for specified acts, in specified markets and for a specified period of time. The convenience of such an
agreement will depend largely on the terms and conditions of the proposed license. While there is a risk of a potential loss of
autonomy determined by the terms and conditions of the agreement and the patent holder will require a lump-sum and/or periodic
royalty payments, it may also be the simplest way of clearing the grounds for the commercialization of your new technology or
product.
Cross-licensing. Cross-licensing is when two companies exchange licenses in order to be able to use certain patents owned by
the other party. This is the case of the example mentioned at the beginning of this article about the three pharmaceutical
companies. Cross-licensing requires that your company has a well-protected patent portfolio that is of value to potential licensing
partners.
Inventing around. A third alternative for your company is to invent around the invention. This implies steering research or
making changes to the product or process in order to avoid infringing on the patent(s) owned by others. For example, if your
freedom to operate is limited by a process patent, then your company may be able to develop an alternative process for arriving
at the same or similar end result and thus be able to commercialize the invention without the need to pay a licensing fee to
someone else.
Patent pools. A patent pool is one mechanism by which two or more companies practicing related technologies put their patents
in a pool to establish a clearinghouse for patent rights. A well-known example of a patent pool is that formed by Sony, Philips and
Pioneer for inventions that are essential to comply with certain DVD-Video and DVD-ROM standard specifications.

Protecting your technology
If the patent search reveals that there appear to be no patents blocking your access to market and your new technology is likely to meet
the patentability criteria, you may wish to seek patent protection for the new technology to ensure a greater degree of freedom to
operate, instead of keeping it as a trade secret. The patent will provide your company with the exclusive rights over the new technology
ensuring that nobody else can use it without your prior authorization. It will also ensure that no one else will be able to obtain exclusive
rights over the technology in the future.
Nevertheless, it is important to point out that there is a clear limit on the extent to which a patent owner has the freedom to operate or
use such a patented invention. A patent by itself does not provide you the right to commercialize the protected technology but
only the right to exclude all others from commercializing it. While the difference may seem subtle, it is a crucial distinction that
needs to be made. A third party may, for example, have an even broader patent that encompasses the subject matter of your patent.
Therefore, in order to commercialize a given technology you may need to use technology patented by others. In biotechnology, the
Cohen-Boyer patent on recombinant DNA is a classic example where, for many years, almost any new technology in that area required
the use of the technology developed by Cohen and Boyer and the payment for obtaining the relevant license. In addition, there may be
overlapping or complementary patents owned by different parties that are mutually blocking the access to market. Finally, there may be
additional government regulations that are not directly concerned with intellectual property that may restrict the access to market of a
patented invention (e.g. regulations for food or pharmaceutical products).
Despite the above, it is important to stress that "freedom to operate" is one of the reasons why a number of companies apply for patent
protection. While the above analysis shows that the grant of a patent is not sufficient to clear the way for the commercialization of the
new technology or product, it is certainly a useful step and strategic business decision that may prevent problems at a later stage.

Defensive Publishing or Technical Disclosures
There are many reasons why a company may wish to avoid patenting a given invention, ranging from the understanding that the
invention may not meet the patentability criteria to a willingness to avoid the costs of patenting. An alternative that is increasingly used by
many enterprises is that of "defensive publishing" or technical disclosure, in sharp contrast to keeping it as a trade secret.
Defensive publishing implies disclosing an invention to the public in order to ensure that nobody else is able to patent it. This will ensure
that nobody has the right to exclude others over the use of the invention, providing some degree of freedom to operate to all. An
important point when publishing defensively is that the disclosure is done in a well-recognized technical journal or other publication that
is likely to be consulted by patent examiners who will be checking the literature while examining future patent applications. There are
journals devoted to defensive publishing some of which have become respected sources of technical information that are included as
2

part of the PCT minimum documentation for International Search Authorities . Defensive publication is generally never done for a major
breakthrough in technology or a core technological invention that is or will be the core strength of an enterprise.
Some large corporations rely on their own technical disclosure bulletins (e.g. Xerox) which are widely disseminated in order to disclose
inventions that are not patented. In the US, the USPTO enables applicants to request the publication of a Statutory Invention
Registration (SIR) of a filed patent which is effectively a technical disclosure of an invention for which a patent was applied. In registering
an SIR, the applicant abandons the prosecution of the patent, in exchange for the disclosure of the invention by the patent office.

Conclusion
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Whatever manner is chosen to limit the chances of facing potentially risky and expensive patent litigation, all technology companies are
well-advised to look into the matter early on in the research and commercialization process. In some cases, minor product adaptations, or
payment of a small licensing fee to the patent owner may be sufficient to avoid future disputes. Systematically evaluating your freedom to
operate prior to launching a new product is, therefore, a way of minimizing (but not eliminating) the risk of your product infringing the
patents owned by others. It will also improve your chances of finding business partners and attracting investors to support your business
development plans.
1

The views expressed in this article are those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of WIPO. Comments,
suggestions or any other feedback concerning this article may be sent to esteban.burrone@wipo.int
2

http://www.cambridgeantibody.com/html/news/press_releases/2003/2003_09_03_micromet_enzon.htm

3

For more information on the International Search Authorities and the PCT minimum documentation, see website of the
PCT at http://www.wipo.int/pct/en/index.html
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Developing vs purchasing technology

IP commercialisation


Here are some examples of when a licence or an
assignment of IP may be involved:













writing an article for a publisher.
franchising out a set of teaching materials for use by another university or
company.
permitting another to use equipment or a specific technique you have
developed.
permitting another access to your results and other data for the purposes
of further development/experimentation.
writing a particular piece of software, where you may want to license the
object code for this software to end-users.
permitting another to incorporate a product you have developed into
another.
setting up a spin out company or franchise business.

Assignment vs. Licensing
Assignment

Licensing

•

Assignment transfers ownership.

•

The owner of the IP remains the same.

•

Once assigned, the original owner
will lose their rights to the IP.

•

The licence can be limited in time.

•

The licence can also be limited in scope:

•

If the original owner continues to
use the IP after assignment, they
may risk infringing the rights of the
new owner.

•

You can assign ownership of part of
copyright e.g. English language
rights. The owner of the IP remains
the same.
•

o

An Exclusive licence means that the owner can only
permit one licensee to use the IP and cannot license that
same IP to anyone else nor use the IP itself.

o

A Sole licence means the same as an Exclusive licence
except that the owner of the IP can use the IP itself.

o

A Non-Exclusive licence means that the owner of the IP
can license to more than one licensee.

The manner in which the IP should be used and the
field/research area in which it can be used can be
defined and limited.

Source: University of Manchester
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Exploitation Routes


Two typical choices





Licensing






Licensing
Spin-out

Granting rights to an existing entity to develop, make, use and/or sell your
technology
University’s reward is often licence fees / royalties, but can be free or
open/broad access

Spin-out






Creation of a new venture (usually a company) to take the commercial
development forward
Company can make and sell products, or develop technology and
license/sell
University’s reward is a shareholding in the new company

Decision Drivers


Technology



People

Decision Drivers - Technology
Spin outs
Patents
Copyright
Design Rights
Materials

Licensing

Know How
People
Facilities
Skills and competencies

© IP Pragmatics
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Decision Drivers – Technology
Spin Out

Radical/disruptive
technology

Stand alone
technology

Product
Platform
Rapidly
Growing
industries

Licence

Incremental
Improvement

Component
technology

Single Product

Mature
Industries

Decision Drivers – People
Spin Out

Passionate about
application

Risk seeking

Licence

Passionate
about
discovery

Risk Averse

Aspire to:

Aspire to:

Craig Venter
James Dyson

James Watson
Jonas Salk

Assignment vs. Licensing

Source: University of Manchester
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Assignment vs. Licensing

Source: University of Manchester

Assignment vs. Licensing

Source: University of Manchester

Jolly’s influential factors for commercialisation
Level of market attraction

Leverage in relation to existing
technology & infrastructure
Simplicity of commercialization

Uniqueness of application
Scope of proposed problems

© IP Pragmatics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

size
growth
income level of customer
level of customer consumption in regards to innovation
technological synergy
commercial synergy
suitability of future strategy
simplicity of commercialization
resolution of pending problems
usable support in relevant fields
barriers against commercialization
most cost-effective solution
exclusive technological solution
method of expanding the scope of the product
expansion method for core technology & patent
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Other Forms of Technology Transfer




Outright Sale / Purchase
Seller

Purchaser

Loses control
No further R&D
Receives cash
No continuing relationship
International complications

Gains control
Takes R&D responsibility
Pays up front
No continuing relationship
International complications
Regulatory / Product Liability

Distribution agreement






Generally concerns finished product for resale
Implied (limited) licence of IP rights
Contractual control by rights owner
Distributor usually adds no technology
Distributor responsible for selling activity

Exploitation Case Study - Q
Arnold has just been contacted by an editor from SemiConductors Monthly asking whether he would write an article
on his conclusions from a project he has recently been
involved in with his supervisor.
Arnold is asked to sign an agreement before writing the article.
Arnold notices one clause which states “I hereby assign all
intellectual property rights in or relating to the Article”.
What should Arnold do?

Exploitation Case Study - A
First Arnold should speak with his supervisor.

Arnold and his supervisor should consider whether there are any results, conclusions or other
information which could be patentable or valuable to readers for use or further development.
Disclosure and publication would prevent any patent being granted.
Once Arnold has written the article, provided it is Arnold’s own work, Arnold will be the author
of the copyright in the written article. Arnold should also consider his moral rights in
connection with the article. However, Arnold will not necessarily own the copyright in the
article and should check whether he or his university/institution is the owner, referring to any
relevant IP Policy and the IP commercialisation organisation. It may be that his
university/institution has to sign the agreement rather than Arnold.
Check if an assignment to Semi-Conductors Monthly could be avoided. A licence should be
sufficient for Semi-Conductors Monthly to use the article for the purposes of publishing it in a
specific edition. An assignment of all intellectual property rights in or relating to the article
would mean that Semi-Conductors Monthly would become the owner of the copyright in the
article and the university/institution or Arnold would be unable to reproduce the Article again,
even internally, without asking for consent and possibly having to pay a licence fee.

© IP Pragmatics
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Exploitation



Exploitation Case Study


See handout

www.ip-pragmatics.com
IP Pragmatics Limited
1 Quality Court
Chancery Lane
London WC2A 1HR
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T: +44(0)203 176 0580
E: info@ip-pragmatics.com
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CASE STUDY – EXPLOITATION ROUTES
Below you will find three case studies with some further information and adaptation. Read through the
descriptions of each and decide whether they should be exploited by licensing or formation of a spinout company or some other route?
Heart Disease Biomarker
The University has filed a patent on a novel biomarker for coronary heart disease. The University
believes the technology could be developed into a diagnostic kit that could be offered to patients in
high risks categories in order to give early indications of the disease. The market opportunity for the
technology is large but the diagnostic industry traditionally has been a difficult market to break in to.
The cost of developing and registering a test kit is high, profit margins are relatively low and
companies have large marketing and sales costs to meet if they are to be successful in getting kits
widely used.
Space Technology
Researchers at the university have developed a system for calculating the position and altitude of
space vehicles. The system presents considerable advantages over existing systems because it is
based on an all optical method. The potential customers for the technology are expected to be the
major space agencies and their off shoots.
The technology is protected by a pending patent application. The technology needs to be combined
with other existing technologies which are already in the market place before it can be moved from a
lab demonstrator to a commercial prototype.
Medical E-Learning Materials
The University has collective know-how in the fields of medical science and multimedia. It is believed
that this expertise can be combined to develop multi-media medical e-learning materials aimed at
medical students and practitioners. The idea is to primarily focus on delivering content through CDROMs, but also to produce educational websites, online CME assessment environments, patient and
drug management databases.
In addition to educational material, it is believed that a range of services for the pharmaceutical
industry including the internal training of personnel, product promotion and access to healthcare
professionals could be developed.
Novel Biosensors
University researchers have developed protein structures that could change the way diseases are
diagnosed. Biosensors based on this work could also be used to determine the presence of a toxin in
food and food processing.
Changes in the three-dimensional shapes or the structures of proteins play important roles in many
biological processes. The team has identified ways of designing new proteins that have a capability to
switch shape depending upon the environmental conditions. This capability has been achieved by

© IP Pragmatics Limited
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superimposing signals for two different protein structures within the one polymer chain. The result is a
protein that can switch its structural state in response to external changes. Potentially, this is the
basis of new and extremely useful biosensors.
A patent for the technology has been filed by the University but funding is now required to identify
lead candidates for product development and to demonstrate proof of principle with these leads.
Counterfeit Technology
The university is running a project directed at the counterfeit and fraud market. The project has
established a system that will confirm if an article is genuine and in its designated location. The
system is user friendly and may be used by any authority to inspect the product. Integrated into the
product will be a unique invisible signature that will be held on a secure database. A small hand held
scanner is used to read the signature and will communicate with the secure database in real time to
confirm authenticity of a product or batch. The proposed system will be easily integrated into current
manufacturing process by the manufacturer and does not require any change in that process, not
does it interfere with the product’s brand image or integrity.
Counterfeit fraud represents a large market for the criminal community and crosses national borders.
In Europe the crime is believed to cost the community around £50 billion a year and worldwide an
estimated 3-4% of turnover is lost to counterfeit crime.
The university has built a demonstration unit which is based on using a standard mobile phone. The
technology is protected by pending patent applications and copyright in the software used to run the
system (algorithms on Java). The project needs to now identify potential users with whom it can
develop the prototype further and evaluate its real potential in the market place.

© IP Pragmatics Limited
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You win the Lottery
Option 1: Receive £1 million NOW,
Or
Option 2: Receive £50k per year for life…………
Inflation rate is 2% p.a.
Interest rate is 5% p.a.

Which will you choose?
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£50K actual per year at 2% inflation?

£K Real Money after inflation
50

£33K
40
30
20
10

Years
0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Outcomes – if inflation increases to 15%
in future
£K Real Money after inflation
50
40
30
20

£7000
10

Years
0
0

1

2

3 4

5

6 7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Outcomes – if Lottery company goes
bust in year 10
£M Real Money after inflation
50
40
30
20
10
0
0

1
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3 4

5

6 7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Years

2

Outcomes – inflation 2%, interest 5% (tax
ignored)
£M Real Money after inflation
£1M in bank
£1.8M

2

£50K pa in bank
£1.2M
1

£1M, spend real £50K
Worth £0.44M in yr 20
£50K actual pa, (£33K in yr 20)
Spend every year
0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Years

Must downgrade value of £50K pa for risk

£1M now will grow to real £1.8M in 20 years
£50K pa might grow to £1.2M
or £1M (15% inflation in year 10)
or £0.7M (company bust in year 10)

So how much is £50K pa really worth?
It depends entirely on your prediction of risk

Investors will downgrade the value of your
company’s expected returns for risk
BUT BY HOW MUCH?
Depends on the investor’s perceived risk of the venture
•
•

You must minimise risks
Convince investors that risk is low

HOW WOULD YOU ASSESS RISK/REWARD OF NASDAQ SHARES?
If you read that shares of certain company will double in value this year – would you
believe it?
What are the criteria that would underpin your choice of shares?

AIMS:
PARAMETERS:

© IP Pragmatics

Make money (capital growth)
Track record (share price, growth, sales)
Belief in market (big, growing?)
Belief in team (experienced?)
Belief in technology (a real competitive advantage?)
Who would you believe?
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Types of risks in research


Technical Risk






Will it work?
Regulatory hurdles
Scale up issues

Market Risk




Customer acceptance
Competition
Pricing issues

External Financial Market Environment
FTSE 100 index

Fund anything “Gene”
or “E-commerce”

“Nuclear Winter”
For investment

Or maybe things just seem too good to be true

Groupon Inc.

© IP Pragmatics
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The economy: UK GDP

Can you value early stage tech?


“Traditional valuation methods are not really
applicable to early stage technologies licensed from
a university to a startup.”
Jack Pincus
Indiana University Research & Technology Corp.



“You can’t get upset about these valuations not
being right…they make no claim to being right. They
are negotiating tools.”
Philip Deleves Broughton
What they teach you at Harvard Business School (2008)

Technology decisions
Commercially Viable?

No

Spin-out
Termination:
Patent expires
Sales decline
Licensee ends relationship

© IP Pragmatics

Yes

License
Exit:
IPO
Trade sale
Insolvency
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Valuing technology
Success
Development
Cost
Early-stage
Technology
Company

Failure

Fund

Methods of valuation


Cost/Asset Value



Market -based or Comparison Value



Royalty Relief



Income or Economic Approach


Risk Adjusted Net Present Value

Cost / Asset Value


Determines the value in terms of the cost to
generate the IP – cost of patent(s) to date



Includes all costs associated inflated for time:



Experimental costs (labour and overheads)
Patent costs



Reduces the cost of the invention into parts



Rate of return on costs investing to recreate the
work

© IP Pragmatics
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Cost / Asset Value


Pros:






Cons:









Objective and consistent
Reliability of historic data
If a recent patent acquisition, cost of IP is easier to calculate
No correlation between expenditure on an asset and value
Difficult to distinguish between ‘normal’ operating expenses and
patent investment
Subjective nature of cost estimate replacement and some
elements of patent may not be replaceable

Only used when replacement cost can be reliably
estimated with confidence
Cost is a relative benchmark when patent been acquired

Market-based / Comparable deals


Measure value of assets by consensus of what others
in marketplace have judged it to be



Value of IP determined by reference to prices for
comparable deals



Very effective when good comparator deals can be
found



Also shows what market can bare – like house sales



Useful in an active public sales / M&A market

Market-based / Comparable deals


Pros:






Cons:







Practical approach which makes use of prices actually paid
for comparable assets
Gives an idea of what the market will pay for an asset –
avoids wild guesses and estimations
Often biotech inventions are unique and therefore
comparable transactions are often infrequent
Difficult to separate IP from company and often companies
in M&A have a portfolio of technologies

Only works if deal info is easily available / disclosed
Usually used to cross-check other methods

© IP Pragmatics
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Royalty relief


Assumes the value of a patent is equal to present
value of royalties that would have been paid if
product was in-licensed into a company



Projecting patent-specific costs associated and give
cash flow projection for the patent.



Suitable royalty rate is applied and discounted to
give a present value of IP



Look at comparable deals to give a turnover
attributable to a patent / technology

Income approach


Also known as the Discounted Cash Flow or the Net
Present Value method (NPV)



Considers new cash flows over a period of time and
discounts it with the cost of capital or expected rate
of return



Discount rate typically covers risk of production to
market, but many factors affect it:


Inflation, liquidity, real interest, and risk premium



In life science there is R&D risk and regulatory approval too

The risk game
How much £ X

0.5

£200,000

0.5

£0

or

What value of “X” are
you indifferent
between a fixed sum
and playing the game?

£1
£1,000
£10,000
£20,000
£50,000
£100,000
Captum Capital

© IP Pragmatics
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Income approach


Because risk is so high in life science and biotech,
often additional risk is added – risk adjusted model
which is rNPV



Risk adjusted model considers high risk and uses
different probabilities at each stage



Only method that actually measures risk at each
stage of R&D

The Risk Adjusted NPV
The Risk Adjusted Net Present Value:

rNPV  

Pt Ct
(1  R)t

rNPV depends on 3 factors:
P

•Probability, P

Cs

•Cash Flow, C
(1 – P)

•Discount Rate, R

Cf

t
Captum Capital

Stepwise development
Development can fail at any
milestone along the
development pathway

Concept

Development

Manufacturing

Market launch

Captum Capital
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Drug Discovery Process
PreClinical

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 FDA
S
S
S
S

S

F

F
F
F

F

Captum Capital

Multiple Milestones - example
Scale up

CT1

CT2

FDA
4.5

Medical Device Development Project
0

- 0.5

0.9

0.6

- 0.3

0.4

- 0.2

-1.5
0.7

-0.2
Cash Flow £m
- 0.1

Captum Capital

Decision Tree Value
Cash Flow in £000s
Discount Rate R = 12%
All Cash Flows discounted to PV

Precision Tree
Palisade Corporation

Captum Capital

© IP Pragmatics
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Income value model

Risk Adjusted NPV Development Cost

+

Risk Adjusted NPV =

Risk Adjusted NPV Sales Income

Forecasting Sales
Top Down
• Total Market Size (£/yr)
• Share of Market (%)
• Price/unit (£/unit)
• User Penetration (%)
• Potential Users (units sold)
Bottom Up

• [Growth of market]

Forecasting Sales - example
WunderDrug Sales Forecast
12

Net Cash Flow £m

10
8
Series1
Forecast 1
Series2
Forecast 2
Forecast 3
Series3

6
4
2
0
1
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Income approach summary


Pros:






Cons:







Theoretically superior as uses future earnings / cash flow
Consistency can be achieved across patent portfolios
Widely accepted and understood
Requires subjective cash flow estimates
Often requires assumptions which are missing
Can become complicated with simulations

Primary valuation method used when info provided
Limited nature of calcs must be understood and good
to combine with other methods

Company Valuation and Ownership
Stage 1: Valuation £10,000

Stage 2: Valuation £750,000

Founders
University
33%

33%

Founders

50%

50%

Seed Fund
University

Stage 3: Valuation £10m
33%
25%

Founders
Seed Fund
VC
University
Managers

5%
5%
5%

£6m

Note: Shareholdings
will vary

60%

COMPANY Guides

Case study Valuation
Risk-adjusted royalty relief for a point-of-care diagnostic (20 years)

Market
share

Probability
(risk)

40%

50%

25%
10%

20%
5%

Total market
£1.2m
Discount rate
10%

© IP Pragmatics

Risk adjusted royalties
10%
7%
5%
£53,017
£37,112
£26,508
£13,254
£1,325

£9,278
£928

£6,627
£663
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Case study Valuation
Examples of an rNPV calculation using a discount rate of 15%
Year
0
Costs
(£75,000)
Revenue
Net Cash
(£75,000)
Flow
Probability
100%
Risk adjusted
(£75,000)
cash flow
Discount
100%
factor
[1/(1+r)^t]
Discounted
(£75,000)
cash flows
rNPV
£73,639

1
(£50,000)
£50,000

2
(£10,000)
£100,000
£90,000

3
(£20,000)
£200,000
£180,000

4
(£30,000)
£300,000
£270,000

50%
(£25,000)

50%
£45,000

50%
£90,000

50%
£135,000

87%

76%

66%

57%

(£21,750)

£34,026

£59,176

£77,187

www.ip-pragmatics.com
IP Pragmatics Limited
1 Quality Court
Chancery Lane
London WC2A 1HR
UK
T: +44(0)203 176 0580
E: info@ip-pragmatics.com

Slide credits:
• Rupert Osborn, Louise Sarup and Rufus Charles (IP Pragmatics)
• Jake Micallef (VolitionRX)
• Michael Brand (Captum Capital)
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Case study: Examples of valuation methods
Taken from: Louise Sarup, The Value of Intellectual Property: An overview of methods used,
International Pharmaceutical Industry, Vol 3, Issue 1 , page 8 – 12

Risk-adjusted royalty relief for a point-of-care diagnostic (20 years)
Market share Probability (risk)
Total market £1.2m 40%
25%
Discount rate 10%
10%

50%
20%
5%

Risk adjusted royalties
10%
7%
5%
£53,017 £37,112 £26,508
£13,254 £9,278 £6,627
£1,325 £928
£663

Examples of an rNPV calculation using a discount rate of 15%
Year
Costs

0

1

Probability
Risk adjusted cash flow
Discount factor [1/(1+r)^t]

4

£100,000

£200,000

£300,000

(£75,000)

£50,000

£90,000

£180,000

£270,000

100%

50%

50%

50%

50%

£45,000

£90,000

£135,000

76%

66%

57%

£34,026

£59,176

£77,187

(£75,000) (£25,000)
100%

87%

Discounted cash flows

(£75,000) (£21,750)

rNPV

£73,639

© IP Pragmatics Limited
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(£75,000) (£50,000) (£10,000) (£20,000) (£30,000)

Revenue
Net Cash Flow

2
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Commercialising IP
An overview of managing university IP and its
commercialisation
10th – 11th October 2013
Boğaziçi Üniversitesi, Istanbul

www.ip-pragmatics.com

Course Structure: Day 2


Session 5: Commercialisation Strategies



Session 6: Valuing Intellectual Property



Session 7: Commercialising technology – Licensing



Session 8: Commercialising technology – Spin Outs



Session 9: Negotiation



Session 10: Proof of Concept funding and
technology development

What is a licence?


A legal agreement consisting of:


A licensee and a licensor



A grant of rights



A Consideration for that grant



Obligations and duties of both parties regarding






Warranties
IP protection and treatment
Confidentiality
Diligent performance
Termination of the agreement
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Licensing – Key Questions
What is being licensed?







Subject matter
Improvements
Scope of the grant of rights


Territory and Exclusivity

Who to Licence?







Are there any licensees
One or more i.e. exclusive or non-exclusive
Who is the best exclusive licensee

How much and when to take the value?








Valuation not straightforward
Technology field
Type of technology - Materials / Product / Enabling technology
Up fronts versus royalties

How to ensure “diligence” by the licensee






Can’t just licence and forget
Balance being a licensor and being a partner

Licensing Phases

Implications of Licensing


Low risk



Early income from up front payments



May come with sponsored research or consultancy



University retains ownership/control of IP



University has long term obligations to IP and to
licensees



For the scientist:




Some income in the short term, perhaps ongoing
Continue with current job and research interests
May add depth to your research

© IP Pragmatics
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Implications of Licensing


Some ways a university license is very different from a
license from a company



Professors see themselves as “separate entities”, not
employees in a communal venture




When can you mix inventions from different faculties in a single
license?

University must preserve freedom of action for future
research direction and sponsorship


Can’t promise all future inventions “in the field of the license” or
in “related technology”

Meeting each party’s needs
What each
party
wants…






Licensor (company with idea or
product)
Royalty revenue
Recognition and visibility
Brand extension
Exploit manufacturers’ manufacturing
and commercialization capabilities
(including sales force)
 Require Development and
Commercialization of Product

Licensee (larger company with
established market presence)
 Brand recognition and cachet
 New fresh product to differentiate itself
from the competition
 Tap new customer base
 Maximize manufacturers’
manufacturing and commercialization
capabilities (including brand, marketing
and sales force)

What each
party is
concerned
about…






 Manage overall financial risk
 Manage overpayment risk
 Cap development and marketing
expenses
 Ability to terminate

Reasonable Value
Diligence on the Licensees' part
Monitoring and reports
Remedies (including having the asset
revert to their control if certain
minimums have not been met)

Key licensing points







Grant of licence
Exclusive/sole/non-exclusive
Best endeavours
Territorial restrictions
Supply







product specification
minimum purchase / sales
pricing
stocks
terms of supply
defective product
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Product liability
Advertising and promotion
Intellectual property
Improvements
Royalties
Records / audit / accounting
Confidentiality
Commencement / duration
Termination
Dispute resolution
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Type of licence
Exclusive Licence

Sole Licence

Non-Exclusive Licence

If you grant Company X an
exclusive licence to use the
package, this means that only
Company X can use the
package. You would not be
able to use the package (even
for research), neither would
you be able to license anyone
else to use the package.

If you grant Company X a sole
licence to use the package,
this means that Company X
can use the package and you
would be able to use it,
however, you would not be
able to license anyone else to
use the package.

If you grant Company X a nonexclusive licence to use the
package, this would mean that
you would be free to use the
package yourself and you
would also be free to license
anyone else to use the
package, in addition to
Company X’s right to use.

Exclusive licence


Reasons why you may want to grant an exclusive licence?






If you do not have the resources to commercialise your IP as you
would wish to do, and other than the party to whom you wish to
grant a licence, there are no other market players who have the
capacity or that other party would not invest in commercialising the
IP without exclusivity.
You or your institution does not require use of the IP and you would
be happy to lose a fair degree of control over the IP.
You would like to maximise your return from that licensee.

Sole licence


Reasons why you may want to grant a sole licence?





You do not have the capacity, be it financial or technical, to
commercialise the IP alone, but you want to retain the ability to also
use the IP. (This can also be done through an exclusive licence in
which the exclusive licensee grants you back a non-exclusive
licence).
You still want to retain a certain level of control over the IP.
There are no other market players who would be suitable to work
with or the licensee would not invest in commercialising the IP if
there were other licensees.

© IP Pragmatics
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Non-exclusive licence


Reasons why you may want to grant a non-exclusive
licence?









There is more than one party capable of commercialising the IP.
If you are unsure whether the first party to whom you are licensing
is in fact the best option.
You need complete freedom to grant licences to whomever you
wish.
If the IP does not need further development and is in a readily
usable form, for example, a piece of software, a CD Rom or an online package.
If you are unsure about the potential value of the IP and what can
be done with it, you may want to offer the opportunity to a number
of players to evaluate and work with the IP.

Important to note






If you are granting an exclusive or sole licence you will
definitely want some obligations on the licensee
actually to commercialise the IP.
Ideally this would be through some minimum sales
provisions or minimum payments
If you have granted an exclusive or sole licence, you
might include a provision whereby if minimum sales
figures have not been paid or targets are not reached
then the licence becomes non-exclusive.

How much is the IP worth?


For early stage technology: You can’t forecast, with any
reasonable accuracy



You don’t have to know unless you plan to sell the IP for a
one-time upfront sum (unusual for early stage technology).



Royalties are within a “market range” of rates, and ultimate
return is proportional to sales (so you can wait and see)



Royalty rates depend on






nature of product or technology
stage of development
maximum cost of goods (including royalty)
rights being offered e.g. exclusivity
other terms requested / total deal value (NPV)
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Typical licensing amounts


Not set in stone – widely varies depending on technology,
market, and stage of development



Payment of patent costs—past and future
License issue fee: €10,000-€100,000
Yearly license and patent maintenance fee (creditable against
royalties) €10,000-€100,000
Running royalties on gross sales: 2-10% (occasionally higher for
software); can also do royalties on net sales






Occasionally milestone payments of €100,000 or more—
rare; pharmaceuticals



Other terms


“Territory”




“Field of Use”




Can also limit the licence to a specific territory. E.g. if the licensee only needs
to use the IP in UK – specify this. This will mean that you could license the
same IP to others for use in countries outside UK. Do not use generic terms
such as “Europe”.
It may be appropriate to limit the licence to a particular field of use. E.g., if
the licensee is using your IP only for research in the field of aeronautical
research – specify that this is the case. Again, this will offer you the freedom,
should you want to, to license the same IP to others in other fields of
research, such as medical devices.

“Purpose”


You can limit the licence to a particular ‘purpose’. E.g., if licensee is only
interested in using your technology for the purposes of manufacturing a
certain Product – specify that the licence is granted “solely for the purposes
of manufacturing Product X”. If the licensee wants to develop the IP further
and also manufacture Product X – specify that the licence is granted “for the
purposes of further research and the manufacture of Product X”.

Royalties and payments


Royalties





“Up-front”, “advance” or “lump sum” payment upon
signature of the licence




Most common form of payment for licensed IP.
Regular payments which vary according to number of
products manufactured, used or sold, or the times a process
is applied

Cash up front to support further or reimburse research

Stage Payments/Milestone Payments


useful if licensee is going to be carrying out further R&D or
marketing under the licence
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Royalties and payments


General "rules of thumb" for "fair" royalty payment:


The "25% Rule" and relates to how much one would expect to receive
as royalties as a percentage of the increase in profit that one’s IP
provides to the licensee's business. This rule of thumb will often give
the licensor about 25% of the profit made by the licensee from the
exploitation of the intellectual property over the life of the license gives
the licensor. This is only a guide and is not a standard rate.



The "5% of Net Rule" is based upon a payment from the licensee to the
licensor of 5% of the net selling price. Much care must be taken here in
terms of what "net selling price" means and how it is calculated. This
means Gross Sales less certain items such as discounts and returns, but
could also mean less advertising, sales costs, etc., so be sure to define
this clearly in the agreement.

Performance Milestones







The university has an obligation to see that the technology
is developed
What targets must the licensee meet to show adequate
commitment and progress?
Are they realistic?
Are they measureable and enforceable?

Differences: buyers and sellers
Buyers

Sellers

• Licence fees / equity ( - )
• Milestone payments ( - )
• Development costs ( - )
• Royalties paid ( - )
• Marketing costs ( - )
• Purchase of product ( - )
• Sales ( + )
• Working capital ( - )
• Profit / cash flow ( + )

• Licence fees / equity ( + )
• Milestone receipts ( + )
• Development costs ( - )
• Royalties received ( + )
• Patent/trademark fees ( - )
• Supply of product ( + )
• Capital expenditure ( - )
• Working capital ( - )
• Cash flow / profit ( + )

• Wants to accelerate cash payments to
recover investment and remain in business
if product fails
• Wants high licence fees and low royalties

• Wants to defer cash payments and link to
sales (royalties) to minimise risk if product
fails
• Wants low licence fees and high royalties
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Heads of Agreement
Use to progress business discussions rapidly
No need to use lawyers
Can move to full agreement after major points have been
agreed
Usually time limited. Before expiry of option period
licensee can chose to exercise option
Heads of Agreement can be made binding but consider
risks












Open for interpretation
Can delay completion of full agreement

Example term sheet

Licensing – Role of the Scientist


Marketing technology and reaching agreement with
licensees



Ongoing technical input to licensee:




separate consultancy agreement
consulting obligations in licence
separate sponsored research agreement



Technical review of progress



Improvements



Licence obligations:




Confidentiality
Consultation on publication
Due consideration in dealing with licensee and technology
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www.ip-pragmatics.com
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Slide credits:
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DATE

______

AAA
and
BBB

LICENCE AGREEMENT

2010

(1)
(2)

THIS AGREEMENT is made on
2010
BETWEEN:
(1)
AAA, a university registered in England, with offices at ("AAA");
and
(2)
BBB, a company incorporated and registered in England and Wales with company registration
number, the registered office of which is at ("BBB").
The Licensor and the Licensee shall hereinafter be referred to individually as a “Party” and
collectively as the “Parties.”
BACKGROUND:
(A)
In an agreement dated 15 July 2008 between the BBB agreed to license on an exclusive basis
to AAA its rights to Patent 2 (defined below) within the Field of Use (defined below) and at
the same time to assign to AAA all rights to Patent 1 (defined below). The purpose of this
agreement was to enable AAA to commercialise the XXX machine (defined below)
incorporating elements of Patent 1 and/or Patent 2.
(B) AAA now wishes to licence Patent 1 to BBB and to terminate its rights in Patent 2. It is
BBB’s intention that it will henceforward sub-licence its rights in Patent 1 and Patent 2 to
YYY, a new company based in Malaysia being set up to manufacture machine tools. Since
YYY wishes to manufacture and sell the Licensed Products (defined below) worldwide, the
intended result of the present Agreement will be the effective commercialisation of the
Licensed Products incorporating Patent 1 and/or Patent 2.
(C)
BBB wishes to use the Intellectual Property Rights, know-how and any other rights relating
to the Field of Use and AAA has agreed to this on the terms and conditions set out in this
Agreement.
(D)
The present Agreement defines the terms of the licence of Patent 1 between the Licensor and
the Licensee and termination of the licence between the Parties dated 15 July 2008 concerning
Patent 2.
NOW THE PARTIES AGREE as follows:
1.
Definitions
1.1.
In this Agreement unless the context otherwise requires:
"Accounting Dates" means the last day of each calendar month during the term of this
Agreement;
“Accounting Periods" means each period of one calendar month commencing on the first
day of the applicable calendar month and ending on the last day of such calendar month;
“Business Day" means a day (other than a Saturday or Sunday) on which the banks are
ordinarily open for business in the City of London;
"Commencement Date" means [ ] 2010;
"Confidential Information" means secret or confidential commercial, financial, marketing,
technical or other information, know-how, trade secrets and other information whatsoever in
any form or medium whether disclosed orally or in writing before or after the date of this
Agreement, together with any reproductions of such information in any form or medium or
any part(s) of this information (and "Confidential" means that the information, either in its
entirety or in the precise configuration or assembly of its components, is not publicly
available);

“Field of Use” means ZZZ tools
"Force Majeure" means any event outside the reasonable control of the Party claiming to be
so affected which affects its ability to perform any of its obligations (other than payment)
under this Agreement including (but without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing) acts
of god, fire, flood, lightning, war, revolution, act of terrorism, riot or civil commotion;
"Group" means in relation to any company that company and every other company which is
for the time being a subsidiary or holding company of that company or a subsidiary of any
such holding company (and the terms "subsidiary" and "holding company" shall have the
meanings given to them by Sections 736 and 736A of the Companies Act 1985);
"Improvements " means any modification of the XXX Machine or any part(s) and/or any
discovery made in relation to the XXX Machine that is or are so closely connected with it that
the modification and/or discovery cannot be commercially exploited in a full and effective
manner without utilising a principal feature of the XXX Machine, but in no case being a
material inventive step capable of constituting a new product beyond the scope of this
Agreement;
"Intellectual Property Rights" means patents, registered designs, trade marks and service
marks (whether registered or not), domain names, copyright, database rights, the right to use
any trade names, Know-How, trade secrets and Confidential Information, goodwill, utility
models, brand names, logos and moral rights, applications for any of the foregoing, and all
industrial or commercial rights similar to the foregoing anywhere in the world;
"Intellectual Property" means the Intellectual Property Rights of the Licensor subsisting in
Patent 1 and/or Patent 2, the Trade Marks and the Know-How and the packaging, and in any
advertising material, promotional material and general get-up used by the Licensee to
distribute and sell the Licensed Products and any other documents or instructions
communicated to BBB by AAA during the Term;
"Know-How" means all Confidential Information and expertise which is secret, and which
has been devised or developed by AAA or acquired by it in circumstances permitting it to
disclose the same to BBB concerning the XXX machine control system, machine
configuration and integration, design, manufacture, production, assembly and use of the XXX
Machine or any part(s) of it;
“Licensed Products” means the XXX Machine, including 3- and 4-axis variations thereof,
including software control systems but excluding mechanical handling or other additional
equipment requested by customers of BBB, as well as ZZZ, to be manufactured by or on
behalf of BBB using Patent 1 and/or Patent 2 together with any other products as may be
agreed between the Parties from time to time;
"Net Sales" means in relation to any Licensed Products the total amount invoiced by or on
behalf of BBB, including a sub-licensee, during the term of this Agreement to a purchaser of
the Licensed Products less any VAT or any other applicable sales tax or duty or any
government levies payable on the Licensed Products, but not excluding any cash or other
discounts or rebates or returns given or granted by the Licensee in respect of the Licensed
Products; however, where Licensed Products are used by BBB or sold by it to any member of
BBB’s Group other than by outright sale at a bona fide arms- length price, there shall be
substituted for the invoiced amount an amount equal to the total amount invoiced by or on
behalf of BBB for an equivalent quantity of the Licensed Products sold or offered for sale at
a bona fide arms-length price on the last occasion on which a sale or offer for sale of the
Licensed Products occurred or, in the event that no sales of the Licensed Products at a bona

fide arms-length price have occurred, the amount shall be the higher of the actual cost of
manufacture plus x% or the amount invoiced by the relevant member of the BBB’s Group to
its customers for the sale or supply of the Licensed Products;
"Patent 1" means a patent application under the title “Aerostatic Damper Device” with PCT
application number PCT/XX and priority date xx March 2009;
“Patent 2” means patent application under the title “Aerostatic Bearing” with filing number
GBxxx and priority date January 2008;
“Royalties” means Royalties on XXX Machines and Royalties on Squeeze Film Damped Air
Bearings;
“Royalties on XXX Machines” means a percentage of the Net Sales of XXX Machines that
will reduce over time, as per the following table, with effect from the date of shipment of the
fourth XXX Machine:
Year after sale of the
Royalty on XXX
fourth XXX machine
machines
1
3.5%
2
3.15%
3
2.8%
4
2.45%
5
2.1%
6
1.75%
7
1.4%
8
1.05%
9
0.7%
10
0.35%

1.2.
1.3.

“Royalties on ZZZ” means 3% of the Net Sales of Squeeze Film Damped Air Bearings;
“ZZZ” means [ ]
“Technical Documents” means [ ]
“Term” means the period ending 21 March 2026 with respect to Patent 1 and the period
ending 13 January 2028 with respect to Patent 2;
"Territory" means worldwide;
"Trade Marks" means the XXX logo(s), signage name(s) and trade marks (whether
registered or not) and applications for the protection of any of them as stipulated in Part 2 of
Schedule 1 and any other logos, signage, business names, trade marks and applications for
trade marks as may be notified by AAA to BBB from time to time;
“XXX Machine” means a five-axis ultra-precision micro-milling machine and all 3- and 4axis variants thereof, that are the product of research and development previously undertaken
by AAA;
"Year" means a period commencing on the Commencement Date and on each successive
anniversary of the Commencement Date and ending on the day before each successive
anniversary of the Commencement Date.
The headings to clauses are inserted for convenience only and shall not affect the
interpretation or construction of this Agreement.
Words imparting the singular shall include the plural and vice versa. Words imparting a
gender include every gender and references to persons include an individual, company,
corporation, firm or partnership.

1.4.

1.5.

1.6.

2.
2.1.

2.2.

All sums payable hereunder are exclusive of VAT or any other applicable tax or duty payable
upon such sums which shall be added if appropriate at the rate prevailing at the relevant tax
point.
The words and phrases "other", "including" and "in particular" shall not limit the generality
of any preceding words or be construed as being limited to the same class as any preceding
word where a wider construction is possible.
References to any statute or statutory provision shall include (i) any subordinate legislation
made under it, (ii) any provision which it has modified or re-enacted (whether with or without
modification), and (iii) any provision which subsequently supersedes it or re-enacts it
(whether with or without modification).
Licence
The Parties are resolved that the agreement between them dated 15 July 2008 whereby BBB
licenses on an exclusive basis to AAA its Intellectual property Rights subsisting in Patent 2
within the Field of Use shall be terminated with effect from the Commencement Date.
In consideration of the performance by BBB of its obligations under this Agreement, AAA
grants to BBB with effect from the Commencement Date an exclusive licence to use the
Intellectual Property Rights subsisting in Patent 1 for the Term of this Agreement in order to
manufacture, procure content for, distribute, market, sell and enter into distribution
agreements with third parties in respect of the Licensed Products in the Territory pursuant to
the terms of this Agreement.

3.
3.1.

Sub-Licensing and Assignment
BBB may sub-license, sub-contract the manufacture and/or distribution of the Licensed
Products in respect of all or any part of the Territory subject to:
(a)
the sub-licensee entering into a sub-licence with the Licensor on terms agreeable to
AAA and no less onerous than as provided for in this Agreement; and
(b)
BBB not disclosing to the third party any Confidential Information prior to such third
party entering into a confidentiality agreement with AAA upon terms prescribed by
and reasonably acceptable to AAA;
(c)
BBB remaining liable to AAA for any and all of its obligations and responsibilities
(including Royalty payments) under this Agreement and for any breach of this
Agreement by such third party.

4.
4.1.

Duration
This Agreement shall come into force on the Commencement Date and shall continue in force
thereafter for the Term unless terminated in accordance with the provisions of Clause 14
below.

5.
5.1.

Royalties
BBB shall throughout the term of this Agreement pay to AAA the Royalties in respect of the
Licensed Products invoiced by or on behalf of BBB.
All Royalties payable under this Agreement shall be paid without set-off or deduction and
shall be calculated at the Accounting Dates for the Royalties earned in the applicable
Accounting Period just ended. Within 30 days of each Accounting Date BBB shall provide
AAA with a complete and detailed statement (certified to the best of the Licensee’s belief to

5.2.

5.3.

5.4.

5.5.
5.6.

5.7.

5.8.

be accurate) of all Royalties earned during the Accounting Period just ended giving details
and a breakdown of how such Royalties are calculated. For the purposes of this clause the first
accounting period shall run from the Commencement Date until the next following
Accounting Date. Upon receipt of such statement AAA shall submit to BBB its correct VAT
invoice for the amount of the Royalties shown on the applicable statement which invoice shall
be paid by BBB within 30 Business Days of receipt.
All payments to AAA by BBB under the terms of this Agreement shall be in Pounds Sterling
by electronic transfer to AAA to such bank account as AAA notifies to BBB in writing from
time to time.
In the event that AAA discovers either as a result of exercising its rights under Clause 5.9 or
otherwise that an under-payment of the Royalties due under this Agreement has occurred, it
will promptly notify BBB in writing setting out in reasonable detail the basis upon which it
considers that such additional amount is payable and (in the absence of BBB notifying AAA
of its disagreement with such amount in writing within 14 days of receiving such notification
from AAA), the amount of such under payment will be paid by BBB to AAA within 10
Business Days of the later of (i) receipt of such notification from AAA or where BBB has
given notice that it does not accept such notification (ii) the date on which the Parties resolve
the matter(s) in dispute or (iii) receipt of the decision of the Independent Accountant (defined
below). In the event that BBB does not accept the notification from AAA, the Parties shall
use their reasonable endeavours to resolve the dispute. If, within 30 Business Days of BBB
serving notice of its non-acceptance of the notification, the Parties fail to resolve the dispute,
the matter(s) in dispute may, at the written election of either Party, be referred to the decision
of an independent chartered accountant (the "Independent Accountant") to be appointed (in
default of nomination by agreement (within 15 business days after the election is made by
either Party) between the Parties) by the President for the time being of the Institute of
Chartered Accountants in England and Wales on the written application of either Party
(whichever applies first). The Independent Accountant shall act as an expert and not as an
arbitrator and neither the Arbitration Act 1996 nor any earlier or later enactments on
arbitration shall apply. The Independent Accountant’s decision shall (in the absence of
manifest error) be final and binding on the Parties for all the purposes of this Agreement. The
costs of the Independent Accountant shall be apportioned between the Parties as the
Independent Accountant shall decide but each Party shall be responsible for its own costs of
presenting its case to the Independent Accountant.
The receipt of monies by AAA shall not prevent AAA from questioning the correctness of
any statement in respect of those monies.
All sums due to AAA under this Agreement which are not paid on the date due shall bear
interest from the due date until the date on which they are actually received at the rate of 4%
above the base rate of Barclays Bank plc, London.
Within 60 Business Days of the end of each Year BBB shall provide to AAA a complete
statement certified as accurate by BBB showing how the amount of Royalties payable to AAA
in respect of that Year has been calculated.
BBB agrees to keep true and accurate books and accounts sufficient to establish and follow
through an audit trail in respect of dealings with the Licensed Products and agrees to:
(a)
keep them for not less than 3 Years and at the address of BBB in the Agreement; and
(b)
during the term of this Agreement and thereafter for 3 Years, permit AAA or AAA’s
appointed representatives during normal business hours with 14 days prior written

(c)

6.
6.1.

6.2.

7.
7.1.

7.2.

notice to inspect and take copies of any financial information or records relating to
this Agreement it requests; and
during each Year of this Agreement and thereafter for 3 Years following termination
of this Agreement permit independent accountants (appointed by AAA) during normal
business hours within 28 days prior written notice at the expense of AAA (or BBB if
the audit reveals Royalties owing in excess of 5% of the royalties paid during the Year)
to undertake an audit once per Year of such books and accounts at the discretion and
cost of AAA. However any independent accountants used by AAA pursuant to this
Clause 5.8 will not disclose to AAA any Confidential Information belonging to BBB
but will report on any under or over payment of Royalties discovered as a result of the
inspection and will be obliged by AAA (at BBB’s request) to enter a confidentiality
agreement with BBB not, except to the extent expressly envisaged in this Clause 5.9,
to use or disclose any Confidential Information belonging to BBB. Notwithstanding
the foregoing, if AAA takes proceedings against BBB following any such audit, BBB
agrees that AAA may use any directly relevant Confidential Information in its
possession in such proceedings and that the independent accountants referred to above
shall be released from the Confidentiality Agreement to the extent required to allow
them to disclose information gained from the audit and which is directly relevant to
the proceedings initiated by AAA. In the event that such independent accountants
identify an over-payment of Royalties the Licensor shall notify BBB forthwith of
AAA becoming aware of the same and shall repay to BBB the amount of the over
payment forthwith.

Improvements
If during the term of this Agreement either Party discovers any Improvement, it shall
(provided it has the freedom to do so) communicate the same to the other Party and such
Improvement will thereafter form part of the Intellectual Property during the term of this
Agreement.
The communication after the Commencement Date by either Party of any Improvements
pursuant to this Clause 6 and, where appropriate, their inclusion in the Intellectual Property,
shall not be deemed to prolong the duration of this Agreement or of the period of application
of any provisions of this Agreement.
Confidentiality
All documents provided by either Party in respect of the Intellectual Property and/or the
Licensed Products (including all copies of and extracts from them) shall remain the exclusive
property of the Party that originally provided such documents and may not, without the other
Party’s prior written consent, be copied or reproduced in any form except for the purposes
envisaged in this Agreement.
Both Parties shall keep and procure to be kept secret and confidential the Confidential
Information comprised in the Intellectual Property and all Improvements and other
information and know-how acquired from or through or under this Agreement and shall not
use not disclose the same save for the purposes of the proper performance of this Agreement
or with the prior written consent of the other Party. Where disclosure is made to any
employee, consultant, sub-licensee or agent, it shall be done subject to obligations equivalent
to those set out in this Agreement. Both Parties shall use their reasonable commercial efforts

7.3.

8.
8.1.

8.2.

8.3.

8.4.

8.5.

8.6.

8.7.
8.8.
8.9.

8.10.

8.13

(but for the avoidance of doubt excluding the initiation of legal proceedings) to procure that
any such employee, consultant, sub-licensee or agent complies with such obligations.
The obligations of confidentiality in this Clause 7 shall not extend to any matter which the
applicable Party can show:
(a)
is in, or has become part of, the public domain other than as a result of a breach of the
obligations of confidentiality under this Agreement; or
(b)
was in its written records prior to the Commencement Date; or
(c)
was independently disclosed to it by a third party entitled to disclose the same; or
(d)
the disclosure of which is required under any applicable law, or by order of a court or
governmental body or authority of competent jurisdiction.
Use and Protection of Intellectual Property
Every unit of the Licensed Products and all packaging, advertising, catalogues and point of
sale materials used in connection with them shall bear the following statement with reasonable
prominence;
"Manufactured or produced under license from AAA University”.
BBB shall not use any of the Trade Marks or any other marks confusingly similar to the Trade
Marks as part of BBB’s corporate or trading name or the name of any entity associated with
it without the prior written consent of AAA.
BBB shall not during the subsistence of this Agreement or at any time thereafter register any
of the Trade Marks, or any marks similar to the Trade Marks, or any Intellectual Property
subsisting in Patent 1 in its own name as proprietor.
BBB recognises the Licensor's title to the Intellectual Property subsisting in Patent 1 and shall
not claim any right title or interest in the Intellectual Property subsisting in Patent 1 or any
part of it, save as is granted by this Agreement.
BBB shall at the Licensor's request and at its own expense do all acts and execute all deeds
and documents necessary for establishing itself as a user under the Trade Marks and (if
applicable) for registration of itself as a permitted user of the Trade Marks in the Territory
with all relevant competent authorities.
BBB shall at no time during this Agreement challenge the validity of Patent1 and, for the
avoidance of doubt, in the event of such a challenge, AAA shall have an option to terminate
the Agreement forthwith.
BBB shall refer with reasonable prominence in all its catalogues and sales literature relevant
to the Licensed Products that they are manufactured under licence from AAA.
BBB shall not permit the Licensed Products to be sold or distributed in any way which would
damage the reputation or image of BBB or Patent1.
BBB shall not commit or permit to be committed any act which would or might jeopardise or
threaten to jeopardise or invalidate the registration of Patent 1 or do anything which might
assist or give rise to an application to remove any of Patent 1 or the Trade Marks from
registration or which might prejudice the right or title of AAA to Patent 1.
BBB shall not have any authority to bind and shall not make representations binding upon
AAA, nor enter nor purport to enter into any contract or commitment (including making any
representation, warranty or guarantee with regard to the Licensed Products) with a third party
on behalf or in the name of AAA.
If either Party retains a third party to create any work in connection with this Agreement in
respect of which any Intellectual Property Rights arise, that Party shall, prior to the third party

creating the said work, inform and agree with such third party that any Intellectual Property
Rights therein arising shall vest in the Party so contracting and such Party shall procure that
such third party shall do all things necessary to ensure that the said Intellectual Property
Rights shall vest in the contracting Party.
8.14 AAA gives no representation warranty or undertaking that:
(a)
the Intellectual Property, Patent 1 or Patent 2, the Trade Marks or any part of any of
them is valid;
(b)
the manufacture, production, assembly, use, sale, lease or any other dealing or
disposition of or with any Licensed Products made in accordance with the Intellectual
Property or any part of it is not an infringement of any industrial, intellectual or other
property or other right not owned and/or controlled by AAA.
9.
9.1.

9.2.
9.3.

9.4.

9.10

10.
11.1.

11.2.
11.3.

12.
12.1.

Manufacture and Marketing
BBB shall manufacture or procure the manufacture the Licensed Products to appropriate
commercial standards and quality and ensure that the Licensed Products comply in all respects
with all applicable statutes, regulations and codes of practice.
Upon reasonable notice AAA shall have the right from time to time to inspect the premises
where the Licensed Products are being manufactured and to test samples thereof.
In the event that any Government approval is required including but not limited to export
licenses for the sale of the Licensed Products in any country in the Territory, BBB shall obtain
such approval prior to such sale.
BBB shall use its best endeavors to promote the Licensed Products to its clients and
commercial contacts and AAA shall refer all sales leads or potential sales leads for the
Licensed Products to BBB.
BBB shall supply to AAA or such other person as AAA shall require, quantities of the
Licensed Products at prices to be agreed from time to time but such prices shall be no more
than those normally offered to its other trade customers.
Infringement
BBB shall give notice in writing to AAA of any infringement or threatened or potential
infringement of the Patents, Trade Marks, or any other part of the Intellectual Property
subsisting in Patent 1 or any other acts which might constitute an infringement or
misappropriation of any other rights in the Intellectual Property subsisting in Patent 1
promptly upon any such matter coming to the attention of BBB from time to time.
BBB shall at its own expense take all necessary steps to launch and conduct any proceedings
relating to Clause 11.1.
BBB shall decide in its discretion whether and what reasonable steps to prevent or terminate
any infringement or misappropriation of the rights subsisting under this Agreement by any
third party, threatened potential or actual, including taking legal proceedings. In the event that
BBB fails to take such necessary steps AAA may at its own expense take such steps.
Indemnity and Insurance
BBB shall indemnify AAA in full and on demand and keep it so indemnified against all
claims, demands, actions, proceedings and all damages, losses, costs and expenses (including
without limitation legal fees and loss of profit and future revenue) whatsoever arising under
any statute or at common law in respect of any personal injury or death of any person and any

12.2.

12.3.

13.
13.1.
13.2.

13.3.

14.
14.1.

damage to any property, caused by BBB or any of it employees, agents, sub-contractors or
sub-licensees, selling, manufacturing, assembling or marketing of the Licensed Products or
otherwise through their activities under this Agreement.
BBB shall effect and maintain in force a policy of insurance for £[ ] million with a reputable
insurance company approved by AAA for each and every claim against any damages,
liabilities, claims and costs arising from any of the causes, events or circumstances referred
to in Clause 12.1.
At the request of AAA, BBB shall provide AAA with a certified copy of the insurance policy
referred to in Clause 12.2, all amendments to the policy and all policy renewals within 15
workings days of the same being received by BBB.
Force Majeure
Neither Party shall be liable for any breach of its obligations hereunder resulting from an event
of Force Majeure.
Each of the Parties hereto agrees to give notice forthwith to the other Party upon becoming
aware of an event of Force Majeure such notice to contain details of the circumstances giving
rise to the event of Force Majeure. The Party claiming to be so affected shall be excused from
the performance of such part of its obligations under this Agreement as are affected by such
Force Majeure provided that as soon as such event has ceased the Party so affected shall
immediately resume the performance of its obligations.
If the event of Force Majeure continues for longer than s months either Party may at any time
whilst such Force Majeure continues by notice in writing to the other terminate this
Agreement.
Termination
Either Party may immediately terminate this Agreement without payment of compensation or
other damages caused to the other Party solely by such termination by giving notice in writing
to the other Party if any one or more of the following events happens:
(a)
the other Party commits a material breach of any of its obligations under this
Agreement, which if it is capable of remedy, is not remedied after having been required
in writing by the Party not in default to be remedied within 30 days of being requested
to do so;
(c)
any sum payable under this Agreement which is not in dispute is not paid within 60
days of the due date for payment in accordance with this Agreement as long as an
initial reminder has been sent to the Party at fault at the end of 30 days after the due
date.
(d)
the other Party ceases or threatens to cease wholly or substantially to carry on its business,
otherwise than for the purpose of a bona fide reconstruction or amalgamation without
insolvency;
(e)
the other Party has any distress or execution levied on its assets which is not paid out
within 21 days of its being levied;
(f)
the other Party is deemed to be unable to pay its debts within the meaning of Section
123 of the Insolvency Act 1986, or calls a meeting for the purpose of passing a
resolution to wind it up, or such a resolution is passed, or the other Party presents, or
has presented, a petition for a winding up order, or presents, or has presented, a petition
to appoint an administrator, or has an administrative receiver, or receiver appointed

over all or any part of its business, undertaking, property or assets;
(g)
a secured lender to the other Party takes any steps to obtain possession of the property
on which it has security or otherwise to enforce its security;
14.2. Without prejudice to any other rights or remedies available to it, AAA may terminate this
Agreement and the licence granted and agreed to be granted hereunder if BBB:
(a)
contests the confidentiality or substantial nature of the Know-How;
(a)
challenges the registration of any of Patent 1 or Intellectual Property.
14.3. The termination of this Agreement shall be without prejudice to the rights and remedies of
either Party which may have accrued up to the date of termination.
15.
15.1.

Consequences of Expiry or Termination
Upon the termination of this Agreement in accordance with its terms:
(a)
the relationship of the Parties shall cease save as (and to the extent) expressly provided
for in this Clause 15;
(b)
the licences granted under this Agreement shall cease and BBB shall immediately
cease to exploit the Know-How if and to the extent that it remains secret and any of
the Intellectual Property that remain valid and in force in the Territory save for the
purposes of completing the manufacture, assembly, marketing, distribution and sale
of all orders for Licensed Products accepted by BBB prior to the date of termination
subject to the payment of Royalties to AAA as provided for in this Agreement and the
other obligations accepted by BBB under this Agreement;
(c)
any sums owing to AAA by BBB shall immediately become due and payable;
(b)
the agreement of the Parties in relation to confidentiality contained in Clause 7 above
shall continue in full force and effect;
(c)
BBB shall immediately, or upon completion of order already received, return or
procure to be returned to AAA at such place as it directs and at the expense of BBB
(or if AAA so requires by notice to BBB in writing, destroy) all Technical Documents
together with all copies of such Technical Documents and BBB shall make no further
use of the licensed rights under this Agreement except for the purpose of completing
any order as mentioned in Clause 15.1(b) above;
(d)
BBB shall promptly provide to AAA such reasonable assistance and execute all such
deeds and documents as AAA may reasonably require to secure the cancellation of all
registrations of the licences granted and agreed to be granted under this Agreement.
(e)
BBB shall within 28 business days prior to expiry of the Term provide AAA with a
complete and accurate up-to-date stock check of the Licensed Products, with estimates
of production to the expiry or termination date;

16.
16.1.

General
Nothing in this Agreement shall create, or be deemed to create, a partnership or joint venture
or the relationship of employer and employee or principal and agent between the Parties and
no employee of either Party shall be deemed to be or have become an employee of the other
Party.
This Agreement contains the entire agreement between the Parties in relation to its subject
matter. BBB irrevocable and unconditionally waives any right it may have to claim damages
for, and/or to rescind this Agreement because of breach of any warranty not contained in this
Agreement, or any misrepresentation whether or not contained in this Agreement, unless such
misrepresentation was made fraudulently.

16.2.

16.3.
16.4.

16.5.

16.6.

16.7.

17.
17.1.

17.2.

No purported alteration or variation of this Agreement shall be effective unless it is in writing,
refers specifically to this Agreement and is signed by each of the Parties to this Agreement.
The rights and remedies of either Party in respect of this Agreement shall not be diminished,
waived or extinguished by the granting of any indulgence, forbearance or extension of time
granted by such Party to the other nor by any failure of, or delay by the said Party in
ascertaining or exercising any such rights or remedies. Any waiver of any breach of this
Agreement shall be in writing. The waiver by either Party of any breach of this Agreement
shall not prevent the subsequent enforcement of those provisions and shall not be deemed to
be a waiver of any subsequent breach of that or any other provision.
If at any time any part of this Agreement (including any one or more of the clauses of this
Agreement or any sub-clause or paragraph or any part of one or more of these clauses) is held
to be or becomes void or otherwise unenforceable for any reason under any applicable law,
the same shall be deemed omitted from this Agreement and the validity and/or enforceability
of the remaining provisions of this Agreement shall not in any way be affected or impaired as
a result of that omission.
Each of the Parties shall execute and deliver to the other Party such other instruments and
documents and take such other action as is necessary to fulfill the provisions of this Agreement
in accordance with its terms.
The Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999 shall not apply to this Agreement. No person
who is not a Party to this Agreement (including any employee, officer, agent, representative
or subcontractor of either party) shall have the right (whether under the Contracts (Rights of
Third Parties) Act 1999 or otherwise) to enforce any term of this Agreement which expressly
or by implication confers a benefit on that person without the express prior agreement in
writing of the Parties which agreement must refer to this clause.
Notices
Any notices sent under this Agreement must be in writing and may be served by personal
delivery or by sending the notice by registered post to the address given above or at such other
address as the relevant Party may give for the purpose of service of notices under this
Agreement and every such notice shall be deemed to have been served upon delivery if served
by hand or at the expiration of three Business Days after dispatch of the same if delivered by
registered post.
To prove service of any notice it shall be sufficient to show in the case of a notice delivered
by hand that the same was duly addressed and delivered by hand and in the case of a notice
served by post that the same was duly addressed prepaid and posted in the manner set out
above.

18.
18.1.

Law
This Agreement and any dispute or claim arising out of or in connection with it shall be
governed by, and construed in accordance with, the laws of England.

19.
19.1.

Jurisdiction
All disputes or claims arising out of or relating to this Agreement shall be subject to the nonexclusive jurisdiction of the English Courts to which the Parties irrevocably submit.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Parties have signed this Agreement on the day and year first above
written.

SIGNED by
)
………………………………….
for and on behalf of
AAA UNIVERSITY
)
SINGED by
………………………………….
for and on behalf of
BBB )

)

Director & Authorised Signatory

)
)
)

Director & Authorised Signatory

Country
Patent/Application No.
Date of Grant/Filing
Title of Patent
Priority Claim

:
:
:
:
:

Schedule 1
PART 1: Patents
All possible states designated

PART 2: Trade Marks
Registered Trade Marks & Applications
Mark
Country
No.
Class

Description of Goods

Unregistered Trade Marks
Mark
Country

Description of Goods

No.

Class

Skeleton Licence
This skeleton is intended to show the sort of clauses you might find in an IP licence agreement. It refers to clauses that
you might find in all licences, regardless of the IP; and clauses that are more specific to particular types of IP.
While the skeleton may appear long and complicated, remember that it needs to set out the relationship of licensor and
licensee clearly to try to avoid any dispute, so that if there is a dispute it can be resolved as economically as possible
and as the parties would have wanted, and so that if the same IP is to be used elsewhere there is no ambiguity as to
the rights granted to the first licensee and what is available to others.
Remember that the ideas listed are only examples and they all need to be adjusted to apply to the particular licence
and the product and the scale of the operations being licensed. And there are an infinite variety of other possibilities.
The skeleton focuses on patents, registered and unregistered trade marks, copyright, and know-how/ confidential
information as being the most common IP rights. However similar considerations apply to the other types of IP.
The skeleton focuses on licensing in the UK and EU. Remember that the law in other countries, including other EU
countries, is often different, from that in the UK although many of the basic principles that are set out below apply
universally. So you will need appropriate advice.
Bear in mind that you will need advice from a professional who is knowledgeable about IP to help you and
although potentially attractive there are risks in going it alone. If you do not have such an advisor go to
www.ipo.gov.uk/business-support.htm.
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Intellectual Property Office is an operating name of the Patent Office
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1. Parties

8. Life of the licence

The names and identifying details of the licensor and
licensee (and any other parties to the agreement, for
example a guarantor).

When does the licence start and end.

2. Recitals
These set out the background to the transaction. While
not formally part of the agreement itself, they may be
useful as a record of the purpose of the transaction and
useful if there is ambiguity in the agreement.

3. Definitions
Define specific terms used in the agreement.

4. IP to be licensed
Details of the IP rights being licensed must be set out
accurately in the agreement. These details may appear
in the opening of the document or, if the details are
extensive, may be put in a Schedule at the end of the
agreement.

5. Use to be made of the IP
The agreement must say what the licensee can do with
the IP. For example, make goods using the IP, sell
those goods, etc.
The licensee may only be allowed to use the IP in
relation to certain sorts of goods. Note that competition
law is likely to impact on such restrictions. So these
need to be discussed with your advisors.

6. Geographic area where the IP may
be used
The agreement must define where the IP may be used.
For example a licensee may be allowed to make goods
in only one country but to sell more widely.
Note that competition law is likely to impact on such
restrictions. So again these need to be discussed with
your advisors.

7. Status of the licence
Is the licence being granted exclusive (the licensor
may not use the IP and only the licensee can use it);
sole (the licensor and the licensee may use the IP, but
no other licences can be given); non-exclusive (the
licensor may use the IP and may license others to
use it too)? [Note the terms exclusive, sole and nonexclusive commonly have the meanings set out here,
but they will usually be defined in more detail in the
agreement.]

[Commonly for IP having a natural life, such as patents,
the licence will continue until the specific patent or
patents licensed under the agreement expire. For
licences of trade marks and know-how the life will
normally be specified as a period of years. And see
“Termination By the running of time” below.]

9. Transfer of technology
How and when will know-how be transferred to the
licensee. This might include the licensor supplying
drawings and manuals and providing technical help
in the licensee’s plant to set it up and get it running.
While the initial help may be included in the normal
licence payment terms there is often provision for extra
help to be paid for.
The licence may provide for on-going help, again
usually for a fee.

10. Confidentiality
If information that is confidential to a party, including
know-how, is being transferred (as in practice it almost
certainly will be) there will be restrictions on what use
can be made of it, who can have it, and any relevant
terms, such as signing confidentiality agreements, that
apply to such a recipient. The licensor may require the
licensee to enforce such confidentiality agreements.

11. Standards of quality
Particularly in trade mark licences, where the reputation
of the licensor depends on the quality of the products
sold under his mark, the licensee will have to produce
goods to a particular standard of quality to prevent
there being any damage to the reputation of the
licensor’s trade marks.
The licensor will want to be able to check that the
standards are being observed.

12. Performance obligations
Particularly in an exclusive or a sole licence, where the
licensee is the only or a major source of revenue from
the products, the licence needs to oblige the licensee
to perform. This is commonly done by making the
licensee use “his best endeavours” or “all reasonable
endeavours” to work the licence.
However these obligations are imprecise and the
licensee may also have to:

Can the licensee grant sub-licences and if he can to
whom and on what terms?
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•
•

Make minimum sales under the licence, the
minima increasing each year;
Earn (or in some cases pay) minimum royalties
under the licence, such royalties increasing
each year (and possibly being further increased
for inflation see “inflation” below);

to ensure that the licensor is rewarded for his licence.
Failure would be a breach of the licence and allow the
licensor to terminate the licence (see “termination”
below) and/ or to convert the licence from an exclusive
or sole licence to a non-exclusive licence.

13. Improvements
There need to be provisions for each party to supply
improvements to the IP to the other, and setting out
what use that can be made of those improvements.
Usually the licensee can only use the improvements
within the scope of the licence. But the licence needs
to say whether improvements licensed to the licensor
can be used for all purposes or only within the scope of
the licence, and whether the licensor can pass them on
to his own licensees.
If you want the licensee to assign back improvements
to you this may cause difficulties. You are strongly
advised to seek advice from an advisor specialising in
competition law.

14. Fees for the licence
Fees for the licence can include one or more of:
•
•
•

A lump sum on or shortly after signing the
licence;
Periodic payments, perhaps quarterly or six
monthly, including payments on account of
royalty;
A royalty based on the number or the value of
items made and/ or sold under the licence.

If the royalty is based on the selling price of the goods
there need to be provisions to ensure that the price is
an open market price and not a transfer price at which
the goods are sold to an associated company, which
might be less than the open market price.

15. Inflation
If a royalty is based on the sale price the royalty rate
will change as the price of the goods change with
inflation and with changes in the efficiency of producing
the goods, so that no particular terms for dealing with
inflation are needed.

16. Payment of monies due
The licence needs to specify when fees will be paid.
Pre-established lump sum fees can be paid on a
specific day. For royalty payments a common provision
is for the licensee to calculate how much he has sold in,
say, each three month period and to pay the royalty due
within one month after the end of that three months.

17. Exchange rates
If royalties are not calculated in Pounds Sterling,
a mechanism for calculating the exchange into
Pounds Sterling is needed. This is commonly done
by calculating the amount of royalty due in the local
currency and then calculating how much in Pounds
Sterling that money will buy on the due date for
payment. That amount is the sum due to the licensor
and it is not affected by fluctuations in the exchange
rate thereafter. [If exchange rates change thereafter
this may benefit or disadvantage the licensee, but the
licensor knows exactly how much he is due.]

18. Late payment
There is commonly a provision for interest to accrue
on late payments, often calculated as so many percent
about a well established rate of interest, for example
the rate of interest demanded by a UK clearing bank.

19. Accounts
The licensee is usually required to produce accounts
each year, verified by his accountant, that the payments
made are correctly calculated. Again there are usually
provisions to deal with the situation if there has been
over payment [royalty carried forward against future
royalties] or under payment [pay the difference plus
interest, as above].

20. Verifying accounts
The licensor is commonly given the right to inspect the
licensee’s accounts to check they are correct. The
licensee must make available all relevant paperwork.
Commonly the licensor may not do the inspection
himself, to stop him learning the licensee’s trade
secrets, and must pay an independent accountant
to do the inspection. If the inspection reveals a
discrepancy the over or under payment is corrected
[see “accounts” above]. Commonly if the inspection
reveals a discrepancy of more than, perhaps 5%, in
the figures due the licensee must pay the accountant’s
fees.

If the payments are not linked to the sale price, to allow
for inflation any future payment may be indexed to a
suitable index appropriate to the particular goods dealt
with.
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21. Termination
By the running of time
The licence agreement will need to come to an end
at some time. If there are IP rights with a particular
life, such as patents, the licence will usually expire
when the last of the patents licensed under the original
licence comes to an end. If the rights have no natural
life, such as know-how or trade marks, or a very long
life, such as copyrights, there will need to be either a
fixed expiry date for the licence or some way in which
the licence can be ended by notice.
[Note that there are rules under competition laws to
prevent overlong licences. The life of the licence needs
to be discussed with your advisors. And see “Life of
the licence” above.]

On breach
If there is a breach of the licence terms by one party,
the other is commonly allowed to bring the licence to
an end. Such termination may only be possible for a
serious breach [which may give rise to argument as
to whether or not a particular breach is serious] or for
repeated breaches of the agreement.
Unless the breach cannot be put right, when notice of
termination can be given straightaway, the common
procedure is for the other party, the party not in breach,
to give notice specifying the breach and saying that if
the breach is not put right within the period specified in
the agreement, commonly thirty days, the other party
will give notice of termination.
There will usually be a period from the date of service
of a notice of termination before it is effective, again
commonly thirty days. This allows the licensee a
chance to stop his business in an orderly way.

22. Consequences of termination
By the running of time
Commonly the licensor and licensee can continue to
use the IP they have already received. However if
a trade mark has been licensed, on termination the
licensee will have to stop using the mark or marks.

On breach
The licence will come to an end, the licensee must
stop operating under the licence and must return to
the licensor any material related to the licence that he
holds. The licensee may be allowed to sell existing
stock, but must pay royalty on it.

23. Service of notices
A provision saying how notices can be given.
Preferably they should be in writing, so that there is no
argument as to what was in the notice.
The methods of giving notice should be set out.
Commonly by post, by fax or by e-mail. Sometimes
specific types of post, first class or recorded delivery
post, must be used.
The date when the notice is deemed to be served
should be laid down as it is from the date of service that
time periods will run.

24. Law and Courts/ADR
There will often be a provision stating which law
applies and to which courts any dispute may be taken
or whether some form of alternative dispute resolution
(ADR) is to be used.

25. Execution provisions and schedules
These will be at the end of the licence.
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TERM SHEET FOR FORMAL AGREEMENT WITH A
1.

Parties





A – company
B – university 1
C – university 2

2.

Not legally binding




This Term Sheet is not legally binding
This term sheet states concepts to be reflected in
formal contracts, but not the actual wording.

3.

Project



The Project is the ‘xxxx’.

4.

IP



Each Party grants the other a royalty-free, nonexclusive licence to use its Background for the
purpose of carrying out the Project, but for no other
purpose.
B and C will co-own the Intellectual Property in the
Results (including the formulation). Both parties will
share all relevant IP protection costs.
B and C retain the right to do further research and
development upon the Results.




5.

License deal







6.

Financial contribution





No licence to use any Intellectual Property is granted
or implied by this Agreement except the rights
expressly granted in this Agreement.
On the completion of a successful formulation, the
parties will negotiate with the licensee the terms on
which B and C will assign to the licensee the
Intellectual Property Rights in certain of the Results
(the Assignment).
On the receiving of a license contract, B and C will
negotiate in good faith, for a period of up to 60 days
after the date of receipt of the license contract, the
terms of A’s payment – either one-off payment or a
royalty percentage.
B and C will keep complete and accurate accounts
of their expenditure on the Project.
A will pay the Financial Contribution to B in
accordance with the funds application.
B will pay C reasonable costs related to the project
which were listed in the funds application.

7.

Academic publication



B and C will submit to A, in writing, details of any
Results that any employee or student of the
University intends to Publish, at least 60 days before
the date of the proposed submission for Publication.

7.

Confidential information



Confidential Information is owned by the party that
discloses it.
The parties must maintain confidentiality in relation
to Confidential Information.



09/10/2013

8.

Termination






9.

Miscellaneous







Termination may occur in the event that a default
continuing for 14 days is not remedied within 30
days.
Termination may occur immediately if an event of
default occurs (eg, insolvency).
Each of the parties will notify the other promptly if
at any time any of the Key Personnel appointed by
that party is unable or unwilling to continue to be
involved in the Project.
Research data must be generated using sound
scientific techniques and processes. Research data
must be analysed appropriately, without bias and in
accordance with good scientific practices.
Research data must be accurately recorded in
accordance with good scientific practices by the
people conducting the research.
The applicable law is London, UK.

SIGNATURES OF THE PARTIES
The parties sign this Term Sheet to indicate their agreement with its contents, subject to formal
contracts reflecting these terms.

_________________________________
Signed on behalf of A

Name:___________________________________

__________________________________
Signed on behalf of B

Name: ___________________________________

_________________________________
Signed on behalf of C

Name:___________________________________

09/10/2013

MAXIMISING IMPACT:
Identifying, Managing and
Commercialising IP
An overview of managing university IP and its
commercialisation
10th – 11th October 2013
Boğaziçi Üniversitesi, Istanbul

www.ip-pragmatics.com

Course Structure: Day 2


Session 5: Commercialisation Strategies



Session 6: Valuing Intellectual Property



Session 7: Commercialising technology – Licensing



Session 8: Commercialising technology – Spin Outs



Session 9: Negotiation



Session 10: Proof of Concept funding and
technology development

What is a spin-out?


New company or business unit:








Product based: developing technology to either sell
a product or license-on
Service based: offering lab-based services or
service based products
..or a combination of product and service offering

Spin-outs change over their life

© IP Pragmatics
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Implications of Spin-Outs


Potentially higher but much less certain return



Usually a single point where this return comes, several
years away



Companies last forever, and may move away from
founding principles and vision



University will lose control of technology and company at
some stage



For the inventor, either:




Radical career change
Less security, more pain
Different rewards and job satisfaction

Four main ingredients for a spin out



IP



Management



Money



Team

Four main ingredients for a spin out


IP









The innovation created and which is protected by IP
will be indispensable to the spin-out company.
IP protection as particularly important for a spin-out.
You do need to consider how IP and the ideas which it
protects will be applied in the market.
They need to be able to form the basis of a sustainable
business opportunity which can generate a return for
investors.
Do your market research early. The “proof-of-market”
is as important as the “proof-of-principle”.
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Four main ingredients for a spin out


Management










Investors in the company will expect the company to be led by a
team with proven management skills.
This will involve the need to attract a range of individuals with a
balance of top-class skills in fields such as management, finance,
marketing and sales.
Probably many will have had previous successful experiences of
start-ups.
It may also require you to take more of a back seat in terms of the
company’s management.
Success will be dependent on new people becoming involved at
various stages in the growth of the company. It cannot remain
under the control of one person forever.

Four main ingredients for a spin out


Money








The company will need money to develop and grow.
There are various possible sources of funding available.
These may range from your institution’s own resources
to business angels or venture capitalists.
Some researchers even raise money from family and
friends. Whomever you turn to you will need some sort
of plan to put before them.
You will therefore need to create a Business Plan.

Four main ingredients for a spin out


The team and/or inventor




As the IP originator, he/she is essential to the
transfer of IP to the company.
His/her continuing involvement with the IP’s
development and your ongoing commitment to
the enterprise and support to the company’s
business managers is vital.
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Strong spin outs have the same factors
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The company must efficiently develop viable
products.
The company's IP must be defensible and other
patents cannot block the path to commercialization.
There must be a clear business model/strategy for
generating a significant profit.
The company should target a large and/or rapidly
growing, market.
Management should have the skills to implement
the business plan.

Common spin out mistakes


These five elements may seem self-evident, even redundant,
but many business plans neglect to address at least one.



Common mistakes include:




Technology concept is cool science" but not commercially useful.
Market is so small that company cannot reach significant profit
The company must convince customers that they need its product
rather than selling one that customers already want. Creating
demand is more difficult than catering to an existing need.

Common spin out mistakes


Continued… Common mistakes include:







Customers claim they want a better product, but are not willing to
pay for it.
The key patents are invalid due to prior art.
Patents block the company from doing something essential to the
process of making and selling the product, thereby restricting its
"freedom to operate."
The business strategy does not take into account regulatory and
reimbursement issues. E.g. in the case of a novel type of
therapeutic, getting FDA approval may take an unusually long time
and insurance plans may not extend coverage until the treatment
becomes more commonplace. Or the national health service will
not reimburse therefore product is not widely available.
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Why create a spin out?


Fundamentals







No existing business in field or platform opportunities
Bring together key assets and resources – IP,
Management, Money and Team
Create Business Plan including risk analysis

Scientist / inventor Role







Possibly an initial shareholder or scientific chair
Possibly a director – but beware of the responsibilities
Beware of demands on your time from the spin-out
Seek guidance from a mentor
Be ready to adapt to a changing role

IP in a spin out












Protect the company name through trade marks and
domain names
Record all IP which the spin-out needs and record who
developed it
Transfer/license required IP to the spin-out
Check IP provisions in spin-out staff contracts
Check ongoing arrangements between the institution and
the spin-out
Identify a person to act as IP Manager
Set up a procedure to identify/protect new IP

Structure of spin out


Shareholders









Articles of Association
Shareholders = Owners
Owner control is mainly by resolutions
Decide on preferential rights to identify types of shares needed
Take advice if asked for personal guarantees
Take care not to be a “shadow” director

Shareholders Agreement





Regulates shareholders’ arrangements
Check which acts need consent of all shareholders
Check obligations to provide information
Consider limiting liability on warranties
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Structure of spin out


The shares represent units of ownership in the company.




For example, if the share capital of a company is €100 divided into
100 ordinary shares of €1 each.
30 shares are issued to the research institution, 35 shares are
issued to Dr Red and 35 shares are issued to Professor Green, the
ownership of the company will be as follows:

Steps Involved in Research Institution
Spin-outs

What is a business plan?










Provides a description of your business
Helps to define the opportunity
Makes you think about business structure and team
Shows what strategy you are going to use to get your
product/service out to consumers
Describes the financial issues that the business needs to deal
with
Describes the Risks and Reward
Shows how you plan to make it work and make it a financial
success
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Why write a business plan?


Funding




Implementation / Operations plan




To get financial backing for an idea

Strategy and resource allocation

Marketing document


Persuade people to join you as shareholders,
employees, key opinion leaders

Who is a business plan for?








Fund raising, Operations, Marketing
Investors – all sort
Potential/current employee
Your management team
Shareholders
YOU

The
Opportunity

The Team

The Context

Business
Plan

© IP Pragmatics
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What should a business plan look
like?



Up to you



Many examples and books



Here are some suggestions

Business Plans


Full plan (20-30 pages)




With an executive
summary (2-3 pages)
Appendices

Write down three short sentences
describing your business...

© IP Pragmatics
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Business Plan Contents


Description of Business



Business Strategy



Achievements so far



The Opportunity



Marketing Strategy



Financial Highlights



The Team

The Team


Who are team?



Who is the face of the company?



Corporate structure



Very brief CV’s - major achievements



Key Opinion Leaders



Why are you the right people to take
this forward?



Skill gaps and how will you address
them?

• Will these people really make
it happen?

The Team
Do our internal competences match the opportunity?
Can we actually do it?
–

What are the competences/experience required?
•
Right contacts
•
Business development
•
Marketing
•
Selling
•
Administrative
•
Financial
•
People/Networking skills
•
Technical/scientific
•
Many others
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Sources of cash / investment
1. Your own money + friends and family
•
•
•

Shows commitment
No restrictions
Friends probably want equity

•

Cheap money (don’t need to repay & no interest)
Small amounts
Often matching funding for specific project

2. Grants
•
•

3. Debt finance (eg; bank loan)
•
•

Interest over a specific period
Secured against asset (might lose your house)

4. Equity finance (eg; VC’s, Angel Investors)
•
•
•
•
•

Investor buys a share of the company
Investor “gambles” on return through dividends or selling shares
Nothing to repay
No asset security
No interest

Break even point



Loss-profit model: keep expenses low and
generate revenue early – depends on industry!

Exploitation strategy










An exploitation strategy is one of the most important
parts of the business plan
Enables you to focus your project on the most
lucrative and cost effective applications
It helps you understand the needs of your potential
end users/customers
It helps you understand and identify all the
opportunities that the project could yield
It enables you to achieve a return on your
investment in an efficient and timely manner.
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Exploitation strategy
The exploitation methodology/plan comprises three stages:



1.
2.

3.

Developing a business case
Developing a sound market understanding through developing the
opportunity
Developing a realisation plan

The three stages overlap over the project timetable



Planning &
Application

Post project
Exploitation

Project Execution

Business Case
Opportunity Development
Realisation Plan

Implementation 6
months

New Venture 1
Recruit staff

Bus
Plan

Fundraising

Receive
money

Find
premises

Start
operations

Find
equipment

Will investor
give money?

Marketing
First Order

New Venture 2
Find staff
Find

premises

Premises
agreed

Find
equipment

Equipment
quotes

Start
marketing

Provisional
orders
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Risk…….


Technology risk



Market risk



Critical Success Factors



What are you risking?



What steps are you taking
to mitigate risks

What are risks to business model?
Do the team understand the risks?

Evaluating a new business



The SWOT analysis





Strengths
Weaknesses
Opportunities
Threats

S

W

O

T

SWOT analysis






Do a SWOT analysis on your business idea
Don’t be shy!
Try look at things from a different angle
Try get a friend to help

© IP Pragmatics
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Appendices
• Appendix 1 – Detailed technical description
• Appendix 2 – Equity structure
» Pre-funding
» Post-funding

• Appendix 3 – Financial Projections
» Technical descriptions
» Pre-funding Equity structure
» Financial and other projections
» Key Milestones

Executive Summary
Description of the business

Business model
Business strategy

The Company

Who are you (corporate identity)?
what is it?

The Opportunity

What is the gap?
What is the idea?
What is the need?

The Market

Who is your customer?
How large is your market?
Main competitors?

The Team

Why are you the people to do this?

Financial Highlights

What are you offering? (eg; £2M for 30%)
How much has already been invested?
What are you investing?
What will the investor get back and
when?

Achievements so far

GOT TO BE INTERESTING

www.ip-pragmatics.com
IP Pragmatics Limited
1 Quality Court
Chancery Lane
London WC2A 1HR
UK
T: +44(0)203 176 0580
E: info@ip-pragmatics.com

Slide credits:
• University of Manchester (UMIP)
• Enter-rise / Q5 Training
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CASE STUDY – Spin out or Licence
Control syringe adaptation
Invention: Professor Patricia Pending has adapted the standard control syringe, which is commonly
used to administer local anaesthetic. The standard syringe has a small volume chamber, which requires
the needle to be removed for the syringe to be refilled. This is inconvenient and increases the possibility
of contamination and needle-stick injury. The Professor's improvement involves a reservoir which
allows the syringe to be refilled without removing the needle from the patient.
Status: The prototype syringe has proved to be highly useful in the clinic.
Publication: a manuscript is due to appear in 2 months.
Market: useful for a wide range of anaesthetic procedures (e.g. axillary blocks, interscalene blocks,
intercostals blocks). Could be pre-filled with anaesthetic and sold in kits.
Inventor: Professor Pending is an entrepreneurial and enthusiastic academic, practising
anaesthesiologist and has many contacts in the medical device industry.

Novel AIDS therapy
A new class of compounds has been discovered by Dr Hugh Ginovationne. They are very different from
known nucleosides and work through a newly discovered mechanism. Early cell work has generated
promising results.
Status: Invention Wellcome Trust sponsored. Several analogues have been made and tested in vitro.
Current work is focused on synthesising more active second generation compounds.
Publication: An early paper was published 6 months ago but does not enable the invention, and
probably does not make it obvious.
Market: Patients show tolerance quite quickly to current anti-AIDS drugs and new drugs for AIDS can
get accelerated FDA clearance. These compounds may also be effective against other viruses or
tumour cells.
Inventor: Rather prickly and not easy to contact, but well known mid-career biochemist with good
Wellcome Trust funding.
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DIMS (Difficult Imaging Made Simple)
Dr Ivor Nydir has invented an apparently revolutionary method of data collection and analysis which is
both cheap and easy. This method produces high resolution, three-dimensional images of moving
objects using existing hardware.
Status: prototypes, using X-rays, have demonstrated several applications.
Publication: none.
Market: This technique could, in theory, be used with any imaging source including x-ray, ultrasound,
optical. Obvious applications include dental, medical, and non-destructive testing. Could be a substitute
field for CT scans in emergency rooms or field use.
Inventor: Dr Nydir is a senior academic within the radiology field, with a PhD in optics, but his lab is
running out of money. He has contacts in the medical industry, but he is not well known outside of his
field.

Electric field Generation for charged particle analyzers
Dr. B. Sparke in the Department of Physics has developed a novel technique and apparatus for
producing customised electric fields, using inexpensive and easy to produce flexible circuits. This
technique replaces the need for expensive and complex precision machining of electronic lenses in
applications such as mass spectrometry.
Status: Research was sponsored by a large multi-national industrial partner and a student of Dr
Sparke's is a co-inventor. Two applications have been demonstrated on prototype designs.
Market: Electric field generators are widely used in analytical instrumentation such as ion mobility
detectors, mass spectrometers and cyclotrons. The application of charged particle analysis to the
evaluation of biomolecules is a new and rapidly growing area. Current techniques for generating electric
fields are costly and cumbersome: inexpensive, flexible methods might be expected to expand markets
as well.
Inventor: Dr Sparke is a well-known, mid-career analytical chemist and this is her first invention. She
does not have strong industry contacts, but her lab is well funded.
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Case Study Answers
Evaluating Inventions - key points
Bear in mind that there are often no 'right' answers and there may be other valuable ideas,
questions and comments that arise from the discussion on the course.
These notes are simply to give you some thoughts on the technologies and issues but the general
scope of the technology descriptions, and the changing nature of the markets, does mean that new
views arise each time.
Control syringe adaptation
Status: The invention has probably been disclosed as the prototype has been used in the public clinic
with no control over access to the design or other confidentiality protection. There may still be value in
obtaining design rights, or pursuing patent protection in those countries with a grace period (US, Japan,
Canada, Australia), since the potential market is very large.
Publication: The manuscript may help to raise the profile of the invention and could be used for
marketing. Is there an opportunity for a press story? Market: Large potential market in medical devices
but small margins. Is it possible to target the more expensive and less disposable products to which
this invention could be applied?
Inventor: The Professor seems to have the right level of knowledge and enthusiasm and her contacts
could be very useful for pursuing a deal.
•
•
•
•
•

Would you be likely to get a strong patent position or protection via other intellectual property rights?
If not, why not?
o No - see above
Are there any potential issues relating to ownership of the invention? What are they?
o Not as far as we are aware, but who made the prototype? Was there inventive input in
putting the Professors Idea into a physical form (especially with regard to design rights).
Is it a licensing or spin-out opportunity? Why?
o Licensing as it is an incremental improvement, but there is the possibility for multiple nonexclusive licenses with an immediate royalty stream
What does the inventor want to do?
o Need to ask her to find out. If she is interested in starting a company you may have to guide
her towards licensing as a more appropriate commercial route.
How might you commercialise it?
o Research the market and prioritise applications, Warm-call the Professor's contacts to find
the right people to talk to about licensing, negotiate a non-exclusive deal!

Novel AIDS therapy
Status: Wellcome Trust funding is likely to bring some conditions on revenue sharing and possibly on
lead and/or permission for exploitation. In vitro data will be useful but the work is still early stage. In
vivo data in animal models would add value. Patent Protection should look at broad protection for the
novel mechanism and drug class if possible as well as more narrow NCE filings. Some thought will
have to be given on your approach to filing and managing costs on what might be a large portfolio. The
fact that they are very different from known nucleosides may mean fewer issues on freedom to operate
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but bigger hurdles on development, manufacturing and approval. Is there a possibility of additional
funding, perhaps under a Wellcome Trust Translation Award (especially as the invention is WT funded),
to further the work on the second generation compounds.
Publication: Patent position looks ok at first glance but worth an opinion from a patent agent and
checking there have been no other disclosures at meetings, in posters etc. Paper could be useful in
marketing.
Market: Potential for large returns in the drug market and status with FDA could cut cost of getting to
market. Need to research who the big players are in AIDS therapies and who are the second tier who
might be looking for a way in. Worth talking to the Gates foundation? WT funding might also be the way
to build data to support other applications in anti-viral and oncology. Several applications from a
platform technology - worth thinking about spinning out into a new company.
Inventor: Need to build a good relationship with the inventor. If thinking about a spin-out is there anyone
else in the Inventors lab who might be the driving force? Well-known name should help with marketing
and credibility.
•
•
•

•
•

Would you be likely to get a strong patent position or protection via other intellectual property rights?
If not, why not?
o Yes - see notes above
Are there any potential issues relating to ownership of the invention? What are they?
o No ownership issues per se but likely to be revenue sharing conditions attached to the WT
funding
Is it a licensing or spin-out opportunity? Why?
o Worth investigating as a spin-out as exciting platform technology with many applications.
However, current state of the biotech sector and lack of an entrepreneur might affect
decision.
What does the inventor want to do?
o Doesn't appear very entrepreneurial so may lean towards licensing but need to ask him.
How might you commercialise it?
o If spinning out, start running the idea past friendly investors as a sanity check and early
marketing, find ways and means to develop the business plan further (POC funding,
business plan competitions), find an entrepreneur and get him an experienced mentor.

DIMS (Difficult Imaging Made Simple)
Status: It’s not entirely clear what the technology is - presumably software? Great news that there are
several applications demonstrated, even better that there is a prototype. Are there chances of getting
proof of concept with other imaging sources?
Publication: No publication to scupper patenting but there may be difficulty in filing on software. Need
to investigate further with a patent agent to see if there are algorithms that can be protected and if a
filing can be made in the US. Piracy might be an issue and the source code will need to be safeguarded.
Market: Many markets and some in depth market analysis will be needed to decide which will be the
best to target first. Issues to consider are not only financial returns but also ease of entry, competition,
early adopters vs. late adopters etc. Other applications not mentioned might include sports reporting,
security, and manufacturing.
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The numerous applications and potential for being quick to market (compared with biotech inventions)
mean that a spin-out is a viable option. You could even consider a parent spin-out with subsidiaries
developing applications in different fields, with other applications out licensed to bring in early revenue.
The development of improvements will have to be handled well so that improvements made by a sublicensee can be utilised across all applications.
Inventor: The inventor may be looking for alternative career paths if his lab is running out of money.
However, the shortage of research money may hold back development of the technology — are there
funds you can help target such as POC? A spin-out could bring money into the lab and allow the
inventors to remain in academia. The inventor might benefit from a mentor who has done this before
and can help guide him. A mentor might also open access to contacts in other fields outside medicine.
•

•
•
•
•

Would you be likely to get a strong patent position or protection via other Intellectual property rights?
If not, why not?
o Its novel but the difficulties of protecting software might mean other protection is needed
(e.g. confidentiality, copyright).
Are there any potential issues relating to ownership of the invention? What are they?
o None that we know of.
Is it a licensing or spin-out opportunity? Why?
o It would be very hard to fully exploit the technology running a licensing program from a TTO.
Spin-out to give it the best chance of exploitation in many fields.
What does the inventor want to do?
o Not clear — need to ask him. If he isn't very entrepreneurial are there ways you can inspire
him? Do you have any alumni spin-out founders who might talk to him?
How might you commercialise it?
o Spin-out. Start running the idea past friendly investors as a sanity check and early
marketing, find ways and means to develop a business plan (POC funding, business plan
competitions), inspire your academic and get him an experienced mentor.

Electric field Generation for charged particle analyzers
Dr. B. Sparke in the Department of Physics has developed a novel technique and apparatus for
producing customised electric fields, using inexpensive and easy to produce flexible circuits. This
technique replaces the need for expensive and complex precision machining of electronic lenses in
applications such as mass spectrometry.
Status: Lots of issues on freedom to exploit and ownership. The student will probably own his own IP.
The research funding is likely to have tough conditions attached. The rights granted to the industrial
partner probably conflict with the student ownership. Before doing anything this needs to be resolved
to ensure that you have the right to exploit On the upside, the invention sounds quite well developed,
the prototype will help with marketing and you might have a ready and waiting licensee.
Publication: No publication mentioned so patenting should be possible. Freedom to operate needs
investigating as this is an area where companies might hold large patent suites and use cross-licensing.
Market: Sounds very promising, especially with regard to cost reduction but needs more investigation
to determine which might be the right companies to develop the technology. Although this appears to
be a platform technology with a number of applications, there are a number of large players in this field
which might make entry difficult for a new spin-out.
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Electric field generators are widely used in analytical Instrumentation such as ion mobility detectors,
mass spectrometers and cyclotrons. The application of charged particle analysis to the evaluation of
biomolecules is a new and rapidly growing area. Current techniques for generating electric fields are
costly and cumbersome; inexpensive, flexible methods might be expected to expand markets as well.
Inventor: The inventor is new to technology transfer and will need your help in understanding the
process and managing expectations. With good funding she might be able to develop the technology
and add further value before you market it. You will need to use your own contacts to find the right
industry people.
•
•
•

•
•

Would you be likely to get a strong patent position or protection via other intellectual property rights?
If not, why not?
o Yes, but freedom to operate might be an issue in a crowded field.
Are there any potential issues relating to ownership of the invention? What are they?
o Lots! See notes above Ignore them at your peril.
Is it a licensing or spin-out opportunity? Why?
o Depends on what rights remain under the research collaboration.
o If free to exploit, it is worth exploring both possibilities but your choice will depend on
your inventors wishes and the culture of the industry. If there are a few big players then
a spin-out may have problems competing but getting licensees may also be difficult.
Ideally one might licence in a non-exclusive field specific way and it might be worth
considering novel approaches such as a technology auction.
What does the inventor want to do?
o Not clear - need to ask her but there don't appear to be any entrepreneurial drivers. She
has no funding pressure and appears to be doing well in her research career.
How might you commercialise it?
o Probably licensing. The research (under might be a possible licensee (you might have
no choice) but you may need to be extra aware of diligence provisions, and get a licence
back in specific areas, to ensure that all fields are exploited. Explore the possible
markets and talk to your technology transfer colleagues to find the right contacts in
industry.

Which one to choose? Any of them depending on your own particular preferences!
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MAXIMISING IMPACT:
Identifying, Managing and
Commercialising IP
An overview of managing university IP and its
commercialisation
10th – 11th October 2013
Boğaziçi Üniversitesi, Istanbul

www.ip-pragmatics.com

Course Structure: Day 2


Session 5: Commercialisation Strategies



Session 6: Valuing Intellectual Property



Session 7: Commercialising technology – Licensing



Session 8: Commercialising technology – Spin Outs



Session 9: Negotiation



Session 10: Proof of Concept funding and
technology development

A process...

Negotiation is a process, a means to an end. It is
the journey of how we get to the destination not
the destination itself. This doesn't mean losing
sight of the destination but rather, paying more
attention to how we get there. It's all about
"process".
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Ask yourself….







Is the outcome flexible?
Will we mutually “benefit” from the outcome?
Do we have differences?
Do we have “shared” objectives?
Can I compromise?
Can I bargain?

Ask yourself….







Is the outcome flexible? √
Will we mutually “benefit” from the outcome? √
Do we have differences? √
Do we have “shared” objectives? √
Can I compromise? √
Can I bargain? √
If you can answer YES to the majority of these then you
have a Negotiation

Know what you want
First you must understand what the outcome
you want is!







To sell the product
To borrow money
To seal the contract
To invest £1m
To sell the service
To buy……..
But – is it negotiable?
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Is it?
“Almost Everything is negotiable”
You need to understand what bits are, what bits
are not and how far you will go

SET YOUR NEGOTIATING PARAMETERS

Preparation
You now understand your desired outcome
But before starting the negotiation you must
understand who is at the other side of the table
and what their desired outcome is

Gather background












On the organization you will be negotiating with and their history
Who you will be negotiating with
What they are and where they fit into their organization
What their powerbase is
What will a successful negotiation do for them
What their level of decision making is
Are they buyers, enablers or blockers
Do they have the budget
What are their interests
How have their careers progressed
Family, etc etc etc

You cannot learn too much
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Build relationships
Example - people tend to buy when:








There is a “good” relationship
The buyer’s requirements and drivers are understood by the
seller and the buyer recognizes that fact
The buyer’s questions and concerns have been listened to
and “handled” effectively
The rationale for making the purchase, including benefits to
the buyer, are clearly explained and understood
A good agreement (commercial and contractual) has been
reached
The buyer is having a positive buying experience
The buyer trusts the seller
The negotiation is all about helping the buyer to buy

Build strong rapport



Rapport is:






Being on the same wavelength
Matching communication styles
Showing respect
Promoting comfort across the table

Make an IMPACT


Impact is made up of two things:
 What you bring to a particular
situation
 How you do it



The “What’s”
 Knowledge
 Experience
 Learning
 Wisdom and perspective
 Reputation

The “How’s”
- First impressions
- Relating
- Communicating
- Voice
- Influencing

Be confident in all areas
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Wear THEIR shoes










How will they think
How they will feel
How they will react
What they might do
What might they say
What success or failure will mean to the individual
What really matters, and
What style do you think they will adopt
Second sight is a wonderful thing!

During the negotiation:


















Set expectations up front
Keep building rapport (consider the culture and politics of situation)
Actively listen
Let the conversation flow
Don’t just “disagree” – don’t just “cave in”
Make the other side feel you are trying to help
Stay on track – do not get distracted
Show confidence throughout
If you don’t know the answer - say so – and take action
Only ask relevant and meaningful questions
Use acceptance responses (e.g. yes, I see, I understand)
Repeat critical parts of the discussion
Stay calm – take time outs if appropriate
Clarify and Summarize
Recognize when to walk

Closing the deal - recognize the positive
signs








Yes please
Nods
Come and meet my boss
Could we jointly put together a proposition to take
to the board
A request to see if you can you stay beyond the
allotted time
Help me
Do not keep going on - if the signs are there
recognize them and do the deal
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Closing the deal - recognize the negative
signs:











No thanks
Shaking heads
Please write to me with further information
Sorry but I’ve got to go now
I will call you in a couple of weeks
My boss is away and I need to talk it through with him
Leave your card on the desk
I’ll get back to you
Please leave now.
Do not keep going on - if these signs are there leave

Walk-away alternatives










Be sure you know your walk-away alternatives - what
are your options if no agreement is reached?
Do not disclose your walk-away alternatives
Try to identify the walk-away alternatives of the
other party
Don’t react emotionally
Listen actively
Analyze concessions
Be sure

www.ip-pragmatics.com
IP Pragmatics Limited
1 Quality Court
Chancery Lane
London WC2A 1HR
UK
T: +44(0)203 176 0580
E: info@ip-pragmatics.com
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Stages of company development
Mature
Risk
TURNOVER

EXIT ?
EXIT ?
Growth
EXIT ?

Seed
Startup

EXIT ?

DEVELOPMENT
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Financial EXIT
If you bought some shares today – how long would
You expect to hold them before selling?
I don’t want to own a piece of your company forever.
I want to make money, spend it and have a good time
So what questions will an investor ask?
When will I get my money back?

How much profit will I make?
How will I get my money back??
Sell my shares in the company, but to whom?
• Another company (trade sale)
• The public (IPO on stock exchange)

Financial EXIT




When / How will investors realise return?
What are your personal long term plans?
Exit seems a long way off – but can affect some
early decisions
IPO

Buy Ins

Trade Sale

Buy Outs

Merger

Typical UK technology start-up
Basic research
technology

Proof of concept
Technology and/or market

Seed fund
Company foundation

£1M ?
1st Round finance

Further finance rounds
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£???
Research Grants
Foundations
£10K - £50K
University POC funds
Gov, Foundation soft money
Own money
Angel networks
£50K - £500K
University Seed funds
Gov grants, loans
Angel networks
Private Equity
£2M - £5M
Venture Capital
Private Equity
Corporate finance
IPO
> £5M
Venture Capital
Private Equity
Corporate finance
IPO

Soft money
Equity
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Investors will mitigate risk they take by:
Lower valuation
(take more of company to compensate for risk on a
portfolio basis)
Milestones
Co-invest (what are you investing yourself?)
Convertible loan / preference shares
Become involved / help
Tax breaks (investment tax deductible + low CGT)

If too risky - no investment

Early stage funding
High
Risk

Family, friends, grants
Uni POC, seed funds
Business Angels
Private Equity Co’s
FUNDING GAP

Venture Capital
Corporate finance
Public Equity
Markets

Low
Risk

Banks

Startup

Maturity
…………..or organic growth

Business Angels
Equity Investors


Small private equity Investors

Wealthy individuals who invest their own money
in return for equity in the company.





Usually experienced entrepreneurs in sector

•

Up to £100,000 individually
Up to £0.5M in club
High return
Added value through involvement in the business
Less constraints than Venture Capitalists

•

Do not have to invest

•
•
•
•

© IP Pragmatics
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Venture Capital
Equity Investors


Institutional equity investors



Raise money in financial markets………...

and invest other people’s money in companies
in return for equity in the company.





£5M - £20M



Must invest



Most VC’s don’t fund early stage high risk
technology companies

Venture Capital
Equity Investors

 Small team of professional managers raise money from
institutional investors
 Typical fund £50M to £500M
 Investors get repaid first
 VC recieves annual fee for managing fund (2%-3%) +
interest in capital gains realized (20%-30%)

VC Investment in 2012


$26.5 billion in 3,698 U.S. deals, a decrease of
10% (MoneyTree report from PwC and the
National Venture Capital Association (NVCA))



Biotech investment dollars dropped 15 %;
cleantech investments, 28 %



Fewer first-time fundings for biotech and medical
device startups than any year since 1995



Software investment grew 10 % to $8.3 billion, an
11-year high

© IP Pragmatics
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So why don’t VCs fund early stage tech
companies?
Equity Investors








Risk averse
Regulations & processes
Cost of deal is same for £50M or £0.5M
Invest expanding established businesses
Rapid growth
Exit after 3-5 years
30-40% pa

Expansion 2
Expansion 1

Early stage
Startup

Venture Capital Processes
Equity Investors

With other people’s money at risk, venture capitalists...
 rely on well defined processes to screen and evaluate
opportunities
 have numerous eyes look at deals
 conduct extensive due diligence
 use extensive often complex contracts
 use convertible loans/preference shares
 use equity ratchets
 syndicate investments
 document everything they do

Cumulative Cash Flow of a new Business
Promised Land

20,000

Cumulative Cash Flow

£

10,000
0
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
-10,000
Valley of Death

-20,000
-30,000
-40,000

How much investment do you need?
- at least double what you think!

© IP Pragmatics
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Venture Capital will:






Seek Out High Quality Businesses: Dominant market
positions, strong entry barriers, predictable future
pricing power, and secular growth trends
With High Quality Management Teams: Culture of
integrity, respect for shareholders, well managed for
the long term
At the Right Price: We believe that key to our
success is the exercise of price discipline, we strive to
buy companies at sufficiently attractive prices to
deliver performance
www.pytheas.net

Venture Capital process


VCs research focuses on long term economic,
environmental, social and governance risks and
opportunities that can materially impact a company's
ability to sustain profitability and deliver returns.



It is necessary to conduct deep bottom-up fundamental
analysis on companies based on primary and secondary
financial and non-financial research.



All themes that have the potential to impact the long
term operating context for business are researched.
www.pytheas.net

VC due diligence


Strength of the idea (and IP)




Business model (and valuation)




can scale be achieved and can it be done quickly and on a cross-border basis? If you’re
already growing your business, how will you maintain momentum?

Management team skill




have you challenged your own business model assumptions, do they stack up and is the
data based on realistic estimates that can be externally benchmarked?

Scalability




can you articulate it well, has someone else already thought about it and is doing it
better and how will you position yourself in the market as you grow?

have you got the right mix of expertise to grow the idea into a commercial operation and
importantly, have you got a plan for how that will evolve as the business grows?

Exit strategy


Is this well-defined from the outset and is it clear to investors how payback will be
achieved?

www.pytheas.net

© IP Pragmatics
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Venture Capital Funding

Big VC Firm sees
hundreds of plans
every month

Present (5-10%)

Due diligence (1-2%)

Fund (<1%)

Analysing the problem

Maybe

It would be
nice

That would
be great

I’d kill for
one

What are you solving for your customer?






Is it a problem and how big a problem is it?
How seriously does it affect them?
How often does it occur, e.g. constantly, occasionally, is it
seasonal?
Do you offer the whole solution or a part of it? What else is
required?

Would your team get funded?
The idea and the team

Investor view to funding

A+ Idea and A+ team

Yes – probably form a queue!

A+ Idea and B team

Yes – Bs can be turned into As

B Idea and A+ team

Yes – investors back teams

A+ Idea and C team

Possible – but don’t expect to be in
the team in 3 months

B Idea and B team

Unlikely

Anything other than A/B

Not a chance!!

© IP Pragmatics
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“An outstanding team with a mediocre idea
is a far better bet than an outstanding idea
with a mediocre team”

Lean, mean, small management
team
- ideally with lots of unpaid big names around them
Board
CHAIRMAN, NON EXECUTIVES
CEO, CFO,COO, CSO/CIO, Bus Dev

Employees

Advisors

Management Team

Production

Funding

CEO

Service

Technical

Marketing

Patent agents

CFO, CSO/CIO, BD

Sales
Scientists

Accountants
Auditors

IT

Investors

Key milestones
• Corporate

• Marketing

• Senior Appointments

• First sales, sales targets

• Offices in main markets

• Number of customers
• Penetration of target
markets

• Financial
• Operating Breakeven
• Financial Breakeven
• Business Development

• International sales
• Operations
• Facilities

• Partners/Alliances

• Suppliers

• Distributors

• Volumes, reliability,
speed, QC

• HR

• Key appointments

• R&D
• Scientific objectives
• Prototypes

© IP Pragmatics
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The investors are WAITING

www.ip-pragmatics.com
IP Pragmatics Limited
1 Quality Court
Chancery Lane
London WC2A 1HR
UK
T: +44(0)203 176 0580
E: info@ip-pragmatics.com

© IP Pragmatics
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i.e. Scottish Enterprise

‘Proof of concept’
(€50-100K)*

University Challenge Fund
Exist-Go Bio; EEF-Fond2
Oséo-Anvar

Research commercialisation

Pre-seed fund
(€50-100K)

Preparation of patent application

Seed fund
(€100K-500K)

Patent license

Start-up financial gap
Government support
Family & friend fund

Current critical financial gap
Government Co-investment
(€ : €)

First round
Second round …
More rounds if needed

+

Business Angels
investment
(€1M-2M)

Venture Capital fund
(€2M-5M)

Business plan development
Equipment purchase
Company site rent
Service cost, i.e. legal cost

Product development

Biotech Company
Trade sale

IPO
(€10M-100M)

Out licensing

Potential financial gap
Follow-on fund
PIPE fund
Convertible debt fund

Clinic trials
Product development
Service cost

Figure 1 Business development stages of the biotechnology company.
(Note *: The figure indicates the range of capital that is required by a typical
biotechnology company at each financial stage)

Taken from Analysis of access to finance for EU Biotech Firms - Europe INNOVA

BOĞAZĠÇĠ ÜNĠVERSĠTESĠ
FĠKRĠ MÜLKĠYET HAKLARI VE TEKNOLOJĠ TRANSFERĠNE ĠLĠġKĠN
ĠLKELER VE ESASLAR

Ġçindekiler:
GiriĢ
1. Amaçlar
2. Tanımlar
3. Fikri Mülkiyet Haklarına dair ilke ve esaslar
3.1 Fikri Mülkiyet Haklarının Mülkiyeti – Mevcut hukuki durum
3.1.1 BuluĢlar, Endüstriyel Tasarımlar ve Entegre Devre Topografyaları
3.1.1.1 BuluĢlar
3.1.1.2 Endüstriyel tasarımlar
3.1.1.3 Entegre devre topografyaları
3.1.2 Öğretim elemanı
3.1.2.1 Öğretim elemanının bilgi verme yükümlülüğünün doğduğu durumlar
3.1.3 Telif Hakları
3.1.3.1 Telif Haklarının Mülkiyeti
4. Teknoloji Transferine dair ilke ve esaslar
4.1 Teknoloji Transferi Ofisine baĢvuruda bulunulması ve bildirim
4.2 BaĢvurunun değerlendirilmesi ve karar
4.3 Fikri mülkiyet haklarının TTO’ya devri
4.4 Gelir paylaĢımı
GiriĢ
Boğaziçi Üniversitesi geleneğinde var olan yaratıcılık ve üretkenliğini günümüzün çağdaş eğitim ve
araştırma imkanlarıyla birleştirip, edebiyat ve sanattan, teknoloji ve bilime uzanan her alanda,
insanlığa hizmeti ilke edinmiştir. Bu çerçevede, Boğaziçi Üniversitesi, akademik çalışma ve araştırma
ortamının, salt bilim adına özgürce geliştirilmesini bir öncelik olarak görmekle beraber, aynı zamanda
içselleştirdiği toplumsal sorumluluk bilinci doğrultusunda, sanayi ve akademi çevrelerinin işbirliği ile
yenilikçi, doğayla barışık, daha müreffeh ve mutlu bir dünyaya katkıda bulunmayı amaç olarak
benimsemiştir.
Yaratıcılığın ve yenilikçiliğin geliştirilmesi ve teşvik edilmesinin yanısıra, fikrî mülkiyet varlıklarının ve
haklarının korunması, ancak bu konuda duyarlı bir bilinç oluşturulması ve farkındalık yaratılmasıyla
mümkün olabilir. Bu noktada, bilim yuvaları olarak faaliyet gösteren üniversite ve diğer eğitim
kurumlarına büyük görev düşmektedir.
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1. Amaçlar
Bilgi üreten ve ürettiği bilgiyi paydaşlarıyla birey ve kamu yararına kullanmayı ilke edinmiş olan
Boğaziçi Üniversitesi bu çerçevede fikri mülkiyet haklarının mülkiyeti, paylaşımı, korunması ve
değerlendirilmesiyle ilgili ilke ve esasları belirlerken


Bilimsel araştırmaların teşvik edilmesi ve desteklenmesini



Araştırma ve geliştirme faaliyetleri ve üçüncü taraflarla yürütülecek teknoloji odaklı
işbirlikteliklerinde izlenecek esasların belirlenmesini



Üniversitenin ilgili birimleri tarafindan fikri mülkiyet haklarının tespit edilmesi, korunması ve
ticarileştirilmesine dair usul ve esasların belirlenmesini



Üniversitenin fikri mülkiyet envanterinin tespit edilmesini



Fikri mülkiyet haklarının ticarileştirilmesiyle elde edilecek ekonomik faydaların adil ve
hakkaniyetli şekilde taraflar arasında paylaşımının sağlanmasını



Bilimsel araştırma ve işbirliktelikleri sonucunda ortaya çıkan fikri mülkiyet haklarının bilimin,
insanlığın ve toplumun yararına kullanılmasına imkan yaratılmasını

amaçlamaktadır.
2. Tanımlar
a) Üniversite: Boğaziçi Üniversitesi
b) TTO: Boğaziçi Üniversitesi Teknoloji Transfer Ofisi
c) Çalışan / Mucit: 1547 sayılı Kanunun 3 uncu Maddesinin (l) bendinde tanımlandığı üzere, öğretim
elemanlarının yanı sıra tam zamanlı veya yarı zamanlı personeli, kısmi statüde görevli personel, ek
ders veya diğer üniversitelerden görevlendirme suretiyle çalışanlar, araştırmacılar, misafir öğretim
elemanları, belirli bir ücret mukabili çalışan öğrenciler, üçüncü taraflarla ortak çalışma veya proje
yürütmekte olan çalışanlar, nakdi veya ayni bir karşılık alıp almadıklarına bakılmaksızın bu ibare
kapsamında değerlendirilir.
d) Fikri mülkiyet hakları: Patentler, faydalı modeller, endüstriyel tasarımlar, ticaret markaları, hizmet
markaları, ticaret unvanları, menşe adları ve mahreç işaretleri, internet alan adları, entegre devre
topografyaları, telif hakları, veritabanları, ölçme-değerlendirme araçları, eğitim programları, bilgisayar
tabanlı eğitim araçları, know-how, ticari sırlar, biyoteknolojik buluşlar, yeni bitki çeşitlerine yönelik
ıslahçı hakları dâhil olmak üzere tescilli veya tescilsiz tüm benzeri sınaî ve fikri mülkiyet hakları, bu
haklara istinaden yapılmış başvuru, yenileme ve uzatma hakları ile diğer ülkelerde eşdeğer veya ayni
sonucu doğuracak nitelikte korumayı haiz hakları,
e) Fikri Mülkiyet Kurulu (FMK): Boğaziçi Üniversitesi Fikri Mülkiyet Kurulu,
f) Fikri mülkiyet: Buluşlar, teknolojiler, ölçme-değerlendirme araçları, eğitim programları, bilgisayar
tabanlı eğitim araçları, geliştirmeler, malzemeler, bileşimler, üretim süreçleri gibi sınaî alandaki yeni
yaratımlar ile bilimsel, edebi, sanatsal faaliyetler kapsamında insan düşüncesinin ve yaratıcılığının
ürünü olan özgün fikirler ve eserler,
g) Ticarileştirme: Fikri mülkiyet haklarının, devir, lisans, inkübator, spin-off şirketi veyahut herhangi
başka bir şekilde kullanılması da dâhil olmak üzere ticari amaçla tasarrufu
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3. Fikri Mülkiyet Haklarına dair ilke ve esaslar
3.1 Fikri Mülkiyet Haklarının Mülkiyeti – Mevcut hukuki durum
3.1.1 BuluĢlar, Endüstriyel Tasarımlar ve Entegre Devre Topografyaları
Üniversitelerde bilimsel çalışma yapan öğretim elemanlarının yaptığı buluşlar, tasarladığı endüstriyel
tasarımlar ve entegre devre topografyaları serbest buluş olarak kabul edilir ve bu buluş ve
tasarımlardan doğan fikri mülkiyet hakları ülkemizdeki meri fikri mülkiyet hukuku mevzuatı uyarınca
aşağıda görüldüğü şekilde öğretim elemanına aittir.
3.1.1.1 BuluĢlar
551 sayılı KHK’nin 41 inci maddesinin birinci fıkrasında “Üniversitelere bağlı fakülte ve yüksek
okullarda bilimsel çalışma yapmakta olan öğretim elemanlarının yaptığı buluĢlar, serbest buluĢ
sayılır” denmektedir.
3.1.1.2 Endüstriyel tasarımlar
554 sayılı KHK’nin 15 inci maddesinin birinci fıkrasında “Üniversitelere bağlı fakülte ve
yüksekokullarda bilimsel çalışma yapmakta olan öğretim elemanlarının tasarımları üzerindeki hak,
14 üncü madde hükmünden farklı olarak öğretim elemanlarına aittir” denmektedir.
3.1.1.3 Entegre devre topografyaları
5147 sayılı Kanunun 9 uncu maddesinin birinci fıkrasında “Üniversitelere bağlı fakülte ve yüksek
okullarda bilimsel çalışma yapmakta olan öğretim elemanlarınca tasarlanan entegre devre
topografyaları üzerindeki hak, öğretim elemanlarına aittir” denmektedir.
3.1.2 Öğretim elemanı
“Öğretim elemanı” sıfatı 2547 sayılı Yüksek Öğretim Kanunu uyarınca, “Yükseköğretim kurumlarında
görevli öğretim üyeleri, öğretim görevlileri, okutmanlar ile öğretim yardımcılarıdır”[m.3(l)] şeklinde
tanımlanmıştır.
Bu doğrultuda, Üniversite mensubu öğretim elemanlarının yaptığı buluşlar serbest buluş niteliği
taşımaktadır.
3.1.2.1 Öğretim elemanının bilgi verme yükümlülüğünün doğduğu durumlar
Üniversite buluş veya tasarımla sonuçlanan araştırmalar için özel olarak belli araç ve gereçleri
sağlamak suretiyle harcamalarda bulunmuşsa, öğretim elemanları Üniversiteye buluş, tasarım veya
entegre devre topografyasının değerlendirme şekli ve elde edilen kazanç miktarı hakkında bilgi
vermekle yükümlüdür.
Üniversite, kendisine yapılan yazılı bildirim tarihinden itibaren üç ay içinde elde edilen kazançtan
uygun bir miktarın verilmesini talep edebilir. Ancak, talep edilecek miktar Üniversite tarafından yapılan
harcamaları aşmayacaktır.
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3.1.3 Telif Hakları
Telif hakları ülkemizde 5846 sayılı Fikir ve Sanat Eserleri Kanunu kapsamında düzenlemiş olup, ilim
ve edebiyat, musiki, güzel sanat ve sinema eserlerinin korunmasına yönelik düzenlemeleri kapsar.
3.1.3.1 Telif Haklarının Mülkiyeti
Çalışan/Mucitlerin ve öğrencilerin üniversite yaşamındaki kendi bilimsel çalışmaları kapsamında
hazırladığı makale, kitap gibi çalışmaların telif hakları yine çalışan/mucit ve öğrencilere aittir.
Bununla birlikte, örneğin bir Üniversite içindeki bir birim tarafından yönlendirilerek veya koordine
edilerek yapılmış olan bir proje, kitap, sınav soruları gibi çalışmaların telif hakları Üniversiteye aittir.
Destekli bilimsel çalışmalardan doğan telif hakları, destekleyen kurumla yapılan sözleşme hükümlerine
tabidir.
4. Teknoloji Transferine dair ilke ve esaslar
Üniversite, çalışanların fikri mülkiyetlerinin etkin ve kapsamlı bir şekilde tespit edilmesi, korunması ve
ticarileştirilebilmesi amacıyla Teknoloji Transferi Ofisi kurmuştur.
Yukarıda değinildiği üzere, Üniversite mensubu öğretim elemanlarının yaptığı buluşlar serbest buluş
niteliği taşımaktadır ve bu bağlamda söz konusu olan fikri mülkiyet haklarının değerlendirilmesi
hususunda öğretim elemanları arzu ettikleri takdirde bu mülkiyet haklarını bağımsız olarak
değerlendirebilirler.
Bununla birlikte, öğretim elemanı Üniversitenin kurumsal birikim, donanım, bilgi ve kaynaklarından
yararlanmak ve fikri mülkiyet hakkının tespit edilmesi, korunması ve ticarileştirilmesini arzu ettiği
takdirde, bu hususlarla ilgili olarak TTO’ya başvuruda bulunabilir.
Kanunen tanımlanmış “öğretim elemanı” kapsamı dışında kalan diğer tüm Çalışanlar/Mucitler, buluş,
tasarım veya fikirlerinin değerlendirilmesi için TTO’ya başvurmak durumundadırlar.
4.1 Teknoloji Transferi Ofisine baĢvuruda bulunulması ve bildirim
Ürettiği fikir, buluş veya eser gibi bir fikri mülkiyetin tespit edilmesi, korunması ve TTO marifetiyle
ticarileştirilmesini arzu eden Çalışan/Mucit, buluş veya fikri ürününü herhangi bir ortamda ifşa etmeden
ivedi olarak TTO’ya bildirmek suretiyle başvuruda bulunabilir. Başvuru, usulüne uygun olarak,
TTO’nun düzenlemiş olduğu standart bildiri formunun doldurulması suretiyle TTO’ya iletilir.
Üniversitenin ilgili birimlerinin onay makamları ve TTO bildirim işlemleri sırasında fikri hakların gizliliğini
koruma yükümlülüğü altındadır.
4.2 BaĢvurunun değerlendirilmesi ve karar
TTO yapılan başvuruyu kendisine tebliğ edildiği tarihten itibaren üç ay içinde değerlendirir.
Değerlendirme sürecinde TTO kendi iç Danışma Kurulu ile birlikte, Üniversitenin ilgili uzmanlarının
görüşlerini de almak suretiyle kararını verir.
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Söz konusu fikri mülkiyetin TTO tarafından değerlendirilemeyeceği takdir edilmesi durumunda
Üniversite ve TTO’nun buluşla ilgili herhangi bir hakkı ve yükümlülüğü kalmaz.
TTO tarafından fikri mülkiyetin değerlendirileceğine karar verilmesi durumunda, Çalışan/Mucit ile TTO
arasında fikri mülkiyet haklarının devri sözleşmesi yapılır.
4.3 Fikri mülkiyet haklarının TTO’ya devri
TTO’nun buluşu Serbest Buluş olarak tanıması ve tasarrufu ile ilgili tüm hakların kendisine devrini teklif
veya kabul etmesi ve bu kararın buluşu yapan Çalışan/Mucit tarafından kabul edilmesi durumunda,
buluşla ilgili hakların tümü TTO’ya devredilir.
TTO’nun buluşu yapan Çalışana/Mucite karşı, kendi adına patent başvurusu yapma, alınan patentleri
ticarileştirmek için gereken adımları 551 sayılı Kararnamenin 96 ncı maddesinin ikinci fıkrası uyarınca
“patentin verildiğine ilişkin ilanın ilgili bültende yayınlandığı tarihten itibaren üç yıl içinde” kullanma
zorunluluğu bulunur.
Hakları TTO’ya devredilen buluşla ilgili olarak, TTO tarafından söz konusu buluş için patent başvurusu
yapılmasının ve/veya patent olarak tescil edilmesinin uygun veya mümkün olmadığı veya patentle
korunan bir buluş olarak ticarileştirilmesinde menfaat görülmediği takdirde, TTO uygun gördüğü
ticarileştirme adımlarını fikri hakların devredildiği tarihten sonraki üç yıl içinde atmakla yükümlüdür.
TTO nun yükümlülüklerini süresi içinde yerine getirmemesi durumunda buluş ile ilgili tüm haklar
buluşçuya devredilmiş sayılır.
4.4 Gelir paylaĢımı
Fikri mülkiyet haklarının TTO’ya devredilmesi halinde, buluşu yapan Çalışana/Mucite* ve ilgili
akademik birimlere TTO tarafından yapılacak ödeme net gelir** üzerinden aşağıdaki şekilde belirlenir:

Fikri mülkiyet hakki (buluş,
tasarım vb.) sahibi

Üniversite*** ve TTO

50%

50%

* Çalışan/Mucit’in vefatı halinde ödeme, ilgili fikri ve sınai mülkiyet haklarının hukuken koruma altında olduğu süre
zarfında ve TTO’nun uhdesinde bulunduğu sürece, Çalışan/Mucit’in varislerine ve/veya müteveffanın meşkûr
ödemeleri temlik etmiş olduğu şahıs veya şahıslara intikal eder.
** Net gelir, fikri mülkiyetin ticarileştirilmesi nihayetinde TTO tarafından üretim, ürün geliştirme, pazarlama, fikri
mülkiyetin korunmasına dair başvuru ve yenileme ücretleri ve her türlü hukuki ihtilafın çözümüne dair ücretler
dâhil olmak üzere tüm masraflar çıktıktan sonra geriye kalan kısımdan oluşur.
*** Üniversite payının iç dağılımına Üniversite karar verecektir.

Şirketlerle ortak yapılan projelerde çıkan fikri mülkiyetlerin değerlendirilmesi proje sözleşmesindeki
hükümlere tabi olup, öğretim üyesinin payı daha yüksek olabilir.
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I.

BULUŞ SAHİBİ/SAHİPLERİNE İLİŞKİN BİLGİLER
Buluş Sahibi/Sahiplerine İlişkin Bilgiler

A.

Ad Soyad
Uyruğu
İkamet Adresi
Çalıştığı Kurum
Telefon / E-posta
Buluştaki Katkı Payı
İmza

B.

Ad Soyad
Uyruğu
İkamet Adresi
Çalıştığı Kurum
Telefon / E-posta
Buluştaki Katkı Payı
İmza

C.

Ad Soyad
Uyruğu
İkamet Adresi
Çalıştığı Kurum
Telefon / E-posta
Buluştaki Katkı Payı
İmza

II. BULUŞA İLİŞKİN AÇIKLAMALAR
Buluş Başlığı:
(Buluşu kısaca tanımlayan başlık kısmıdır. Marka niteliğindeki terimleri içerecek şekilde olmamalıdır.)

Anahtar Kelimeler:
(Buluşu en iyi şekilde ifade ettiğini düşündüğünüz kelime ve kelime öbeklerini yazınız.)
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Buluşun ilgili olduğu teknik alan:
(Buluşun ne ile ilgili olduğunu yani hangi ürünle, hangi yöntemle ya da hangi sanayi kolu ile ilgili
olduğunu belirtiniz.)

Önceki Teknik :
(Buluş konusunun ilgili olduğu teknik alanda var olan uygulamalar, benzer niteliğe sahip ürünler,
biliniyor ise patentler ve diğer yayınları belirtiniz.)

Önceki Teknikte Saptanan Teknik Sorunlar:
(İlgili buluştan önceki uygulamalarda karşılaşılan sorunları açıklayınız.)

Buluş ile elde edilen avantajlar:
(Önceki teknikte yer alan uygulamalarda karşılaşılan sorunlara karşı buluşun sağladığı avantajları
belirtiniz.)

Buluşa ilişkin ayrıntılı teknik açıklama:
(Buluşa ilişkin tüm teknik özelliklere ayrıntılı bir biçimde yer verilmelidir. Buluş bir ürün ise bu ürünün
tüm parçalarından, bir yöntem ise yöntemin tüm basamaklarından bahsediniz. Buluşu oluşturan
unsurların her birinin işlevini açıklayınız)

Teknik resim ve açıklamaya yönelik şemalar:
(Buluşa ilişkin ayrıntılı teknik açıklama kısmında yapılan açıklamalarda sözü edilen unsurları içeren
teknik resim ve/veya şemalar bu kısma eklenmelidir. Şekil/ler ve şema/larda yer alan tüm parça ve
alanlar şekiller üzerinde gösterilerek adlandırılmalıdır. Bu kısma eklenemeyen şekil ve şemaların ayrıca
eklenmesini rica ederiz.)
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Buluşun sözlü-yazılı açıklanması, tanıtımı ya da satışı gerçekleşti ise nerede ve ne
zaman gerçekleşti?
(Buluşun sözlü-yazılı açıklanması henüz gerçekleşmediyse sözlü ve yazılı açıklanması planlanan
etkinlikler ve yayımlar varsa ise bunları tarih bilgileri ile belirtiniz.)

Buluşun geliştirilmesi hibe destekli projeler ve/veya kontratlı araştırma projeleri
kapsamında mı yapıldı?
(Eğer buluşun keşfi ve geliştirilmesi hibe destekli proje kapsamında yapıldı ise fon sağlayan kuruluş ve
proje tarihi detayları hakkında kısa açıklamaları belirtiniz.)

Buluşun korunması istenilen ülkeler anlamında başvuru yapılması planlanan
ülke/sistem :
(Başvuru sadece Türkiye’de yapılabileceği gibi PCT (uluslar arası başvuru), EP (Avrupa Patent Başvurusu)
sistemleri ve/veya diğer ülkelerde ulusal başvurular şeklinde yapılabilir. Bkz. Patent Bilgi Genel
dokümanı.)

Türkiye

Avrupa

Amerika

Japonya

Diğer

Bu Buluş Bildirim Formu ile buluşumu, haklarımı koruması ve değerlendirilmesi amacıyla
Boğaziçi Üniversitesi Teknoloji Transfer Ofisi’ne bildiriyorum. Bu formda sunulan bilgilerin
doğru olduğunu ve bildiğim kadarıyla bildirisi yaptığım buluş ile ilgili olabilecek tüm açıklama,
yayın ve belgeleri eklediğimi beyan ve taahhüt ederim.
_________________________________
Buluşcu 1: Ad Soyad

__________
Tarih

____________________________
İmza

_________________________________
Buluşcu 2: Ad Soyad

__________
Tarih

____________________________
İmza
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